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Until very recently when Ladakh was o p e d up for tourists, the whole
of the Buddhist borderland between Tibet and India (with the exaption of
Nepal) was comparatively difficult to approach. The specific regions touched
upon in the present study are, in any case, hardly hospitable places for casual
visitors. The high attitude, the difficult means of transport, added to the rigours
of the permit system in force, have ensured their relative isolation. However,
determined and intrepid scholars have managed to wander up and down the
valleys of the Western Himalaya and have published extremely valuable material on the region and this present work has relied on the published works of
Cunningham, Francke, Tucci, Goetz, Snellgrove and Skorupski for guidanoe.
The scope of this work has been defined by those places that it was possible to visit on three separate expeditions into Lahoul, Spiti and Ladakh between
the period 1968 - 1977 and it presents a selected collection of the photographs
and measured data that was collected on those occasions. It is not the intention of this work to provide a deep study into Tibetan or Western Himalayan
architecture which is an extremely complex subject that could be studied in
numerable works. Rather, it is the intention to provide a panorama of material
that has been collected over an extensive area during the last ten years. The
purpose of measuring the various monasteries and presenting their plans here
was to tabulate, at a given time, the mud structures of this region which are constantly undergoing change. Further, it is hoped that this material could provide
the ground work for more work that can be done on the subject. Much has
been written on the religious and doctrinal aspects of Tibetan Buddhism and
much has also been written about various travels in the Western Himalaya,
but there is little material available on the physical documentation of the
monasteries that have already been described by many visitors. It is the intention of this work to broaden out the scope of the study of Tibetan culture
beyond the confines of its religions and liturgical aspects; away from the study
of religious objects and texts which have dominated most of the more recent
published works. Much is known about the religious practices, the sacred
symbols, the rhang-kha paintings, the iconography and thedoctrines ofTibetan
Yajrayina Buddhism. Museums in Europe and America have some of the finest
examples of Tibetan paintings and religious objects which had been 'acquired'
by some of the earlier travellers into Tibet and they have provided the basis of
some of the more authoritative recent publications. Yet the field work
necessary to provide for the physical background to this culture has been
sadly neglected and it is hoped that a small part of this enormous gap can be
filled by the study that follows.
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The Introductory Chapter dealing with the early beginnings of Buddhist
architecture in India was thought necessary to reinforce the strong cultural
link that had existed between the Vajraya'na Buddhism of Tibet and the once
flourishing Buddhist Centres of India. Moreover, the basic institution of the
Vajraytina Buddhists, the gompa or monastery, had been taken directly from
India where it had developed earlier from very humble beginnings. It is the
intention of this chapter to show how the origin of the 'Du-khang or assembly
room of every Buddhist monasteiy in the Western Himalaya (and Tibet),
had developed earlier in India from the need to provide for liturgical practices
that institutionalised Buddhism was rapidly acquiring.
The subsequent three chapters deal with the Western Himalaya and the
monasteries of the earlier and later periods in that region. It was not intended
to study each and every major monastery that is functioning there, but rather
to provide specific infomation based on selected field studies of a few structures
which would clarify some of the major architectural characteristics of the
monastery. The architectural and religious aspects of the temples are so inextricably intertwined, that physical descriptions have necessarily included
descriptions of some of the murals, particularly of the monasteries of tha
earlier period.
A chapter on vernacular architecture was thought necessary to relate
the larger architecural aspects of the monastery with that of the local house,
and four houses in various valleys of the Western Himalaya have been illustrated to establish this link. The remaining two chapters on building construction and painting throw some light on the detailed physical aspects
of construction and decoration, both of which give Buddhist Western
Himalayan architecture its unique appearance.
January 1979.78.G. Sujan Singh Park

NEW DELHI

ROMI KHOSLA

INTRODUCTION
THE DEVELOPMENT O F BUDDHIST ARCHTHE INDIAN ORIGINS
The development of Buddhist Architecture
It is one of the ironies of the history of the Indian subcontinent that
Buddhism, which was born here and flourished here for 1700 years (5th century
BC to 12th century AD), disappeared very suddenly leaving behind only
scanty ruins. These ruins are so widely spread across India and so rich and
unique in content that they bear witness to Buddhism having been an inspiration
and a patron to one of the most dynamic art and architecture movements of the
world. This inspiration and patronage spread far beyond the bbundaries of
the Sub-continent and penetrated Burma, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Korea, China
Vietnam and Indonesia on the eastern side; Nepal, Tibet and Mongolia on the
northern side as well as Afghanistan and Central Asia on the western side.
The subject of this study relates to the changes that Buddhism introduced in
the art and architecture of a small part of the Tibetan culture centred in the
Western Himalaya.
Beyond the subcontinent, the age of Buddhism brought with it fundanmental changes in the various social organisations that had hitherto existed
in the Eastern and Northern countries.' Buddhism was instrumental in transforming the various autonomous tribal clans into centralised early feudal
forms of society. This change and the role that the Buddhist kings played in
overcoming the tribal chiefs can be seen in the history of Tibet. The expansion
of the territorial boundaries of the kingdom of Lhasa concides with the rise and
spread of Buddhism in the region. Later, when Buddhism flourished in the
Western Tibet Kingdom of Gu-ge in the loth and 1 lth centuries, the military
expansion of the might of the Gu-ge empire from Tholing to the border of
Kashmir in Ladakh was matched by the founding of forts and monasteries in
these outlying areas. It cannot be assumed, that the times during which
Buddhism was becoming a Pan-Asian religion (China, Korea, Japan, Vietnam,
Sri Lanka, Burma,Thailand, the Islands of South East Asia between the 1st
and 5th centuries AD, Nepal 5th century AD, Tibet and Mongolia
8th - 9th century AD) peace reigned in the region and Buddhism spread
peacefully through missionary activity. On the contrary, one sees the Buddhist
missionaries coming into contact with tribal clans, all of whom relied upon some
form of violence to maintain territorial control. The missions were able to
1

Kosambi, D.D. : The Culture and Civilisation o jAncient India in Historical Outline.
Vikas Publishing House. Delhi 1972, p. 96.
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gain their first footholds in the homes of these clan chiefs who were later referred to as Kings in Buddhist records. King Song-sen gam-po of Tibet was
aclan chief and used his marriage pacts with two Buddhist p r i n c e s s e s f r ~ ~
Nepal and China to overcome his rivals and establish his claim as the first
Buddhist King of Tibet.
This close link between the political and religious advancement of Buddhism' was clearly reflected in architecture. Thus,the development and style
of Tibetan monastery architecture must be seen in this context. The fortress
monasteries of the later period (Chapter 3) grew directly out of a need to
defend and administer territory through an administrative structure which
centered on the monastery as a politico-religious institution. The architecture
of the monastery, in its developed form in Tibet had emerged out of earlier
Indian prototypes that had been directly imported in 8th and 9th centuries.
The Tibetan monastery of Sam-ya built in the 8th century was based on Odantapura monastery in India. It is of interest to see how the Indian prototypes
themselves had emerged out of much simpler origins that had at one time reflected the need to provide shelter to the wandering Buddhist almsman.
Thus,the later Tibetan monasteries that housed complex functions such as
Tashi Lumpo, Gandhen, and Dera were a logical projection of the development
of early Buddhist architecture in India.
The doctrine preached by Gautama Buddha (born c. 566 BC) was
certainly not unique or extraordinary in its contemporary setting. Both Mahavira and Gosala were contemporaries of Buddha and had stressed in their
teaching the opposition to the orthodoxy of Hinduism and had turned towards
more progressive forms of religion which struck at the elite social position of
the Brahmins in Hindu society. Both Buddhism and Jainism effectively challenged the monopoly of the Brahmins' right to interpret the divine for the
common man. Buddha's teachings laid down the 'middle path' which he numerically summarised as the Eight Fold Path. His emphasis on avoiding extremes
is easy to comprehend if one thinks of those times when Brahmanical practices
were steeped in rituals, some of which went to the extremes of self imposed
physical tortures on the one hand. and semi-magical practices on the other. The
examples of the other extreme, which were to be avoided, were provided
by the newly emergent merchant class that was accumulating wealth and
spending it on excessive luxury.
The core of the Buddhist network was the sarigha2- the order which
was to eventually centre itself on the monastery (Vihzra) and university (Mahfivihzra). This form of organisation, to which the converts inevitably belonged,
was to become the single most important factor in developing Buddhist architecture. The refuge in the Triple Gem that the Buddha preached from earliest
times was required by every disciple. The sarigha developed into a very sophisticated organisation by the time Nalanda was flourishing and later too when the
--
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large monasteries of Tibet such as Tashi Lumpo Ganden and Dera flourished.
During Buddha's life time however the sarigha was really a collection of almsmen bound together by certain oaths and seeking the refuge of the Triple Gem:
Almsmen were common in India at that time as they are now. The hhikku
was distinguished from the ordinary beggar as his motivation was considered
"higher".This distinction between the beggar and the bhikku exists to this day
and people would sooner give alms to a sadhu than to a beggar. Buddha took the
lowest form of social organisation, the wandering almsmen community, as the
model for his sarigha, but he transformed their haphazard independent lives into
an organised collective one with common aims and disciplines. The refuge of
the Triple Gem, the Eight Fold Path and his other teachings were the sense of
order which was placed in the life of the bhikku who was not allowed to own any
form of property other than those things that were essential for his survival as
a bhikku.
66

A begging bowl, a water-pot, at most three pieces of plain, unembroidered patternless cloth (preferably pieced together from rags) for wear; oil
jug, razor, needle and thread and a ~taff."~
Buddha also framed the Viniya or rules of monastic life which stipulated
that the monk could not seek the shelter of a house at night but had to rest by
himself, away from lay folk and if necessary in a cave. Once a year however,
there was a period of relief from this endless wandering and that was during the
rainy season.
The monsoon put a stop to wandering, gave an opportunity for a retreat
and the monks were encouraged to do this collectively. Whereas the traditional
almsmen had also sought a resting place in the rains, Buddha specified that
in the case of the Buddhist monks, this retreat was to have a cornminal and
collective function. From this emerged the institution of the VassivZisa - the
rain retreat. The individualistic hermetic attitude was positively discouraged in
favour of the progressive collective life of the Vassivifsa. Ideally of course the
Vassavcisawas a temporary resting place which was disbanded once the monsoon
was over andthe monk wasexpected to resume his wanderings. But as time went
on, the ~ass&viisa
was not abandoned at the end of the monsoon and the elder
or sick monks continued to stay on and be looked after by the local patron who
had provided the space in the first place. Gradually two types of shelters began
to develop. One was the Cvasa which had a rural setting, perhaps in a forest
near a stream where the monks were required to subsist by themselves, by their
own efforts, and the other type was the arcma which had an urban setting,
was enclosed and here the monks could subsist with the help of a patron.
The zvasa continued to have a temporary makeshift quality about it and the
monks from it did disperse at the end of the rains. The cirima however was
different. Founded on urban land donated to the sarigha by a patron, it had
a boundary wall which enclosed the individual or collective dwellings of the
8
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monks. These dwellings were originally known as vitraras - a term which deve
loped its meaning as the institutions of the sarigha became more complex. The
enclosing wall of the liriima too developed its functions and we find it accompanying many later Buddhist structures including the ones in the Western Himalaya at Alchi and Tabo. The advantage of the irtfma or sarigha'rima, as these
permanent settlements began to be called, was that the basic subsistenm of the
inmates was looked after by the donor who could, in return, partake in
discussions and learn about the higher teachings of Buddha. The discussions,
by their very nature, were collective affairs and could not be held in the dwellings of the monks. They began, as they got bigger, to be formally held in the
open. Gradually the need for an assembly hall arose and there developed the
upatthina-siilii or common meeting hall where a service could also be held.
Dutt has given a description of three of these a ' r h a s which have
been excavated.' Of these, the one at Jetavanarama is the most interesting.
Legend connects this place with the Buddha having spent nineteen rainy seasons
in the place. The description is interesting because it explains how quickly
the architecture and function of the Vassa'viisa had transformed itself into a
complex institution. The story tells of how a merchant bought the land to
build an arama for the Buddha and how he converted thc place into a SanghZrZma, providing it with all the amenities that a monk-settlement required"with Vitraras, Parivenas, Kotthakas (chambers) upatthana silzs (meeting
halls), kitchens, store-houses, privies, promenades, open wells, coveled wells,
bathing places, bathrooms, ponds, mandapas (Pillared halls or awnings)
etc."Vnevitably, these settlments were built by the emerging rich merchant
class who not only sought the blessings of the Buddhists, but also identified
with the challenge to the Brahmin community that the ~uddhists'wereposing.
Buddha's life, as it has come down to us, is liberally sprinkled with episodes
involving the merchants who sought his blessings. Like the institution of
almsmen, this tradition of the rich merchants patronising the spiritual leaders
of our country has come down intact to the present day. One of the inevitable forms that this patronage takes is the donation of land and buildings for
the erection of asl~riimas.This fundamental social relationship between the
dependent Buddhist monastery and the patron merchant or ruling class
remained with every institution that developed in the course of the history of the religion. The grandeur of its art and architecture was only
able to reach such heights because of the tremendous resources tha't were
utilised in giving these institutions a grand and permanent form.
As the vassiivi developed into the Sarighiiriima, the material of construc-

tion changed from wood to brick and as the sarighirlima developed into the
letla the material changzd from brick to stone and rock. Today nothing survives of the early timber architecture and only the foundations survive of the
of
brick structures that followed. The complete Lena survives as the example
-
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rock architecture. This transformation from timber to rock reflected the consolidation of Buddhism on one hand and the growing wealth of the merchant
class on the other.
The lena emerged out of the iiviisa and Grirama reflecting the ever growiilg
internal needs of the monkhood. There was a need to further formalise the
training of the cadre and also to define more clearly those points where contact
with the community was to be established. Thus,rules were laid down for the
training of novices and arrangements were made for their a r e s and comforts.
Space had to found where teaching was imparted, where the monks could hold
discussions and have examinations. Moreover, space was also required to
accommodate the monks and the community during times of ceremonies and
collective rituals. The Uposutha was one such time when the monks and the
rest of the community got together for a collective purpose. The lena was
divided into five types of structures.'

1. VlhZra - Communal dwelling plaoe of the monks with huts.
2. A&ihayoga - Bengali type of house with curled roof eaves.
3. Pasdda - a long block with two floors.
4. Hammiya - a long block with three floors.
5. Guhll - the cave monastery.
But archaeology has identified the remains of only the Vihara and
Guhii. It is apparent that the distinction between the five t y p s of lenas is
based on the form of the structure. What is not clear at all is whether these
differences in form reflect different internal functions or different locations.
Certainly,the Vihiras were more prevalent in the Bihar region and the GuhGS
in the south whereas the Addha.yo~nhas been identified with Bengal.
The local or regional patronage that Buddhism was receiving in its initial phase of development was transformed under the reign of Asbka who
succeed to the thronc about 214 years after Buddha's death in c 272 BC.
During the period of these hundn-d odd years, the monk settlements had already
developed into the early monastic lenas and Buddhism itself had begun to explore regions beyond the narrow contines of central India. ~ s b k a ' sconversion
was a major event and during his reign, under the strenuous efforts of Woggaliputta Tissa, Buddhism began to have an all-India base. The edicts of ~ s b k a
which have been discovel-ed in Knndahor and other parts of Afghanistan bear
witness to this expansion. It was As'oka who formalised Buddhist architecture into stone in his edicts, pillars and stfipas. With the political security under
Asbka's reign and the patl-onagc given by him in the forin of land grants,
Buddhism wus able to locate its ~nonasteriesin far flung oreas of India. Evidence
from Ceylorlese chronicles quoted by Dutt reveal that well organised lnissions
were sent out not only to Ihc provinces of lnditi but also to Gandharu, Bactriu, Burn~nand Ccylon. These n~issionclriestook with the111the rules of organisation and fortns 01' monasteries which were necessary to establish as links
within the network, though to-day it is not possible to identify the remains of
- .- ---- -
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many of the monasteries that were established all over India during this period.
Even more significant was the link established between the Buddhist Church
and the State which was to remain a feature of the KushZn period right upto
the end of the Gupta age. It was this link that helped Mahiiydna emerge as a
socially more relevant philosphy than HinciyZna. The rise of the power of the
Maurya dynasty from a state one to an all-India one had given Buddhism that
all-India status. However it was also inevitable that, for Buddhism to survive
in these far flung areas, it would have to alter its conceptual thinking in such a
way that it could find a way to quickly absorb larger number of people for
whom it was a new movement. It meant that the rate of expansion and consolidation would have to be speeded up. Following close behind the organisation
rial problems that were being created by an all-India base, was the growing
schism between the Mahiyina and the HiniyZna systems of Buddhist philosophy which eventually came to a head in KaniQka's reign in c IOOAD. This
schism had been growing wider and it was thought wise by Kaniika to convene
a council to sort out the issues. But no reconciliation was possible at the council
and the schism was formalised into a positive split between the Hiniiylina
sect (Lesser Vehicle) and the Mah6yCna sect (Greater Vehicle). The division
was not simply on doctrinal issues but had political overtones.
The philosophical doctrine preached by MahZyina was, on the face
of it, more acceptable. It shifted the emphasis away from the need to abandon
the world as a prerequisite for a believer and it was no longer necessary to be a
Buddhist and disassociate oneself from secular activities. MahZyiina thus
became an accessible doctrine for a wide variety of people who could continue
their secular lives undisturbed. In many ways this removed a contradiction in
the life of a Buddhist King like Kaniika if one compares him to As'oka.
As'oka was converted to the earlier unified school dominated by Hintiyina
philosophy and he had spent his life trying to reconcile his existence between
attempting to be an ascetic arhaton one hand and a worldly king on the other.
His abandoning of military conquests after the battle of Kalinga could not be
reconciled with the need to maintain his armies to control his vast empire.
He remained both a Buddhist, setting up edicts, and a king who ruled his empire
with an iron hand against dissenters. For Kanis'ka these contradictions did
not exist. He continued to be a Buddhist, a despot and a conqueror. He presided over the Fourth Council and subsequently gave financial and political
support to the MahciyZna sect. Kanis'hka saw himself as a dharmapiila - a defender of the faith and Buddhism thereby embarked on a phase of its history which
could be termed more militant than before. This militancy was to remain with
Maha'ya'na when it spread in Tibet. Later,when the Tibetan Buddhists began to
split up into a number of sects (,Vying-ma-pa, Ka-dam-pa, Drug-pa; Ge-lug-pa),
they often attacked each other, with the monks taking an active role in the
fighting. Kye monastery in Spiti has, to this day, a fine collection of weapons
which the monks had used at one time.
.

The central issue of dispute between the followers of Hiniydna and
Mahiiydna was the relationship of the lay or common person to salvation.

I1
HMydna believed that it was essential to lead the life of a bhikku (ascetic)
renouncing the world as a prerequisite for salvation, whereas MohdyW
believed that lay people could take the vows of discipline while maintaining
their links with the world. The achievement of Nirviina was no longer confined or available to an initiated arhat who sought his own salvation. M d a y h a postulated the concept of the Bodhisattva as the one who held back his
own final salvation to help others enter the path. The central theme of teaching
in Hiniyina was replaced by the concept of "being saved" and the teacher
became the "Saviour".'
It was only a logical development of the concept
that this "Saviour"- t.he Buddha, be given superhuman powers and, as we
shall see later, a whole complex pantheon of deities who were Saviours, was
developed by Mahdyha. This theoretical change in the foundations of
Buddhist thinking was responsible for very fundamental changes in the art
and archikture of Buddhism as it developed in India after the first century
AD. The two major innovating factors that Mohbyana introduced to the
art and architecture was firstly the concept of divihity which changed the
representational aspect of the Buddha and secondly the sharing of the teachings of Buddha with lay people, which intensified the contact betwen the monk
settlement and the community. The practice of Buddhism under Muhiyiino
became a much more open system which was freer to adopt practices which the
earlier schools had not been able to do. The life and legends of Buddha began
to get popularised, and in the process of this popularisation, his image was
changed from a simple mortal being to a quasi-eternal god. In addition,
divinity was also given to a large number of deities who would help as
saviours in the process of salvation. The centre of importance shifted in favour of the devotee, the ordinary believer, who had at his disposal a very wide
range of deities to turn to for help. These deities had to be invoked and had a
royal status and they were arranged in a complex system of hierarchies. The
main deity, in any of the many subsystems that emerged, was envisaged as a
king or queen and was placed in the centre of the dwelling or p a l m
which was surrounded by a number of lesser supportive deities and attendants.
Contact between the devotee and the deity was established through the
mantra. Each deity had its own set of mantras and the devotee had to invoke
the deity of his choice by constant recitations. These changes in the formal
representation of the Buddha, and the creation of a pantheon which had personified forms was radically different from the earlier representations of the
Buddha that are found at Barhut, where the presence of Buddha is symbolised
by devices such as his throne, his foot prints, the dhamachuh-ra or the Bodhi
tree. On the Eastern Gate at Sanchi, for instance, there is a pictorial representation of the "Great Departure" and while there is no personified image of
Buddha, we find a Parasol, his two foot prints and the riderless horse which
bore him away.8 Similar svmbolical representation
is given to Buddha at
7
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Mathura, Gaya and Amaravati all of which date back to the last century
BC. There are also other examples of similar representation of the Buddha
image at Nzgarjunakonda (3rd century AD) where both personified and
symbolic representations are found side by side..
From the available evidence of excavations, it seems that the Buddha
image was first personified in or around the first century AD. Whether this
emerged in Mathura or GandhZra is, so far, a matter of speculation,and scholars have argued intensively for each of the places. There is no identifiable,
date or record of commission which could be linked with the first human
image of Buddha. There is little doubt however that the portrayal of the
human image of Buddha in the plastic arts was accompanied by liteiature
and stories that portrayed the life of Buddha in poetic and dramatic forms.
The growing popularity of Mahiiyiina was accompanied by a tremendous
multiplication of doctrines dealing with some or other aspect of Buddha. The
newly emphasised role of the "Saviour" which was an important aspect of
Mahiiydna, meant that the teachings had to be standardised to prevent their
dilution. The vast territory that Mahiyiina covered in India and beyond, meant
that the oral-tradition of reciting texts had to give way to written texts
which could be carried great distances. Although the scope of these texts was
vast and ever growing, it did result in a sort of standardisation where authoritative interpretations were available for reference. The Sutras became, and do
remain to this day, sacred canonical texts. The concept of sanctity was a
Mahayana development and was bound to accompany the raising of the Hindyina mortal Buddha to the level of the Mahiiycina Cosmic Being. This was
achieved and communicated to the community of followers and lay people
through the adoption of Bhakti or an intense devotional ritual which centred
on the Saviour - The Buddha.1°
Bhakti developed in Buddhism both as a congregation ceremony in
the pillared halls (uppa(fhiina-sdi]of the monasteries and as an expression of
individual ritual around the StGpa." It was a necessary function of Bhakti
0
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origins of the stupa are not at all clear and divergent views about its beginnings and subsequent function and purpose continue to be expressed.
Certainly the older views that regarded the stupa as simply a burial mound
have now been discounted by archaeological findings that hint at more complex
and ritualistic origins. The linguistic similarity between stambha, stupa and
'stump' can be interpreted to indicate early totemic beginnings that symbolised
the union of the earth and sky. John Irwin has recently revealed that the
earth used to build a stupa was brought from another site and that the centre
of the stupa contained an axial pillar of wood - a universal symbol of stability
used by tribal cultures, by Christians as a cross, by Buddhists as the Tree
of Enlightenment and by the Hindus as 'Vanaspati'. The use of the stupa as
a cult symbol could also have parallels in the Egyptian Ben and Pyramid,
the Giri of the Vedas, Omphalos of the Greeks and Kabah of the Islamic
people. In the course of the development of Buddhism, the stupa did undergo
very radical changes within India and outside. The Asian countries to
which it was introduced certanly adopted it into their vernacular style.
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to provide the lay followers with a personified image of Buddha whose life
could be illustrated to explain the events which the teachers were relto
the congregation. The canons developed rigid rules for the potrayal of d e i h
and a wide range of proportional systems and liturgical descriptions covered
the entire Buddhist pantheon.
The growing emphasis in Mahaydna on the "Saviour" meant that the
position of the monk teacher became synonymous with that of a monk scholar
and research and scholarship assumed important functions in the monasteries.
Later, many of these Indian monk scholars were to be glorified in China and
Tibet. But this growth in the scholarly activities within the monasteries,
which came to a peak during the Gupta age, was also accompanied by changes
in the organisation and architecture of the monasteries. Organisationally,
the emphasis in these monasteries moved away from doing missionary work
and came closer towards concentrating on academic learning. The Gupta
Kings were not Buddhists and yet they patronised Buddhist monasteries with
generous land grants and money. Buddhist art reached one of its high points
under the Gupta period. This patronage from non-Buddhist rulers was only
possible because Buddhism no longer represented an aggressive expanding
aspect. Undoubtedly the presence of the huge libraries in Nil8nd.a and Vikrarn$i11 was proof of serious academic activity at these centres. By the time of
Gupta rule, Mahiiyiina had already developed vast canonical works that
needed to be housed indexed and referred to easily. Apart from the earlier
Pali texts which had been written before the schism, there were numerable
Sutrus and Tantras. Many of the authors of these texts were a'ciiryas or monk
scholars permanently in residence at the monastic centres-Asvaghosa, Vasubandhu and Asanga NZigarjuna were some of the better known of many, These
canonical texts were to form the bridge over which Mahiiyiina crossed beyond
the boundaries of India. Monk-scholars came from China and Tibet hungering
to carry away texts for translation. The Indian monks and a'ctiryas, who
in turn went across to China and Tibet, took with them these texts. The
accounts of Fa-hien, Hsuan-tsang and I-tsing have given us very valuable descriptions of the Buddhist centres of learning in India. Descriptions in the
Tibetan Tanjur have also preserved a rare record of Buddhist India before its
downfall in the 12th century. Some idea of the volume of scholarship that
Buddhist centres of learning were generating can he got from the magnitude
of the Tibetan canonical works. The Tanjur and Kanjur consist of sDme
4569 texts out of which the Kanjur contains 1108 and the Tanjur 3461 texts.
The Kanjur has seven parts of which the Surra has three (Viniiya concerning
principles of morality, Sutanrra concerning meditation and Abidhavma concerning transcendental medititation) and the Tanrra four parts. The Tanjur
has two parts (Tantra and Sutras). The Surras deal with texts that claimed to
be the direct word of the Buddha while the Tantras deal with texts which have
identifiable authors and whose content is more in the nature of c~mmentaries.
Apart from these Tibetan texts, there are 2184 other identified texts that were
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translated into Chinese and many more which have disappeared and remain
only as references by name.
The architectural changes that took place in the monastic centres during
the Gupta age reflected the golden period of Buddhism. The Viha'ras extended inti ~ a h i i ~ i h i i r aStructures
s.
were enlarged,and the previous simplicity and
austerity of the decorative work on the architecture was replaced by elaborate
and rich rendering and painting. Hsuan-tsang's described Nalanda:

"Six kings built as many monasteries one after the other and an
enclosure was made with bricks to make all the buildings into one
great monastery with one entrance for them all. There were many
courtyards, and they were divided into eight departments. Precious
terraces s read like stars and jade pavillions were spired like peaks.
The temp e arose into the mists and the shrine halls stood high above
the clouds.. ....Streams of blue water wound through the parks, green
lotus flowers sparkled among the blossoms of Sandal trees, a mango grove spread outside the enclosure. The monks9dwellings in all the court
yards had four storeys. The beams were painted with all the colours
of the rainbow and were carved with animal designs, while the pillars
were red and green. The columns and thresholds were decorated with
exquisite carvings. The plinths were made of polished stone and
the rafters adorned with paintings.. ....In India there were thousands of
monasteries, but none surpassed this one in magnificence and sublimity. Always present were 10,000 monks including hosts and guests,
who studied both the MahGyiEna teachings and the doctrine of the
18 Hina'yana Schools as well as the Vedas and other classics. They also
studied grammer, medicine and mathematics.. .The king gave them
the revenues of more than 100 villages to support them, and each of the
villages had 200 families who daily offered hundred tan of rice, butter
and milk. Thus the students could have the four requisites (clothing,
food, shelter and medicine) sufficient for their needs without going to
beg for them. It was because of this support that they had achieved so
much in their learningw1"

f'

Nalanda epitomised the flourishing Buddhist centres of learning in the
Gupta age. It was more like a modern University with composite colleges.
A number of monasteries that had been built at various times in close proximity
to each other were formally merged under a central administration. I-tsing
mentions 8 halls, 300 blocks of cells and more than 3,000 monks and an incoming revenue from 200 villages. As a prestigious centre of learning, it had no
match and scholars from abroad came to it, hazarding the perils of extremely
dangerous journeys over land and sea.
The internal hierarchies. and disciplines were complex
and one is reminded of the similar way in which some of the larger Tibetan Monasteries functioned (Drepung, Tashi Lumpo, Sera etc.) The working of academic discipline is
well illustrated by Hsuan-tsang:
"He who can entirely explain one class of these books is exempted
from the control of Karmadana. If he can explain two classes, he
receives in addition the assignment of an upper seat or room; he
12
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who can explain four classes has "pure men" lay followers alloted
to him as attendants; he who can explain five classes of canonical
books is allowed an attending escort.. ....If one of the assembly dintinguishes himself by refined language, subtle investigation, deep
penetration and severe logic, then he is mounted on an elephant,
covered with precious ornaments and conducted in a procession by a
numerous suite to the gates of the abbey. If, on the contrary, one of
the members breaks down in his argument, or uses poor and inelegant
phrases, they prooeed to disfigure his face with red and white and
cover his body with dust and dirt, and then carry him off to some
deserted spot to dump him in a ditch.""
One is reminded of the functions held in the large monasteries of Bhutan
and Tibet where the conduct of the young novices is constantly under the
vigilance of a monk who walks up and down the rows brandishing a horse
whip which is cracked down on whosoever lets his attention wander.
Similar centres existed at Odantapura and VikramiilZ and their sudden
collapse at the end of the 12th century spelled the doom of Buddhism in India.
Odantapura was razed to the ground in 1 198 and NZlandZ, just a few miles off,
could not have survived much longer. ~ i k r a m i i l iwas destroyed completely
in 1235 AD.
These three centres, more than any other in India, played a crucial
role in the history of Buddhism in Tibet. Their destruction cut short a well
established connection that had started in the 8th century AD with the departture of Padmasambhava for Tibet and continued right through to the
end of the 12th century AD. For the Tibetans, the two important connection
were the arrival of Padmasambhava in the 8th century from Swat and the
arrival of ~ i ~ a l i k&ij~&na
ar
(whom they call AtiCa) from VikramaBlP. They
were two of the Indian a'ciiryas that went to Tibet. The Tibetan scholars who
came to India were many more and we shall see how one of them, Rin-chen
Zango-po, left his mark in the kingdom of Gu-ge.

THE

WESTERN

HIMALAYA

LADAKH, SPIT1 AND LAHOUL AND THE

DEVELOPMENT OF TIBETAN INFLUENCES
The Western Himalaya is a loose term which describes a region that
includes the Indian districts of Ladakh, Spiti and Lahoul. There are no specific physical or political boundaries which could coincide with the term and it
has been used here more as a convenience than as a precise geographical definition. Correctly speaking, the whole of the ancient Tibetan kingdom of
Gu-ge would also be encompassed by the Western Himalaya, but the scope
of this study does not extend to any areas that come in Tibet. The whole
region continues to be one of the most inaccessible parts of India even though
both Ladakh and Lahoul have been opened up for limited tourist accesss.
The general level of the valleys in the area varies between 10,000 to 16,000 feet
above sea level (3,000 - 5,000 meters) and all three districts are sealed off in
winter by deep snow at the high passes which give access to the valleys.
The distances are enormous and the modes of transport, until as late as the
19507s,were primitive. The choice of transport, even now, in many of the
valleys lies between walking or riding a horse. The country is surrounded by
massive mountain ranges,several valleys deep to the north. south and west.
Tn the north west, the Kara-koram Range separate it from the main Tibetan
plateau and to the south the Great Himalayan Range isolate it from India.
The centres of Buddhist life lie along the intricate river networks that eventually feed the Indus (Senge) the Sutlej (Spiti) and the Chenab (ChandraBhaga) rivers.
Ladakh by itself is a vast area and judged by size it is the largest district
In contrast to
in India (47,300 square miles. 119,820 square kilornetre~.)~~
its size, Ladakh has the lowest population density in India with under two
persons per square mile. Extending between the latitudes 32" 15 to 36"
and longitudes 75" 15' to IS0 15', it occupies a crucial strategic position which
has kept it sealed off from casual visitors. Bounded on the north by Sinkiang,
in the east by Tibet and to the west by Gilgit, Ladakh's primary importance as
a historical trading centre has now been turned into a strategic role. The
la
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population is unevenly distributed about the many valleys that run diagonally
across from the north west to the south east. The Indus river, which is amongst
the twenty longest in the world, divides Ladakh down the middle, separating
Nubra in the north from Zangskar in the south. Cunningham, in his work, had
divided Ladakh into the 5 geographical regions of:I5
(i) Nubra, the north western region which has the Nubra and Shayok
valleys. North of it is the Kara-Koram Range and south of it the
Kailash Range.
(ii) Ladakh, the central area around the Indus valley.
(iii) Zangskar which has the Zangskar valley and consists of an area
stretching from Kargil to Lahoul. South of Zangskar lies the
Great Himalayan Range and North of it the Transhimalaya
Range.
(iv) Purig, Suru and Dras valleys which are now administered from
Kargil
(v) Rukchu, the eastern part of Ladakh bordering on Spiti.
Although its physical isolation from the mainland of India has protected it from persistent occupation in the past, Ladakh has neverthless a history full of wars. There are very few historical sources relating directly to the
early history, but in the second century AD. it was part of the Kushina Empire
as evidenced by the Indian Kharaoshti script found at Khalatse. Reliance on
the documented history of Baltistan gives some indications about the history
of Ladakh before the tenth century AD. when Chinese, Tibetans and Kashmiri troops were criss-crossing the landscape in search of conquest and
plunder. The Tibetans had conquered Ladakh and Spiti in the 7th century
AD. By the time the independent western Tibetan Kingdom of Gu-ge had
been established by King Kyi-de-nyi-ma-gon
three centuries later,
Ladakh had begun to import both Tibetan and Indian cultural influences.
The oldest monasteries date back to that period. In 1842, an army from
Kashmir led by General Wazir Ratra defeated the Tibetan Army at Leh and
annexed Ladakh to the state of Kashmir. It was this historical war that eventually determined the devolution of Ladakh to India in 1947.
It is clear from the present Dardic (Indo-Iranic) and Tibetan (Mongoloid) racial stock that the early political hisory of the Wsstern Himalaya
has been complex. The Tibetan migration into this area took place after its
conquest in the 7th century. Apart from the Dardic and Tibetan connections, there was a Chinese one in 722 AD. when 4000 Chinese soldiers came
to help the ruler of Baltistan repel a Tibetan attack. The Indian contact was
established from Kashmir when soon after 733 AD, King Lalitaditya MuktapIda defeated both the Dards and Tibetans. We shall return later to the
role of this great monarch of Kashmir who was a generous patron of the Buddhists. The initial control by the Tibetans over Ladakh in the 7th century
IS
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was never a firm one and Ladakh was more of an outpost than an integral part
of the Central Tibetan Kingdom. It was later, in the 10th and 1 l th centuries
AD with the rise of the Kingdom of Gu-ge that Ladakh became integrated into
a Tibetan Culture.
Both Spiti and Lahoul are much smaller in size than Ladakh and they
are confined, more or less, each to single river valley systems. Lahoul is separated from Chamba in the west by a branch of the Pir Panjal Range which continues south of Lahoul and separates it from Kulu. In the north, the Baralacha
Range separates it from both Spiti and Ladakh. The Chandra and Bhaga
are the twin rivers of Lahoul that meet at Tandi and continue to flow jointly
through Chamba as the Chenab. Spiti, on its western side, is separated
from Bushair by the Manirung Range and is served by the Spiti river which
later flows through the plains of India as the Sutlej. More uncertainties exist
about the history of both Spiti and Lahoul than that of Ladakh. However,it
is known that Lahoul was part of the kingdom of Gu-ge at one time and continued to pay tribute till as late as the 17th century when it was annexed
into the Kingdoms
of Chamba and Kulu. The Sikh kingdom that took over
Y
Kulu in 1840. also annexed Lahoul and passed it over to the British in
1846 whence it devolved to India in 1947. Spiti was invaded by the Tibetans
in about 1055 AD and in 1262 by Kublai Khan's troops. By the 17th century
it had come under the rule of Ladakh which, it seems, did not extend eyer the
whole of Lahoul. The history of Spiti is much closer tied to that of Ladakh,
and the Baltistan penetration into Ladakh in 1740 extended through to Spiti
as did the 1840 kashmiri invasion of Ladakh by Zorawar Singh. However
Spiti's annexation into the Kingdom of Kashmir, was traded off by the British
who wanted an uninterrupted access to the shawl wool regions of Chang-Tang
and they included it within their administrative framework that was locally
centred at Kulu.
In all these political and cultural cross currents that went through
the Western Himalaya, the one that made the deepest impact was inspired by
Gu-ge which sponsored the spreading of Buddhism in this region. Buddhism
brought with it changes that began to develop a primarily tribal culture into
a feudal one. The nomadic life, which is still characteristic of some of the
Ladakhi and Spiti tribes (Chung-pas),is a remnant of their origins which go back
several centuries to the Chiung tribes which used to roam the pastures of Central Asia. Fragments of these tribes broke off from the main body at some
stage and drifted south eventually to settle into agricultural communities.
while others of them continued in their nomadic way, moving across the country from pasture to pasture with the changing seasons. Thus,very early in the
history of this region, long before Buddhism came to stay in thc 10th century,
two basic ways of life had been established which relied upon each other for
their survival. The farmers traded their agricultural produce in exchange
for the dairy produce of the nomads. This fundamental division in these
18
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occupations came about for climatic and economic reasons. Most of the
year round the severe climate of the country restricts movements of cattle and
people. In the late spring and summer, the whole country Sursts into a spasm
of activity which means that the land has to be tilled, buildings repaired, fresh
land brought under cultivation, the cattle grazed on fresh grass and the
sheep sheared before the freezing winter sets in again. The pastures for the
cattle are generally located on the slopes of the passes above the tree line
whereas the agricultural land lies along the valley floor, irrigated by the waters
of the melting snow. So while the peasants dig and plough the earth, the nomadic herdsemen pack their tents and move their yaks and goats up to the
mountain slopes and passes which are green with the first grass of spring. This
two fold aspect of early tribal life in this region is so deeply rooted and necessary that the advent of Buddhism and feudalism could not replace it wholly.
Buddhism was superimposed by the rulers of Gu-ge onto the local tribal religions as part of the political consolidation of the local clans into the kingdom.
There are many refrences to this conquest of the indigenous tribal Bon faith
in the Buddhists Tibetan texts which surely refer to just this confrontation that
early Buddhism met. The overcoming of the indigenous tribal beliefs. which
are collectively referred to as Bon, was nothing other than the replacement
of tribal totemic nature worship by an institutional 'Church' religion,-a
symbol of the emerging power of the political rulers of Gu-ge.
The introduction of Buddhism into the region of the Western Himalaya
is closely tied up with the expansion of Buddhism in Central Tibet and also with
the contacts that were established with India via Kashmir. The history of
the spread of Buddhism in Central Tibet falls into two phases. The first was
its introduction and propagation and the second was, what the Tibetans term,
their Second Advancement. This Second Advancement was centred in the
Western Tibetan Kingdom of Gu-ge and created a renewed link between India
and Tibet. The first Buddhist links between Tibet and India were formed very
indirectly in about 640 AD. when King Song-san gam-po married princess
Wen-cheng, daughter of the Chinese Emperor T'ai-tsung of the Tang dyanasty,
and princess Brikuti, daughter of king Amcuvarman of Nepal. Both the
princesses came from Buddhist families and their arrival at the Tibetan court
was followed by the building of Buddhist temples in Tibet to house the
images that both of them had brought. The original structures of these temples
have ofcourse been modified, but these two which came uo in Lhasa - the
Phrul-snang and the Ra-mo-che temples (later called the j"-Khang) remained
the most sacred temples in Tibet. Song-tsen-gam-po, under the implied alliances of both the marriages, was able to consolidate his kingdom over a large
area of Central Tibet. Under his successors, Buddhism received ample royal
patronage and the new religion began to gain a foothold in Tibet. As t h e
political boundaries of the kingdom expanded outwards, Buddhism overcame
the indigenous tribal cults. absorbed them and replaced them with a pantheon
of deities of Indian origin. This process was accompanied by the building of
forts, monasteries and temples which became the regional centres of the new
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religious and political system. The introduction of Buddhism was therefore
not achieved in one fell swoop. It grew and expanded with the political expansion of the feudal monarchs and was accompanied by constantly renewed &ntacts with India which was the prime source of doctrinal inspiration. The
Tibetans went and studied at the Mahaviharar of Nalanda, Odantapura,
Vikrams'ila and others.
The first monastery to be built in Tibet was called Sam-ya which was
founded in the reign of king Khri-song-de-stan in about 779 AD. The
founding of Sam-ya is closely connected with the Indian Panditas Santa Raksita
and Padmasambhava. The arrival of Padmasambhava in Tibet, his subsequent
scholarly efforts and his liak with the founding of Sam-ya are regarded as some
of the greatest events in the Buddhist history of Tibet. Sam-ya was to become,
after its founding, one of the most important symbols of the Indo-Tibetan connection. The Tibetans maintain that Sam-ya was built on the model of Odantapura in India, but so little of the Indian counterpart survives that no verification is possible. It is also clear from various accounts that Sam-ya had
caught fire more than once. So an attempt to trace an architectural link
between the two monasteries is, in any case, a hazardous task. What was
important, however, was the introduction of the institution of the monastic
system into Tibet by both Santa Raksita and Padmasambhava. Compared
to the spreading of Buddhism in Ceylon (3rd century BC.), Central Asia,
China and Japan (4 thcentrury AD.),Tibet received Buddhism at a much
later date (8th century AD.) The result of this late introduction was that it
received developed Buddhist intitutions and traditions of the Indian model.
Thus,the Indian Buddhist monastery, which had already developed from the
simple dvasa into the Mahdvihira (see Introduction), came to Tibet as a complex
and mature institution. Odantapura, in the 8th century, was a complex of
academic buildings intended for the training of monks, and it was this aspect
of it which was reproduced at Sam-ya and since Sam-ya became the prototype
of the Tibetan monastery, it also meant that the subsequent structures that were
built all over Tibet, had the multifunctional activites of the Indian hiahaviharas.
The central temple rooms were only a small part of the whole complex.
Waddel has given an account of Sam-ya :
"Its full title is 'bsam-yas Mi1-guyurUlun-gyis grub-pai Tsug-Ltrg k'an'
or 'the academy for obtaining the heap of unchanging meditation" it
was built about in 74 by Thi-sron Detsan with the aid of the lndian
monks Padmasambhava and Santa Rakshita, after the model of the
Odantapura temple monastery of Bihar. -But the building is believed
to have been altogether miraculous... ...The monastery, which contains a large temple, four large colleges and several other buildings,
is enclosed by a lofty circular wall about a mile and a half in circumference, with gates, facing the cardinal points, and along the top of the
wall are many votive brick chaityas of which the explorer Nain
Singh counted 1030 and they seemed to be covered with inscriptions in
ancient Indian characters. In the centre of the enclosure stands the
assembly hall, with radiating cloisters leading to four chapels, facing
at equal distances the four sides of the larger temple.. ....In the vesti-
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bule of the chief temple, to the left of the door, is a colossal copy of the
pictorial Wheel of Life.
The Large image of "Buddha" over ten feet high, seems to be called
'the Sam-ya King ! '
The library contains many Indian manuscripts, but a great number of
these were destroyed in the great fire about 1810 AD.
In a ternple close by among the sand is a celebrated chamber of horrors,
built by large boulders, and containing gigantic figures of the twenty five
Gon-po demons. The images are made of incense and are about twenty
feet high, of the fiercest expression, and re resented as dancing upon
mangled human corpses, which they are a so devouring. And great
stains of blood are pointed out by the attendants as the fresh stains of
bodies which the demons have dragged to the place during the night.""

I'

Other accounts of Sam-ya also confirm the total mandala symmetry of
the plan and its orientation to the cardinal points. The central temple was
three tiered and corresponded to the three building styles of India, China
and Tibet. Many of the features and elements described in these accounts recurr in the monasteries of the Western Himalaya. The ch'otens along the
outer walls, the wheel of Life, the enclosing walls, the colossal figures, the
room with the demons and others can easily be identified in the monasteries of
the later period.
The initial phase of the spreading of Buddhism came to an end when
King Lang-Dar-ma (836 - 842 AD) ascended the throne. He went out of his
way to persecute the Buddhists and prevented their influence from growing in
the court and elsewhere. He dismantled much of the Buddhist organisational
network that had been set up by the earlier kings and he also stopped royal
patronage to monasteries. Together with his Prime-Minister, Batagna, LangDar-ma enacted new laws by which monks were required to get married.
Buddhist records describe him, understandably, in a very derogatory manner.lB
Particularly condemned was his desecration of the image of Buddha that
princess We'n chang had brought from China, and his subsequent portrayal
of her as an evil goblin. How much physical destruction took place, is hard
to determine, because later Tibetan accounts generally describe the inability
of Lang-Dar-ma to destroy any sacred images which had magical powers
of survival. Lang-Dar-ma was assassinated in 842 AD, and there followed
a long period of political instability in which Tibet broke up into petty
Kingdoms. His descendants quarrelled with each other and one of them,
Kyi-de-nyi-ma (900 - 930 AD) was defeated in a war of succession and came
south to, carve out for himself a kingdom in the western part of Tibet, in
Purang. His three sons further divided the Purang kingdom into the petty
kingdoms of Ladakh, Purang and Gu-ge, Zangskar and Spiti. Subsequently these divisions were mixed up and re-divided many times over the
17
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years. At the time of the Second Advancement of Buddhism, the kingdom of
Gu-ge, which played a crucial role in it, oertainly includcd Spiti,
Zangskar and Lahoul, though Ladakh seems to have had an independent
king. The Tibetan records of the ruination brought about by LangDar-ma and the subsequent Second Aavanoe in Western Tibet
tend to portray the role of the kings of Western Tibet, in the 10th
and 11th centuries, rather dramatically. There is, however, no doubt
that Lang-Dar-ma was not able to completely destroy the organisational network of the Buddhists and whatever damage he had done to
their institutions and organisations was short lived - more so for the
political chaos that followed his reign. There is also very little
doubt that the Buddhist groups were able to recover from this setback remarkably quickly and the religion continued to make territorial
advances by overcoming the tribal clans and beliefs. The revival of
Buddhism was thus part of a continuing process. There is an account
of just this process going on in Western Tibet in the translation
of Tibetan texts given by Sarat Chandra Das.
"A goat herd named Kargyal, under inspiration from a certain
Naga of the same name, preached a strange religion (a form
of Bonism) which was inimical to Buddhism. Rin-chen Zango-po
overcame him, and also suppressed some of the Tantriks who
were in the habit of abusing the Tantrik ritual by committing
obscenities under the garb of religion. Thus, by purifying the
sacred religion, he gained the sincere love and confidence of the
dwellers of the snowy m o ~ n t a i n s . " ~ ~
Rin-chen Zang -po (958 - 1055), the great 'translator' , was one
of the vehicles of the Second Advancement and is highly revered by
the Tibetans because, as we shall see later, his new translations of
Indian Buddhist texts eventually led to the founding of more sects
amongst the Tibetan Buddhists.
The political units of Western Tibet were Gu-ge, Purang, Rutok,
Upper Kunawar, Zangskar, Spiti, Lahoul and Ladakh. All these were
dominated at one time or the other by the long arm of Lhasa during
The Central Tibetan kingdom in
the 7th and 8th centuries AD
Lhasa, after Lang-Dar-ma's reign, had broken up and some of the
inheritors of the religious doctrines, who were followers of Acarya
Santa Raksita, escaped to Eastern Tibet (Kham) and consolidated their
base in the eastern mountains. Subsequently they returned to Lhasa and
reconstructed the damage that had been done by their persecutor.
In the west, under the patronage of the Gu-ge kings, this initial period
of reconstruction lasted between about 970 AD upto 1200 AD. Many
new temples were founded during this period, The majority of them
l o Ibid, p.

70.
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being concentrated in Gu-ge, Spiti and Kunawar. Around 970, another
king of Gu-ge named ye-she-0, continued to give Buddhism strong
patronage. He sent twenty one young men, including Rin-chen Zang -PO, to
India to learn Sanskrit, study with Indian masters and
bring back
Buddhists texts from India. Rin-chen Zang -PO, having spent seventeen
years in India along with the surviving members of his party, returned
to Gu-ge in about 990 AD. Ye-she-o was, by then, well on his way
to becoming a monk, and together with Rin-chen Zang -PO, he founded
the monastery of Tholing as a place to spend his last days in seclusion.
Rin-chen Zang -po was Tholing's first abbot. The design of the monastery was said to have been inspired by Sam-ya, with a golden stupa
to the east. Tholing continued the traditions of the early Tibetan monasteries, being inspired directly or indirectly by Indian prototypes (Ra-moche was based on Vikramasila, Sam-ya and Tholing on Odantapura,
Drepung on D h a n ~ a k a t a k a ) . ~ ~
It seems that Ye-she-0, having handed the throne to his ~lephew,
spent his remaining years as a monk building and financing monasteries. Together with Rin-chen Zang-po, he founded Tabo in 996 and
also Chang-chupling. King 0-de, who came to the Gu-ge throne some
time beween 1010 and 1030, ruled together with his two monk brothers. One of them, Chang-chub-0, invited the great Indian kciirya
~ b a h k a r a ~ ~ j ~ z i nwhom
a , the Tibetans call ~ G s a ,to Tibet. 0-de not
only restored Tabo Monsastery but also founded Mangang Monastery.
All the monasteries founded during the reign of the early kings of Gu-ge
came to constitute the nucleus of the ka-dam-pa sect which was later
taken over by the Ge-lug-pa order. The monasteries of this early period,
some of which are discussed in the following chapter, are quite unique
if one considers them in the context of their later counterparts erected
during the 15th and 16th centuries in the Western Himalaya. They
remain the only surviving examples, from a period of Indo-Tibetan
collaboration, that was totally devoid of any Chinese influences. The
most interesting aspect of this Indo-Tibetan link, forged by the rulers
of Gu-ge, was the close contact that was established with Kashmir.
It is difficult, to-day, to visualize the powerful cultural effect that the
Kashmiri connection had on the Western Himalaya because the remains
of Buddhist Kashmir have, more or less, been reduced to rubble.
There are, howeverpa few remaining ruins at Parihlspura, the Sun Temple
of Martind and the Temple of Avantipur and they give us the most
extraordinary clues about the west Asian art influences that had penetrated d e p into the Western Tibetan Kingdom of Gu-ge via Kashmir.
Kashmir, which had been part of the Kushin Empire that had
stretched over Afganistan, Gandhara and North West India upto Mathura.
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has a very ancient Buddhist history. Under the Kushan patronage,
Gandhara had developed into a major Buddhist cultural centre rivalled
only by Magadha which had much older roots. The centre at Gandhara was virtually destroyed by the white Hun invasion that took
place between 500 - 520 AD. Mihirkula the Hun (518 - 529) went into
~ a s h m i rand dismantled the entire political and religior~s network in
Gandhira and Kashmir. For Buddhist Kashmir it was a terrible blow
and recovery was slow. Even then, somehow, the Buddhists were
able to revive themselves and rebuild some of the infrastructure
that had been destroyed. Temples were rebuilt, the sangha collected
again and the work started again. By the time Hsuan-tsang visited
Kashmir in 630 AD he found the Buddhists centres of learning in
shambles though in the process of repair. Between the first destruction
of the Buddhist temples by Mihirkula, the Hun, and the second destruction by Sultan Sikander (1389 - 1413), the .Buddhists were given a brief
respite by Lalitiditya ~ u k t i i ~ i d(725
a - 756 AD) who ascended the throne
of Kashmir and provided a flood of patronage to the Buddhists and
a
by all accounts, a most extraorHindus. Lalitiditya ~ u k t i t ~ i dwas,
dinary man who rose like a meteor to disappear equally Fdst without
having made any fundamental impact on the course of events in the
history of India. He had been preceded on the throne by his two
,
of whom had short
elder brothers chaildrasda and ~ a r a ~ i d aboth
and eventless reigns. But Lalitiditya led successful campaigns into
Kanauj, the Deccan, the Konkan, Gujarat, Kathiawad and Rajputana,
Punjab, Afganistan, Central .Asia, the Tarim Basin, Taqlamakan, and
possibly Kuch and Turfanzl and accumulated enormous wealth, a
large part of which was used to finance the construction of temples,
monasteries and stfiprzs all over Kashmir. Kashmir was a small kingdom quite incapable of financing, through its own revenues, such lavish
programmes of temple building, and his lightening campaigns into India
seemed to have h e n intended more to collect booty than to gain
permanent territorial expansion. His work was facilitated by the
fragmentation of the classical kingdoms of India which had more or less
faded into oblivion. Goetz credits the success of Lalitiditya's Indian
campaigns to their timing which took place in the "void" created between the end of the "classic" civilisation associated with the names
of the Gupaas, Vakitakas, Yasbdharman and Harsha, the Chdukyas
and Pallavas and the rise of the medieval civilisation heralded by
the ~rathihiras, Pglas, Rashtrakutas and C h o l a ~ . Certainly,
~~
the lavish
a
the age of medieval
patronage of Lalitiditya ~ u k t Z ~ i dintroduced
art and culture to Kashmir. The numerous temples founded in his

-
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reign at Parihispura, his capital, Mirtind, Buniyar, Narasttin, Vgngath,
Loduv and Takht-i Sulaimiin introduced into Kashmir new building
styles and art motifs which were alien to Kashmir but whose prototypes
are to be found in such diverse sources as GandhBra, Syria and Byzantium. Very little research has so far been done to link up medieval
Kashmiri art to its Indian and Central Asian sources and it would be
difficult to give any detailed analysis of art motifs and building tpes
of Kashmir and Central Asia. Kak, in his "Ancient Monuments of
Kashmir," has illustrated only a few of the rich art motifs from Pandrethgn, Parihaspura, Mirtind and Avantisvamin in his book29ut the sites
provide such a rich collection of motifs that are wholly un-Indian
in style that one cannot but be amazed at the ecclectic nature of medieval
Kashmiri art.
More than any other individual building which survives from that
period, Martind, the Sun Temple, probably provides us with the greatest
number of clues to the European and Central Asian origins of 8th
century art of Kashmir. The temple is situated on a high plateau
that overlooks the vale on three sides, and the sheer natural beauty
of the surroundings gives the monument a unique atmosphere. In
plan form, it follows closely the Buddhist monasteries of Gandhara
which must, surely, have provided the builders with a prototype. The
Gandhara monasteries were in turn, ofcourse, inspired by their earlier
Greek counterparts, but that is an indirect link that does not concern
us here. The temple shrine itself is placed inside a large courtyard
220'x 142' (67.00 m. x 43.25 m) which is defined by a continuous wall of small chapels forming a colonnaded peristyle. The
arrangement of these small chapels goes back directly to the Gandhara
monasteries in which the central shrine was surrounded by the cells
of the monks. The earlier Buddhist monasteries of the Gupta period
in India also had a similar arrangement of cells, but the colonnaded
peristyle found at Martand and later at Avantisvamin (See fig. 15)
certainly has no known Central Indian prototype.
The peristyle at Mlrt6nd consists of 79 chapels facing the courtyard - 25 each are placed along the two longer peristyles, 6 each on
either side of the vaulted entrance and the remaining 17 along the
rear wall. Each of these chapels is framed within a trefoliated stone
arched facade which has, over it, a triangular gable motif. In front
of the chapel facade, and situated between the adjacent chapels, there
are 84 fluted columns decorated and fluted in a variety of ways. These
motifs, some of which are repeated on the engaged columns at Avantisvamin, must surely be one of the richest sources for tracing the inspiration of medieval Kashmiri art. The trefoliated arch (see fig. 14)
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itself' is one of the most interesting motifs that are clearly identiw wi(b
the art of Kashmir. At Martind this arch has bsen exploited to t ,
full, and apart from providing a decorative motif, it has also been uad
structurally across the entrance to the sanctuary where metal dowels
have been used to s c u m the keystone. Inside the sanctuary the
S i image is framed within the same tmfolhted amh, ddined within

a double triangulpr gabk, separated by a horizontal band. This building
element, - the trefoliated arch within a triangular gable - is clearly alien
to Indian buildings. The trefoliated arch which is found in Gandhana,
Arabian, and European architecture could have a very diverse origin,
whereas the triangular gables are very reminiscent of Byzantine buildings
in Syria and Europe. The combination of the gable and trefoliated
arch is clearly identified in most of the temples of medieval Kashmir
of this period, and it was copied and elaborated upon in wood, at
Alchi Chos-'khor in Ladakh (Plate 28). At Alchi, the trefoliated arch has
been reduced from a structural form to a purely decorative motif which
is improvised upon. Over the entrance porch of the Sum-tsek, it
appears in wood in different forms surrounding three separate deities.
The carved beams and engaged stub timber columns that appear between these figures, also show the strong influence of Kashmir architture that developed during the reign of Lalitiditya ~ u k t i p i d a .For
instance, the beam placed between the lion end joists and the stub columns in the Sum-tsek facade, has a carved miniature arcade of the type
which is found at the Caitya at Parihaspura and also on the Kirtimukha cornice of Avantisvamin Temple. The geese placed in each of
the chapels in this Kirtimukha cornice are also found in a continuous
border above the murals of all the Alchi Chos -'Khor temples. The
familiar triangular gable is found roofing the three niches of the
Sum-tsek (See Plates 35, 36, 38) and these timber gables have a trefoliated arch painted on them.
Very little of the struct~ralelements of the stolle architecture of
Kashmir could be taken over as building elements in Ladakh or Spiti,
where the materials of construction consisted of mud and timber.
Thus, the Roman and Byzantine barrel vault which was built at Mara n d over the V i m h a is wholly absent in the architecture of the Western Himalaya. The Pyramidal roof too is uncommon, and except at
the temple of Guru Ghantal (Plate 153, 154) it is not seen anywhere
to-day. It is interesting that the pyramidal roof and dormer window
found at Guru Ghantal, does come very close to the type of gable
roofs found on the temples of Pandrethan, Buniyar and Patan, in
Kashmir. Thus the builders of the Buddhist mud temples in the
Western Himalaya, particularly those belonging to the earlier period,
fmly used motifs from the stone architecture of Kashmir without
giving them any structural logic. Lalitiiditya ~ukhtApida had, under
the sheer force and dynamism of his personality, stamped out a recog-
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nizable style of building within his life time. He employed artists from
wherever he could get them, and his buildings combined diverse styles and
techniques which, despite being eclectic, had a uniqueness
of their
own which came to be identified with Kashmir. In the later years
when the dynamism was no longer present, artists continued to use
these motifs as symbols of a Kashmiri style, and by the time they were
taken to Gu-ge they were, surely, mere symbols of grandiose architectural embellishments. A brief list of motifs and building elements that
appear at Alchi Chos-'khor in the Sum-tsek, gives some idea of the
diverse art influences that were flowing through the Western Himalaya
without any clearly recognizable Indian origin except their earlier presence in Kashmir.
Motif in Sum-tsek
Trefoliated arches
Chapel niches
Large standing figures in stucco
Single and double triangular gables
Vertically fluted columns
Column capitals
Denticular abacus cornices
Column bases

Possible roots
Gandha ra/Bamiyan
Bamiyan
Bamiyan
Syrian Byzantine
Roman Byzantine
Roman Doric
Roman Doric
Roman Syrian

There were also infiueilces in plan form which were carried from
Kashmir to the Western Himalaya. Unfortunately, the buildings a t
Parihaspura have been completely destroyed, otherwise surely, more
links could have been verified. There is, however, a close similarity
between the layout of Tabo (fig. 1) and the enclosed peristyle temple
exemplified a t Martand, Avantisvamin (fig. 15) and others which followed
the Gandhara monastery and earlier Greek temple layout. Similarly,
the large stucco figures of AvalokiteSvara, Vairocana and ~ a ~ j u i ' ;
which stand inside the niches in the Sum-tsek (Plate 35, 36, 38. fig. 10)
closely resemble the colossus at Bamiyan. Many of the prototype
structures that have influenced the motifs of the temples associated with
Rin-chen Zang-po in Ladakh and Spiti have been illustrated in the
murals in these temples and, no doubt, when a detailed study is made
of these murals, much information will emerge, to positively establish
something that one can only conjecture about to-day.

THE

EARLY

PERIOD

THE TEMPLES AND MONASTERIES OF THE
EARLIER PERIOD (1000 AD - 1300 AD)
The earliest temples in Tibet that had been built during the
reign of Song - san - gam - po had, during the following centuries, undergone
considerable change. The Phrul-nang temple, ascribed by Tibetan tradition to the Nepalese wife of the king, had become incorporated into
the Jo wo-Khang, one of the famous edifices in Lhasa. From descriptions of visitors to the Jo wo- Khang, one gathers that it was not
unlike many a 'Du-khang that one finds in a large monastery. There
is an ampie description of it in Waddell and, in many ways, it typifies the description of the 'Du-khangs which were built into each monastery complex in the rest of Tibet and the Western Himalayan region.
"Its entrance faces the east, and before it, in ;a square, stands
a flagstaff, about forty feet high with yak's hair and horns of
yak and sheep tied to its base. The main building is three
storeys high and roofed by golden plates. The entrance is in the shape
of a hall, which rests on six wooden pillars, very handsomely decorated with engravings, paintings and gilding. The walls are covered
with rough pictures out of the biography of the founder of the
religion. In the centre of the hall is a swing door which is decorated
on the outside with bronze, and on the inside with iron reliefs.
Through this you pass into the ante-court which is covered by
the first storey. In the wall, opposite the entrance, is a second
door, which brings you inside, on both sides of which stand the
colossal statues of the four guardian kings; two on the right and two
on the left. This brings us into a large pillared hall, which has the
form of the basilica, and is divided by colonnades into three long and
two cross-aisles. The light comes from above in the middle or
broadest aisle, where a transparent oil cloth serves instead of
glass. Through this the whole temple is lighted, because there are no
side windows. On the outside of the two side aisles, i.e. on the north
and south side, is a row of small cells or chapels, fourteen to
the right and just as many to the left. The two cross-aisles
form the background, and are separated from the long aisle by
silver lattice work. Here are the seats of the lower priests for
common prayer meetings. From the west cross-aisle a staircase
leads into the holy of holies. On the left of this we see, by
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ascending behind silver rods, fifteen plates of massive silver, which
are covered with with innumerable precious stones, and contain
representations of the Buddhist dogmatics and mysticism. From
the stairs above we came into a cross-aisle, which has just as
many pillars as the two lower ones, and also the inner front
hall of the sanctuary. The latter has the form of a square in which
there are six chapels, three on each of the north and south
flanks. In the middle is the place for the offering altar, which,
however, is only erected on certain occasions. On the other
side of the altar, on the west side of the holy of holies, also
in the lower depth of the whole edifice, is the quadrangular
niche, with the image of SZkya-m~ni."~~
This account of the most sacred temple in Lhasa describes an
extremely elaborate complex of rooms. If one considers that the
Jo wo-khangwas desecrated in the 9th century then it is obvious that
in the rebuilding process much was added to the original Phrul-nang
founded by the Nepalese princess. The only unusual element of the
Jo wo-Khang, which is not usually repeated in other Tibetan temples
is the row of cells surrounding the main courtyard. This relative
location and arrangement of the cells goes back to Indian prototypes
that included the cave monasterks of Central India. Most of the
other features like the pillared halls, rooflights, altars and the niches
can be found, in some form or the other, in most monastery 'Dukhangs.
In considering the Western Himalayan region it would be useful
to make a clear distinction between the monastic complexes that were
formed in the earlier period, under the patronage of the kings of
Gu-ge, and the later period when these complexes were established,
with the coming of the reformist Ge-lug-pa sect, in the 14th and 15th
centuries. The commonly known style of Tibetan religious architecture
emerged during this later period when the decorations and construction
elements became somewhat standardized. By the time the larger monasteries of Ladakh and Bhutan were built, the Tibetans had already
got used to running large monasteries with complex functions. Monasteries of the later period had, by then, become centres of rival political
power which manifested itself in the disputes between the rival sects.
Monasteries used to protect themselves against physical attacks and
they assumed, in many cases, fortress like forms. The larger extended
agglomerations that are seen at Drepung and Tashi Lunpo became
consolidated into compact and easily defenced fortress monasteries
perched on hill tops. In contrast to this later development of religious
architecture, where influences are directly connected with the religious
and political developments in Central Tibet, the architecture of the
earlier period was inspired directly from Indian sources.
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The architectural conception of the monastery complexes of the
earlier period in the Western Himalaya is unique. It bears very little
resemblance to the hill - top monasteries of the later period. The
difference can best be seen in a comparison of the ground plans of
Tabo and Alchi (fig. 1 and 7 ) belonging to the earlier period and any
of the later ones such as Hemis or Phiyang (fig. 16). Today, these temples
can be seen in various states of decay, enclosed by a wall which
defines their territory, because very little survives of the monks' residential cells. Out of all that survives in India from the temples ascnbed
to the great Rin-chen Zang-po, Tabo, Lha-lun and Alchi are the most
important, and their rare state of preservation has enabled us to get
an insight into the art and architectural style of Western Tibet. The
ancient temples of the Tibetan kingdom of Gu-ge, many of which were
visited and described by Tucci in his classic '~ndo-~ibeticdhave axtain identifiable architectural and art forms which are typified at Tabo,
Lha-Lun, Alchi, Mang-gyu and Senge sgang. There are other isolated temples belonging to this style, which are located near Phiyang, and
at Sumdo, but it was not possible to visit them or illustrate them
in the present study.
Broadly speaking, the physical and other characteristics of the
temples of the earlier period can be enumerated thus:
A surviving legend which ascribes the founding of the temples to
Lotsawa Rin-chen Zang-po (958 - 1055). Rin-chen Zang-po was one
of the greatest translators and builders of temples that Tibet has known
and his name is associated, by the Tibetans, with the second spread or
resurgence of Buddhism which was inspired in the kingdom of Gu-ge
around 1000 AD. Indeed the Tibetans identify him as one of the
apostles of this resurgence. His patron was King Ye-she-o (light of
wisdom) who, it will be remembered, had sent twenty one young Tibetans for Buddhist studies to India. Part of the reason why Rinchen
Zang-po was able to acquire such fame is that only two of those twenty
one scholars surived their stay in India - he and another monk called
Lek-pai she-rap. Rin-chen Zang-po spent a total of seventeen years in
India on three separate visits, visiting various Buddhist centres of learning in Central and Northern India and concentrating particularly on
tantric knowledge. His personal knowledge of the Qntra texts acquired
in India and his translations of many of these texts into Tibetan
enabled a vast body of scriptural knowledge to be transfered from India
to Gu-ge. This transfemnce proved extremely providential if one considers the total eclipse of Buddhism in India that followed soon after.
The other great rc~ntemporaryfigure in Gu-ge who was engaged in that
providential transference of Buddhist texts from India was ~ ' r ~ a h k a r a
sr$iina (A& 982 - 1054) who was persuaded by a Tibetan delegation
from Gu-ge to leave his home in vikramaiila, in Eastern India, to give
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further guidance to the second spreading of Buddhism? This second
spreyiing was, of course, accompanied by an expansion in the political
power of Gu-ge and the religious establishments, that were founded by
Rin-chen Zang-po and his successors, were built along the route from
Kashrnir to Gu-ge which was, by King Ye-she-0's time, a well consolidated part of the kingdom. Tradition credits the great translator with
the founding of 108 temples in this region and Tucci, in '1ndo-~ibeticd
lists the names of those temples which he was able to identify.
Perhaps more sites can be located once the long biography of
Rin-chen Zang-po comes to light, Rinchen Zang-po belonged to the
(1008
Ka-dam-pa sect, which was founded by Dromton
'7.- ('Brom-ston)
- 64) on the teachings of ~ i ~ a r i k a rSnjnana.
a

The dedication of the temples to the Omniscient Buddha Vairocana
(rNam-par Snang-mdznd) :
Vairocana is the central white Buddha of the five Tathagatas
(Akshobhya-blue to the east, Ratnasambhava-yellow to the south,
Amitibha-red to the west and Amoghasiddhi-green to the north).
~anifesiations of his images dominate the temples at Tabo, Alchi,
Lha-lun, Mang-gyu and Senge-sgang, which are illustrated in the present
study, and also other temples of this period visited by Tucci at Tsaparang and Tholing. The physical representation of Vairocana, the
four other Tath~gatas,and the rest of the divinities of his parivtira
can be seen in figs 2,4, 5, 9. 10, 1 1 which enumerate the arrangement of the
deities at Alchi, Tabo and Lha-Lun, and their relationship with Vairocana. The cult of Vairocana was certainly rare in Tibet, though
outside India he is most commonly represented as the central and
Omniscient Being in Japan where he is known as Dai-Nichi-Nyorai.
There is also a prevelant theory, strongly supported by Lokesh Chandra,
that the missicg central gold image at Barabudur was also Vairocana.
Certainly, his representation as the Ominiscient Being at the centre of
a cult must have been very prevalent in India during the closing period
of Buddhism, and this explains the importance given to him by the
patrons of Gu-ge during the 11th century. At Alchi, Vairocana is
represented in numerous forms and colours, but his basic form remains
white in colour sitting cross legged on a lotus throne borne by lions,
his hands are in the dharmachakra mfidra (turning the wheel of law)
where the index finger of the left hand is held by the right hand, his
head is crowned by a five leafed crown. In the large stucco images of
Vairocana at Tabo and Lha-lun, the Omniscient One is represented in
quadruple form, sitting back to back, and looking out in four directions.
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The Pariviira (entourage) of Vairocana can be enormous, but the
basic deities are as follow^:^
The 37 Basic Divinities of the Vairocana M+b
(Their arrangement in a rm&ala can be seen in fig 10)"
One Sarvavid (gtso-bo):
1) Vairocana as the Ominiscient Lord Centre (Dharmacakra)
Four Tathigata (Buddhas):
2) Akshobhya. East (Vajra)
3) Ratnasambhava. South (Ratna)
4) Amitibha. West (Padma)
5) Amoghasiddhi. North (Visvavajra)
i
Goddesses):
Four ~ a k t (Main
6) Locani. South East
7) ~ 5 m k I South
.
West
8) ~ancjuravasini.North West
9) Tira. North East
Eight Subsidiary Goddesses:
10) Vajralasya. South East
11) Vajramiili. South West
12) ~ajra$G. North West
13) Vajranrtyi. North East
14) ~ a j r a d h i i ~South
i.
East
15) Vajrapuspa. South West
16) vajriilok~.North West
17) Vajragandhi. North East
Sixteen Bodhisattvas:
Vajra family
18) Vajrasattva
19) Vajrarija
20) Vajraraga
21) Vajrasiidhu
Ratna family
22) Vajraratna
23) Vajratejah
24) Vajraketu
25) Vajrahasa
P a h a Family
-

ea
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This list of the 37 Basic Divinities can be seen in Snellgrove and Skorupski's
book (note 27), and in Tucci's Indo Tibetica, Volume 111, where a number of
~ a i r o i a n acycles are enumerated.
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26)
27)
28)
29)

Vajrad harma
Vajratiksna
Vajrahetu
Vajrabhasa

Visvavajra family
30) Vajrakarma
3 1) Vajraraksa
32) Vajrayaksa
33) Vajrasandhi
Four Guardians:
34) Vajrankuia. East
35) ~ajrapiga.South
36) Vajrasphota. West
37) ~ a j r a ~ h.a.n kNorth
i.

The predominant infienee of Kashmir on the art and architectural motifs:
The temples of this early period are inevitably a blend of the local
Western Himalayan style of construction consisting of stone foundations,
mud walls, a timber and mud roof, and completely Indian decoration.
In contrast to the paintings in the temples of the later period, after the
14th century, those in the temples of the early period are not influenced by the Central Tibetan style, which emerged later under a strong
Chinese influence. There is ample evidence to show that, this Indian
influence was more specially identified as a direct influence from Kashmir. Rin-chen Zang-po's biography mentions the employment of 75
painters and craftsmen from Kashmir who were taken to Gu-ge for the
specific purpose of helping to build temples. To-day however, unfortunately, the physical evidence of the proliferation of this school of
painting in Kashmir is totally absent. So complete was the destruction
of the Buddhist centres of learning in Kashmir, that no trace of any
Buddhist painting can be seen there to-day. The stongest links that
are available to us are the motifs on the ruined stone edifices
of Parihaspura, Mirtind, Pindrethan, Malot and Avantisvamin, that
are clearly reflected at Alchi. The link can be positively established by
the decorative motif of the trefoliated arch used freely in many versions
at Alchi, and the gabled roof motif which is clearly evident at MirGnd,
Parihispura and again at Alchi (fig. 14). At Parihaspura, for instance,
one of the images of the Buddha sits inside a trefolidated arch,28
a theme which is repeated in the wooden carvings above the entrance
porch of the Sum-tsek at Alchi. Elsewhere, the details of the peristyle
columns found at Avantisvamin closely resemble the short stub columns
-*a

and book of ~ h eArchaeological and Numismatic Sections of the Sri Pratap Singh
Museutn. Srinagnr 1977, p. 42.
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that support the trefoliated canopy above the central wall images at
Lha-Lun. The peristyle columns, which abound in the arched otlls of
the periphery walls of both Martind and Avantisvarnin, are satn in
modified form, in the wood work above the entrance of the Sum-tsek,
at Alchi (Plate 28). They also support the canopy structures above
Ratnasambhava, Akshobhya, Amitibha and Amoghasiddhi in the central
niche of the 'Du-khang at Alchi, which houses the central image of
Vairocana (Plate V). At Tabo, the same type of pillars are seen
s~lpporting the canopy above the Buddha panel." Particular similarity
between the carved stone details of Kashmir and the Western Himalayan
wooden details can be seen in the capitals of these elaborately decorated
columns. In both cases the capitals are generally square and in two or
three successive courses that a n wedged shaped, narrowing down to the
column head. In Kashmir this can be seen clearly on the columns on
either side of the Sfirya image at Mlrtiind and on the relief imafS
of Kimdeva and his consorts at the Avantisvamin Temple. Another
common link can be seen in the interweaving lotus stems that surround
the deities in a continuous sequence which is seen most clearly
on the walls of Lha-lun, in Spiti, and provides adirect link to a similiar
type of interwoven stem motif on the border of the frame for a Buddha
image, dated around 900 AD, that was found in Divsar village in Kashmir, and is now on display at the Shrinagar Museum. This motif, commoonly found on Byzantine bowls, came to Kashmir and then to the
Western Himalaya. At Avantisvamin, the entrance portico, on ascending
the main steps, has the identical motif surrounding the nine Vishnu images that are portrayed in a horizontal sequence below the large image
framed by a gable, but eroded beyond re~ognition.~
Kashmir, of course, was not the originator of these themes and
features which were borrowed by the temple craftsmen working in the
service of the kings of Gu-ge. The extraordinary reign of Lalit5ditya
~ u k t i ~ ~ ihad
d a patronised such a vast variety of styles and craftsmen,
that it is possible to trace Gandhgran, Roman-Byzantine, Syrian and
Coptic Egyptian themes happily mixed together to form the
unique
eclectic style of the art of medieval Kashmir. Goetz identifies the
real source of all non Indian elements, in the art of Kashmir of this
period, as 7th century Byzantine Syria.
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so Mitra,

The temples were built on relatively flat open ground and the whole area
enclosed by a wall.
The influence of medieval Kashmir art on the early temples of
Ladakh and Spiti extended into the architectural conception of the cornplexes too. The layout of both Avantisvamin and Marund temples
consists of a central temple placed within a rectangular courtyard
which is defined by an enclosure of cells. In the case of Avantisvamin,
the central temple is surrounded by four corner shrines. The whole
complex faces due east and is approached through an elaborate doorway
located in the centre of the east wall of cells surrounding the complex
(fig. 15). The origin of this type of layout goes back to the Buddhist
monastic centers which thrived in Central Asia and Gandhara in particular. Some resemblance to this layout can be seen at Tabo and it
is easy td trace the basic similarity between the architectural conception
of Avantisvamin and Tabo, even though the cells around the periphery
have been reduced to a simple mud wall and the elaborate entrance
is nowhere to be seen. This similarity, however, does not extend to
Alchi which has a much more informal layout with the entrance
chotens placed at an odd angle to the main temples. However, to
positively identify the medievel temples of Kashmir as the source of
the layout would be hazardous as we should remember that Sam-ya
too had a similar conception.
The similarity between the Chos'-khor of Tabo and Alchi is
immediately apparent if one considers the location of the later hill
top monasteries built under the Ge-lug-pa hegemony. The temples
of this early period were inevitably located on relatively flat ground
and they were also surrounded by a high wall known as cags-ri which
still stands preserved at Tabo (Plate 111) but traces of which are only
evident at Alchi. Lha-lun and Senge-sgang are individual temples and
any traces of such a wall are not evident today. However, it is
significant that both temples are built at a low level and in the case
of the Senge-sgang one has to descend well below the level of the
present Lamayuru monastery that towers above. The enclosure wall,
the cags-ri, apart from physically isolating the temples, also serves as a
symbolical boundary that divides the sacred territory within from the
profane territory outside. This use of symbolical barriers is most commonly found in the diagrams of all sacred tmqzdala which are circumscribed by a band of flames, lotus petals and the belt of diamonds.
Thus, within the context of Buddhist beliefs, such a physical enclosure has its symbolical meaning and is not simply an imported element.
It would be useful to take a closer look at some of these temples
which have been ascribed to Rin-chen Zang-po and belong to the earlier period.

T A B 0 CHOS-KHOR

Arcbitecural Description
The village of Tabo is approached by a footpath that goes along
the steep banks of the Spiti river. The village itself, like many in
Spiti, is a random collection of houses spread over a large area that
is interspersed with cultivated fields. The monastery is clearly visible
as heaps of ruined, windowless mud structures that are formally
placed in a row and surrounded by a mud wall enclosure which is
about six feet high. Just outside the wall, near the north-western
corner of the wall, stands a tall Pipal tree (Ficus Religiosa) which seems
extremely aged. Local legend has it that this tree has sprouted from
the staff of Rin-chen Zang-po which he dug into the ground to mark
his presence. The same vareity of tree is also growing outside the
compound of Alchi Cllos-'khor though that seems much older and in
an even further state of decay than the Pipal at Tabo. The mountains
on either side rise up steeply and the monastery is built on a flat
piece of land that has been defined by a large bend in the river. The
footpath, which remains north of the river, makes its way into Tabo village
and beyond, passing well below the rocky cliffs and the ancient caves
that are attached to the monastery. These caves are totally dark from
inside and have been neglected for many years although their walls
still have the ancient paintings which were done by the Indian craftsmen who decorated the temples of the Cl~os-'khor. Unfortunately these
paintings are in a terrible state and, without considerable, renovation it is
not possible to discern very much on the rocky walls.

Tbe layout
Tabo Cltos-'khor consists of the following temples, reading from
south to north (see fig. I Plate 111)
1) Ser-khang
2) Kyil- khang
3) Brom-ston Lha-khang C'enpo
4 ) Sug Lha-khang
5 ) Go-khang
6 ) Con-kltang
7 ) Byanz-Pai Lha-khang
8) Brom-ston Lha-khang
9 ) Kar-byun which is situated to the west of the rest of the temples
and touches the boundary wall, into which it's doorway opens.

1.

TAB0 Plan.

The whole compound is enclosed by a rectangular wall which has
clearly been extended on its western side to include the doorway of the
Kar byun Temple. On the eastern side of the wall, a house for the
monks shares its side wall with the boundary wall. The enclosure within the compound measures approximately 279: by 244: (84.7 rn x
74.30 m) excluding the 36lextension to the wall which has been
added on the western side, at a latsr date. The complex is entered
through a plain gate in the eastern wall which is not located centrally.
However, the southern nib in the wall at the gate does line up with
the two nibs in the portico between the Con-khang and Sug Lha-khang
and it is possible that the original gate was wider and placed directly
opposite the entrance door into the Sug Lha-khang. The compound
itself is strewn with the remains of chotens which have been built over
the many years of the life of the temples. Many of them have the
more ancient form that is associated with Rin-chen Zang-po and are
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found at Nyar-ma and Alchi. The temples themselves are arranged in
a row, each facing east. The Kyil-khang or "Initiation room" is
however, tucked away behind the central row which contains four of
the temples.

Pbysical description of the temples
The Ser-khang Temple, situated at the southern end, consists of
a square hall measuring approximately 27.' x 27.' (8.2 m x 8.2 m)
which is 19.'(5 8 m ) high. The entrance passes through the traditional portico that is a symbolical and physical lobby between the
outside world and the inner sanctum. This lobby or portico can be
seen at the entrance of most Buddhist temples in the Western Himalaya
and indeed in the whole of Tibet. In the case of the Ser-khang, unlike
that in the Byam-pai and Brom-ston Lha-khang, the original high roof
of the portico seems to have been preserved. The inner sanctum, which
contains the murals of a number of deities which are described later,
is spanned across in three bays of 9! (2.7 rn.), each of which is
supported on two rows of four rounded columns. It is clear from
the structure that the outer four columns, which are placed along the
side walls, are a later addition which were necessary to strengthen
the roof, which even now seems on the point of virtual collapse. The
superstructure is constructed from sun-dried bricks, which have been crudely plastered over in a very patchy manner. The average wall thickness is as much as three feet, which is common for all the temples in
the Chos-'Khor, but the walls of the southern and western side have
been considerably reinforced with additional thickness and measure
6 ; to 7.' (1.8 rn - 2 m.) in thickness. The thickening of the west
wall of all the temples to a depth of upto 8! (2.4 m) is common
for all five temples that are exposed on the western side. Although it
was not possible to verify this at the time of the visit, it isvery likely
that this additional thickness has been added to prevent the effects of
wind and snow erosion that result from the wir.d rushing down the
valley of the Spiti river.
The Kyil-khang is a small temple without the customary portico
and it is entered through a low doorway which leads one to a lower
level than the surrounding land. The sanctum itself measures 17.'
I
x 17. (5.0 m. x 5.0 m.) and is 15.' (4.5 m.) high and is spanned
across by three I bays, two of which are 41 each (1.4 m.) and the
third which is 8. across (2.4 m.). The roof is supported by four
rounded columns that are placed eccentrically. These columns have
been repaired at some time during the life of the structure and, even
now, seem to be holding up the roof rather precariously. The western
wall of the temple is about 81 (2.4 m.) thick and extends beyond
I
the side walls by some 4.(1 . 2 m) on either side.
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The central block, consisting of the Brom-ston Lha-khang C'enpo,
Sug Lha-khang, the Go-khang and the Gon-khang is, to-day, an irregular
shaped building, which has all the evidence of additional construction,
which has been done at a later date than the original Sug-Lha-khang.
The location of the Sug Llta-khang in relation to the original boundary
wall is interesting. The centre of the Sug Lha-khang is also the centre
of the compound along the east-west axis. However, along the northsouh axis, the centre is eccentrically placed nearer to the south side
by some 12: (3.6 m). The entrance into the Sug Lha-khang is indirect and via the Go-khang which serves as a kind of ante-room leading into the main Sug Lha-khang and the more recent Gon-khang.
A climb of three steps brings one to the entrance of the Sug Lhakhang which is an enormous rectangular hall measuring some 41!
x 36! (12.4 m x 10.9 m.). There is a large opening in the western wall,
which leads to the inner sanctum or apse beyond which it contains a
cell surrounded by a circumambulating passage. It is clear from its
ground plan that the Sug Lha-khang has an individual external architec
tural character which has now been obscured by the addition of the Gokhang, the Gon-khang and the room to the east of the Go-khang,
which is deserted. Thus, it is extremely likely that, the Sug Lha-khang
was entered directly from the outside and that it's entrance, door was
directly opposite the gate in the boundary wallf some 100. (30.4 m.)
away. The hall itself is spanned across its 40. (12.0 m) length by
four equal bays of 81 (2.4 m.) each and the last bay which is 9:
(2.7 m.). The four bays across its width are unequal and measure, from
north to south, 5.' (1.5 m), 61 (2.0 m), 12: (3.6 m.), 9.' (2.7 m.), and
3y6"(1.0 m.). The large 121 (3.6 m.) bay in the centre is a
particularly unusual one because, for constuction in these parts, the timber required for such a span was not easily available and had to be
f
brought from Kunawar. The cell of the inner sanctum measures 8.
x 71#(2.4 m. x 2.2 m.) and the circumambulation path behind this
cell is 5: (1.5 m.) wide on all the three sides. The western wall
behind the cell is again about 8: (2.4 m.) thick, and like the rear
wall of the kyil-khang, it projects beyond the side walls by some
d ( 1 . 2 m.)
The Go-khang is a rectangular hall measuring 22: x 20:
(6.6 m. x 6.0 m.) which is spanned by three bays each way, supported
on four columns that are, more or less, symmetrically placed. These
columns too, like many of the others in the subsidiary temples, are
precariously propped up with crude capitals which distribute the load of
the roof beams onto the columns. The Gon-khang measures 161
t
x 14. (4.8 m. x 4.2 m.) and is divided into three unequal bays across
its length by two circular columns. The 'Brom-sron Lha-khang C'enpo
is attached onto the Go-khang and Sug Lha-khang on the south side but
is separated by, what seems an enormously thick wall, measuring 181
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(5.4 m.) at its thickest point. There is evidence of some kind of a
sealed room which exists in this gap which was probably e n t m d through
the store room attached to the h o r n - s o n ha-khang C9enpo. ~t was
not ~ossibleto verify the reason for the discrepancy of the measurements. However it is also possible that the whole thickness of the
wall contains rubble and has been sealed off. At Alchi, where a similar inaccessible space exists between the walls of the court of the
'DM-khang and the Lotsawa Lha-khang, we were able to gain access
from the top and discover nothing else but the rubble of an abandoned
house. The '~rom-ston Lha-khang C'enpo is the second largest hall out
of the complex and measures 33: x 24: (10.0 m. x 7.3 m.).
Behind the main hall the room narrows down to form a niche similar
in principle to the one in the Sug Lha-khang, but without the cell. This
r
I
niche measures 9. x 18. (2.7 m. x 5.4 m.). Two rows of four
columns each divide the hall into three bays across its width, each measuring about 81 (2.4 m.). Accurately measured, the bay dimensions in
all these temples vary somewhat to allow for the slight variations in the
timber sizes that must have been obtained. In the case of the ' ~ r o m sron Lha-khang C9enplthe bay sizes are close to 8: (2.4 m.) each but
r
are actually 7.,
8-3 and 8.'
(2.33 m.,2.51 m., and 2 . 4 m.). The
entrance portico of the temple is wholly non-discript and has a wooden
ladder which takes one to the upper level rooms built above the portico
and Go-khang. Like the Sug Lha-khang this temple too has a double
height.
The B}~am-PaiLha-khang shows signs of substantial renovation
both inside and outside. 'The entrance portico which, at present, has a
low roof, is certainly a patched up version of the original one. The
external walls (Plate 44) show all the signs of collapse and it is almost
certain that the roof of the entire structure was replaced, at some time
not easy to determine. The paintings on the inside walls are also recent,
which would confirm that the original structure suffered heavy damage.
The timber beam, which has been placed over the entrance to the porch,
is a rough and ready tree trunk and certainly does not have the better
finish that the beam has over the entrance to the portico of. the
Ser-kha,fg. The Ser-khang, Byam-pai Lha-khang and '~ront-rton Lhakhang temples, all have the same architectural conception in terms
f
of form. There is a well defined portico roofed over at about 7.
or 8': which leads to the timber door ,of the inner sanctum
which is a hall roofed at a height of about 12. (3.6 m)
Thus the 'box'
of the sanctum hall is seen to rise some five to six feet above the roof
of the portico. The original portico of the Byam-pai Lha-khang can
now only be traced to the side walls which a ; e ~ l s o inI a severe state
of collapse. The internal room measures 27-6 x 25. (8.3 m x 7 . 6
I
I
m.) and the niche given into the central wall measures 9. x 20-6"
(2.7 m x 6 . 2 m.). The combination of round and square columns suppor-
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ting the roof are a clear indication that the whole structure has been
renovated more than once. Moreover, only one of the columns has the
carved stone base with lion motifs, which must surely have been placed
under other columns in the temples. It's isolated presence in this temple
only shows that it has been used to prop up a column which would
otherwise have been too short. The external indentations to the wall
around the niche, however, go back to the original structure and resemble
the similar treatment of stone walls on the Hindu temples in Kashmir
and other places, confirming the derivation of ground plans from squared
diagrams resembling mandalas.
The krom-sron Lha-khang is named after the famed Dromton
(1008 - 64), who was a disciple of At?ia, a contemporary of Rin-chen
zang-po and the founder of the ka-dam-pa order which had maintained
Tabo from earliest times till it was taken over by the Ge-lug-pa
'I
order. The inner sanctum is a near square measuring 15-6 x 17.'
(4.7 m x 5.1.m.) with just one column placed centrally which is round
and resembles the old ones. The approach to the inner room is, however, unusual as one has to pass through a 10. long vestibule after
entering the portico. The portico itself is 'L' shaped, which seems to
suggest that the configuration of the portico has undergone some changes. The rear wall is 8! thick (2.4 m.) and protrudes out beyond the
side walls as in the case of the kyil-khang. The timber door frame of
the temple room is an elaborately carved piece of wood work, which
has clearly been done by the craftsmen who were brought from Kashmir. It resembles, in style, the doorway leading to the 'Du-khang
at Alchi'which is, however, a much more elaborate one and in a better
state of preservation. Such a carved door also leads one into the
Byam-pai Lha-khang, although this piece has suffered more from the
ravages of time. The only other craftsmen, contemporaneous at this time,
capable of handling such intricate wood carving were the craftmsen
of Chamba who had created the 7th and 8th century wooden temples
of LakshavZ ~ev:, iakti ~ e v 7 ,and MarkululH ~ e d .But since we have
no reason to link Gu-ge with Chamba and many reasons to link it with
Kashmir, it is almost certain that the work was carried out by craftsmen from Kashmir. The motifs of the trefoliated arch, the triangular
gables and the plaited stems around figures can be seen carved in wood
on the entrance doorway of the MarkulH ~ e v ?Shrine in Udaipur (See
illustration of this in Goetz's 'Early wooden Temples of Chamba')
The remaining temple that peeps into the complex from the western side, the Kar-byun, was used by the nuns according to the local
monks. It is a small low hall measuring 17.' x 15L6'' (5.1 m x
4.7 m.) with a height of 9: (2.7 m.) and the roof is supported by
four round columns which are propped up very precariously. The
paintings inside are all recent and one enters it directly without entering
a portico.
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The Internal realm of the Temples

Out of all these temples, the most interesting one is thc
largest of them all, the Sug Ura-khang which serves as the ' D u - k h g
or 'assembly room' for the scant group of monks that look after the p k .
The entry is through the Go-khang which has murals around the walls
which have been done more recently in the well developed style of
Central Tibet and bear no connection with those inside the Sug Lhakhang which are wholly Indian in origin. A number of deities are xpresented in the Go-khang including a partially over painted image of
Sakyamuni, a faded image of Tsong-kha-pa, the founder of the Ge-lug-pa
sect, and a rather more dramatic yab-yum image of Guhyasama. The
Con-khang has an image of Vajra Bhairava the chief protective deity
of the Ge-lug-pa sect.
The Sug Lha-khang is entered through a portico which IS plaln
and undecorated. The sanctum itself is lit from an opening in the
roof which is covered over with a flat stone that can be removed to
admit a shaft of sunlight. Immediately striking is the row of stucco
images that are set into the wall, at about a height of six feet. These
stucco images, which are smaller than life size, belong to the entourage
of Vairocana which has been enumerated above ( see page33). The total
number in the main hall amount to 33, including the central four fold
image of Vairocana which is now partly obscured by an elaborate timber altar that some patron seems to have donated to the monbstery.
The Eight Subsidiary Goddesses are placed on the eastern and westcrn
walls, both of which have openings in them. Thus, as you enter, to
your left is the protective deity vajrap& (see fig. 2). On the opposite
wall, facing the opening which leads one to the inner cell,-Vajraphota
and Vajraghaq~guard the entrance to the inner cell. Beyond these four
protective divinities, the Eight Subsidiary Goddesses are arranged in pairs
of two, in a symmetrical manner. The two long walls have the images
of the four remaining Tathiigatas and the sixteen Bodhisattvas evenly
divided between the two, to give ten images on each wall. The four missing divinities are the Four Main Goddesses. There is however ample
evidence of the Sug-Lha-khang having been repaired and renovated a
number of times. One of these repairs is evidenced by an inscription
which tells about work carried out 46 years after its founding, which
would date the first major repairs to around 1046 AD. In the
course of these repairs, work was also been done on the 33 stucco
images In some cases the image has been replaced by a deity which
does not belong to the set of the 37 Fundmantal Deities listed above.
For example, the place of Vajraghanta is occupied by a much more
recently made image of a dltarr~tapila which does not relate stylistically
to the rest of the stucco images.
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The stucco deities are cantilevered from the wall with the hdp
of timber studds that are embedded into the wall, and are concealed
in thz lotus throne, over which each deity sits crossed-legged. The
colour, hand niiidra and symbols held by each of these deities varies
according to its identification. Though Tucci has observed that most
of the original symbols which these deities once held, have long since
disappeared, making the problem of positive identification of them, a
rather difficult one to solve. Behind each of them, painted and bordered in light relief stucco, are the halos that are characteristic of Mahiyiiua deities. The style and form of these halos is, however, ancient and
typical of the type found in the temples of the earlier period built
during the reign of the kings of Gu-ge. The size of the halo is still
relatively small and circular in these images and symbolises the divine
aura of the deity (known as Prabhamandala in Sanskrit). The halos of
the later period are often shown in two parts, 'a smaller circular halo
behind the head and a larger oval halo around the rest of the body.
In Tabo, the outer ring of the halo is in relief and resembles flames of
the type that encircle the mandala diagrams. Inside that there is a beaded string of pearls, and inside that a further two simple borders.
The seated image inside the cell or apse, beyond the main hall,
depicts AmitZbha sitting on a throne supported by lions. This is
the traditional vehicle of Vairocana, and symbolises "supreme merger"
between the five TathTigatas into one single Being. He is attended by
four lesser deities paying him homage. Behind the cell, enclosing the
passage for circumambulation, the walls are painted with representations
of the Thousand Buddhas, similar to those found on the ground floor
of the Sum-tsek temple at Alchi.
Below the stucco deities, the walls of the Srg Lha-khmg are covered with miniature paintings done completely in the Indian style, with
no influence of the Central Tibetan style which was developing, at this
time, on the main Tibetan plateau. The subjects of these paintings merge
with one another to form a continuous narration of the familiar scenes
in the legend of the Bodhisattva King Nav-S'ang and that of Gautama
Buddha and the Twelve Fundamental Moments in his life which are also
illustrated at Alchi. These paintings, in the Sug Lha-khang, are the oldest
in the whole of the temple complex. Those painted in the subsidiary
temples are done at a much later date.
The second largest temple room, called the '~rom-sron Lha-khung
C'e~lpo,is completely abandoned and has obviously not been used for
a long time. The murals on the walls represent the Eight Medicine
Deities which are often represented in the older temples of the Western
Himalaya.
Tucci hazards a guess at the date of the paintings as the 17th
century, which would confirm that considerable over - painting must
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have been done on the original work. However since it is impossible
to determine the date when this part of the building was added on to
the Sug Lha-khang, the date for the paintings must remain uncertain,
o u t of all the other temples, the Ser-khang contains the most interesting murals which, both Tucci and Snellgrove, have identified as sixteenth
century paintings done during the second great patronage of Buddhism
in Gu-ge under the king Senge Namgyal, of Ladakh. The walls are
covered with images which are done in a much later style of painting
but seem to be influenced more by the Indian style than that of Central
Tibet. Each of the walls is dominated by a set of three deities which
are represented in the more easily identifiable aspect. These deities,
beginning from the left hand side, as you face inside the temple, on
entering the doorway, are as follows:
LEFT HAND WALL (South)
1. Sman bla Bhaisayyagun
2. Amit'ibha
3. VajradhZra
CENTRAL WALL (West)
4. Maitreya
5. Siikyamuni
6. ~az-jus'ri
RIGHT HAND WALL (North)
7. Vairocana
8. Tar5
9. Vijaya
WALL WITH THE ENTRNCE D 3 0 R (East). All in their terrible or
protectwe aspects.
10. Hayagriva
11. Vajrapani
12. ~ais'riivana
13. T i r i
14. ~valokiteivara
It is interesting to note that Vairocana has been portrayed together with his Parivira of 36 deities some of which are identically represented on the stucco images of the Sug Lha-khong.
The Kyil-khang was intended for the final initiation of the monks
and is located due south of the central apse of the Sug Lha-khang. Tuoci
explains in Indo-Tibetica how such an initiation room is used:
"The Kyil-khang represents or should have represented amongst
all the religious buildings of the monastery, a sort of 'sanctum
sanctorum'. In fact the Kyil-khang is not open to the public
or faithful, as is the habit with other temples, but is the sacred
place where the mandala are found, i. e. the mystical symbols
which translate, in the initiated language of colour or lines or
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figures, a certain level of mystical experience. The Kyil-khang
is the hall of initiation, the shrine where the master reveals to
his disciple the manner of realizing the truth which, in the lengthy years of apprenticeship, he has been explaining to him. In
the Kyil-khang a master confers to the neophite the initiating
baptism (abhiseka). From this shrine the disciple will leave renovated, or born anew because the abhiseka is the consecration of
a final possession of spiritual truth. Therefore, in the Kyil-khang
no image and no altar are to be found. There is no longer a
reason for the offering to the deity, the gods themselves vanish
as images. God is in the master, and one of the complex rites
of the initiating liturgy consists in meditating on the guru
himself as the deity, and during the second moment on oneself
as a transformed god. Therefore, the Kyil-khang cannot contain
any other decoration than the man&la which is the symbolical
expression of that world into which the initiated has been reborn."31
The central image in the ma~dala of the Kyil-khang represents
The Omnipresent Vairocana shown in white colour and with four faces similar
to the representation of Vairocana at Alchi. The date and style of the paintings
of the Kyil-Khang are however much later than those of the Sug Lhakhang, perhaps dating back to the revival that was patronised by the
kings of Ladakh in the 16th century.
Of the remaining temples, the Byam-pai Lha-khang contains an
enormous stucco statue of Maitreya which certainly does not date back
to Rin-chen Zang-po's, time and some paintings. The 'Brom-ston Lhakhang contains the images of Amitabha, Vairocana and Tara but the
state of the paintings is extremely poor. The Kar-hyun is attached to
the enclosure wall, on the western side, with just its door peeping into
the main Chos-'khor (Plate 47). The local monks told us that it was
for the use of the nuns and hence could not be part of the main
complex. It is however decorated from the inside (Plates 48, 49), though
the paintings are insignificant from the stylistic or iconographic point
of view. The Kar-hyun is a much later temple than the other eight and
one has every reason to believe that the founder of this little temple
was not able to persuade the monks to allow him to construct it within the sacred compound of the Chos-'khor. Instead they allowed him
to open a door into the compound and partake of the sanctity of the
place.
Like many temples of the early period, Tabo Chos-'khor faces
east and it is located on the floor of an open valley. If the doors
are left open, the first rays of the sun, as it rises over the distant
range, strike the rear walls of the Ser-khang, Byam-pai Lha-khang and
the 'Brom-ston Lha-khang with very dramatic effect. Unfortunately, subsesi

Tucci, G. : Indo-Tibetica. Vol. 111. Rome, 1933.
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quent constructions have blocked the direct line of the sun's rays into the
Sug Lha-khang (a similar construction obscures the sun's rays
in the 'Du-khang at Alchi) but there is every reason to believe that the image
of AmitZbha (which is located in the west and symbolises fire) would
have been lit by the first rays of the sun. Similarly the central image
of Vairocana in the Alchi 'Du-khang too would have caught the rays
of the early morning sun. In the upper storey of the Sum-tsek at
Alchi, for example, the head of Maitreya, which is located in the niche,
faces east and has a door opposite which allows the morning sun to
light it up rather dramatically. The effects, if intended, were certainly
not for dramatic purposes. Had the entrance door of Lha-lun temple
not been obscured too by a subsequent construction, one would have
found the rays of the evening sun lighting up the image of SZkyamuni
which is placed centrally on the middle wall, facing west. Unfortunately
one was never able to explore these ideas further since they require
extremely accurate measurements of the sun and cross-sections of the
It seems certain however that there was
temples, to correlate the
some physical link between the sun and theimages within these templesa link which has been established at Angkor Wat.

LHA-LUN TEMPLE
The village of Lha-Lun is situated a short march away from
Dhankar, the ancient capital of Spiti. There is nothing very distinctive
about the village, and its historical importance really lies in the fact
that it was chosen by Rin-chen Zang-po, or his successors, as the site
for a temple. No geographical or other pattern is discernible for the
location of the 108 temples that the great translator is supposed to
have constructed, and the reason why an obscure village along the
Lingti River should have been chosen as a site for the Lha-Lun Temple
.-
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Another feature of these early temples is a specific orientation which is either
easterly (Tabo, Alchi) or westerly (Lha-lun). However, the philosophical
reasons for the choice of the orientation is not at all clear though extremely
important to the whole conception. Possibly the link in the Life-Death
Cycle with an east-west Orientation is important. Sani Monastery in Zangskar (fig. 21) has a west orientation and the importance given to the Kanika
choten in the layout must certainly be connected to the orientation particularly since its location interrupts the line of the setting sun. Lha-lull (fig. 3)
also faces west and has, nearby, the four fold Vairocana image with itsdoorway
facing east. Some important link between the sun and the orientation of the
temples, of this early period, is confirmed by the fact that there are few true
cardinal orientations. The narrow valleys and irregualar mountains mean
that the rising sun seldom reaches the valley floor and by the time the sun hits the
temple, it's azumith and altitude have changed from the true cardinal point
where in any case the sun rises on the two solistice days only.
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remalns a mystery. However, the temple is important because it is in
an excellent state of preservation - that is to say that the stucco images
inside are in an excellent state. Unfortunately, the murals on the walls
behind the images are only a poor replica of what must probably lie
buried behind the overlays of paint that generations of monks have
attempted. H. L. Shuttleworth had visited the temple in 1924 and made
an accurate measured drawing of the building as it then existed (fig. 3).
The central Ser-khang had already got some subsidiary structures attached to it, including the covered circumambulatory passage. The present
measurements, made in 1969, show that a further structure in front of
of the entrance to the Ser-khang had already been added, since
his visit. This kind of constant adding and demolition of structures
to the central temples, is a permanent feature of every Buddhist
monastery in the Western Himalaya, which makes the work of guessing
the date of the original structure, an extremely hazardous affair.
The entrance hall or Dhayang measures 2 6 : ~
24! (7.9, m. x 7.3 m.) and
gives access to the T a w r room which is 15161x 12. (4.7 m. x 3.6 m.).
he all important Ser-khang which I measures almost a square of 18: x
(5.5 rn x 5.2 m.) some 15. (4.5 m.) high, is a column frtx
room. This enormous span is very unusual in the architecture of this
region, where timber lengths dictate spans more than any other factor.
However, with the use of cantilevered brackets set into the walls, the
roof has been constructed with a series of interesting devices, some of
which can be seen in Plate VII. Brackets and cantilevered beams are
used essentially to reduce the basic span to about ten feet (3 m.), and
then a series of joists are placed over them to take the planking, which
is profusely decorated on the underside.

Plan according to
Shuttleworth 1924.

Plan

3 . LHA-LUN
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The entry hall, called Dhayang by the local monks, serves as a
kind of 'Du-khang on special festive days or when some villager sponsors a prayer recital. It is totally bereft of images except on the walls
which it shares with the Ser-khang and Tanjur-khang, wkiere the four
Guardian Kings have been painted in an extremely simple and amateurish
way. The Tanjur-khang contains some selected volumes from the
Tanjur, an enormous prayer wheel drum and other extremely badly proproportioned images of ~valokitekaraand Tiiri. The long room to the
south of the Ser-khang is used as a store room and contains broken
building materials and utensils, and is double storied with a grass store
above.
The Ser-khang is totally dark and lit only from the indirect light
admitted through the entrance door. One can use a sequence of mirrors to bring the direct sunlight inside to examine the images within.
Like the Sug Lha-khang at Tabo, the Ser-khang is dominated by the
stucco images that are fixed to the wall with cantilevered timber studs.
The arrangement of the images is however completely different. Whereas
at Tabo, the stucco personifications of the Vairocana Pariviira are fixed
to the walls, at a height of about six feet from the ground, in a continuous row, the images at Lha-Lun have a different arrangement (fig.
5, 6, 7). There are 27 figures fixed to the wall. The altar, however,
has two additional figures painted in a similar gold colour and made
from stucco. Amongst the ancient wooden ch'dtens that are lying on
the altar, there is also a small wooden image of Rin-chen Zang-po which
closely resembles his portrait in the Lotsawa Lha-khang at Alchi (Plate
40). From the arrangement of deities on the three walls, it can easily
be seen that they all belong to the same series of the Vajradhatumandakt
in which the central deity is Sarvavid Vairocana. The left hand wall,
as you stand in the door facing inside, has 17 stucco images that are
stacked one above the other in two rows of two and separated by a
larger image of Vairocana seated in his "palace". Like the central larger images on the other two walls of Ma'ijuiri, Vajrasattva and Parajilaparamita, Vairocana sits on an elaborate throne borne by lions and
a dwarf, and is surrounded by lotus stems spiralling into patterns which
are woven together with peacock and makara motifs that are very similar to the more elaborate decorative structure erected around the Vairocana image in the 'Du-khang at Alchi. On either side of Vairocana,
and close to him are the four other TathQatha . The Four Main
Goddesses-Mamaki, Pdnduravasini, Locana and Tara are placed on top
and at the bottom of the row of the four Tathagatha . The outside
rows are taken up by the Eight Subsidiary Goddesses stacked vertically
in two rows of four.
The central wall is dominated by the image of Sakyamuni, which
is somewhat separated from the wall behind him, which has 10 deities
in two sets of 5 on either side of him. The main image of the group
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of five to our left, as m fafc it, is identified by Tucci as Me&
Vagisvara. The main image of the right hand group is Vajrasattva.
Both images are sitting inside elaborately structured alcoves consisting of
pillars and gables that are clearly intended to define a 'palace' or the
heart of the mandala. The motifs on these 'palaces' are extremely interesting and recall the Central Asian and Indan influences that had pen-
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errared the art of Western Tibet. Above the colonnades, which are framing the standing lions, for instance, there are bell shaped roofs surmounted by successive tiers that could easily recall the Buddhist s t r w
tures of Central India. Separated from the building of this temple,
there is a house which has, within it, a badly preserved four fold stucco
image of Vairocana of a similar type to the one in the Sug Lha-khang
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5. LHA-LUN Arrangement of deities of central wall.
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at Tabo. It has been crudely painted white, and the room which houses
it, barely allows space to move around the base of the image. The
present state of preservation is either evidence of severe damage to the old
image or that of a later creation altogether. However, the entrance
door does face east (the door of the Ser-khang faces west) and the four
images face the cardinal points.

6 . LHA-LUN Arrangement of deities on right hand wall.

ALCHI CHOS- 'KHOR

Architectural Description
Alchi village, which is approached from over a bridge on the
Indus, is really a conglomeration of four villages grouped together in
clusters of ten to fourteen houses over a distance of over a mile. One
of these four clusters, the last one to be reached, is known as chos'khor or 'religious enclave' and it is dominated by the five temples
that are strung out in a row, on terrain which is sloping down towards
the Indus. The architectural conception of these temples and their
general arrangement is not as formal as that at Tabo. Tabo, which is
situated on a flat piece of land, has a clear rectangular boundary wall
which encloses the compound and the temples, too, seem more formally arranged in a row (fig. 1). Alchi Chos-'khor, on the other hand,
is a much more informal place, where even notional formality has
been disturbed by the helter-skelter construction of monks' houses, cattle
pens and store rooms. The whole site is dotted with apricot trees and
and in the lower part of the compound, behind the Lotsawa Lha-khang
there are some terraces which the monks cultivate for vegetables. Unlike Tabo, there is no physical evidence of this compound being treated
as sacred ground undisturbed by secular use. Another unusual feature
at Alchi is the presence of three large and two smaller entrance chotens
which the monks there refer to as Ka-ka-ni ch'otens. Another large one
also stands somewhat isolated from the main complex in the grounds
of the local minister who is known as the lon-po. The interrelationship
between these entrance chotens or the logic of their particular positions
in the general layout of the Chos-'khor is not at all clear. At any
rate, it is neither symmertrical nor obviously geometrical in its location
in relation to any one of the temples. However the presence of these
entrance ch'otens in pairs clearly suggests that they were used to define
the path leading the 'Du-khang, which is the core of the whole
enclave. Ch'oten 1 and 2 (fig. 7) clearly define the entry and exit to
the final lap of the approach to the Du-khang and similarly choten 3
and the one located in the lon-pols compound were also, surely, a
pair which were used similarly for entry and exic.
The layout
Alchi Chos-'khor consists of the following temples-reading from
south west to north east (fig. 7)
1. Lha-khang Soma
2. Sum-tsek

3. 'Du-khang
4. Lotsawa Lha-khang
5. ~ a 5 j u GLha-khang
This sequence also reflects the relative physical ground levels
of the temples with the Uta-khang Soma located on the highest ground
and the ~ a E j u s ' 6Lha-khang situated at the lowest level of the compound. This difference in level is almost 16.' ( 4 . 8 m. ) ( Fig. 8 ).
The complex has however four clearly identifiable houses which
have been built more recently. Two of them stand independently, and
one of them is attached to the 'Du-khang structure. The house located
to the .south east of Lha-khang Soma is referred to as the Kanjur
Lha-khang by the monks there, and it does contain volumes of the
Kanjur. However any doubts about the sanctity of this place are dispelled by the presence of cattle in the adjoining room and the storage of
fodder in the hollow remains of a chliten. The third house, which is
situated in the south west corner of the complex, is an altogether different structure with a series of rooms, cattle pens, and vegetable
gardens around it. The fourth house, which butts onto the present
entrance into the complex from the south west, adjoining ch6ten 3,
houses the local monks from Likir Monastery who are the care-takers
of the Chos-'khor. This house has not been marked in fig. 7. but simply shown in part outline. Apart from the entrance chotens mentioned
above, the whole place is dotted with other smaller chotens which do
not have the stature or form of the more ancient Ka-ka-ni. These
smaller ch6tens, in varying degress of deterioration, are located all
over the compound, but particularly closely around the outside of the
compound wall. The compound wall is not as well defined as the
cags-ri of Tabo. There are two parts to this compound wall. The part
which encloses the lower ground around the 'Du-khang, Lotsawa Lhakhang and the ~ a z j u h Lha-khang,
i
is more formal, rectilinear and better
preserved. It turns south east behind the 'Du-khang and rapidly changes
into an informal continuous semi-ruin which encloses the gaps between
chotens and the houses. It looses its rectilinear quality and becomes
a kind of village boundary wall that encloses irregular pieces of
land. It seemed to us that the rectilinear part of the wall was,
in all probability, closer to the original cags-ri which must have enclosed the compound. It is likely that the south western part of this wall
touched ch6tens 1 and 2 which gave entry and exit into the original
compound that enclosed the 'Du-khang. This compound wall would
have measured 150.' x 114.' (45.7 m. x 34.7 m.) along its inside.
It is interesting that the difference between the length and breadth of
the compound wall at Tabo is 34: (10.3 m.) whereas at the Alchi it is
36.' (10.9 m.)
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However one needs to go much deeper into the whole matter
of the laying out procedures of these temples before one can come to
any significant conclusions. At any rate the procedure quoted in chapter 5 for the layout of the site is more likely to reveal insights into
this than purely abstract number ratios. For, as we shall see later,
even the internal sizes of the 'Du-khang at Alchi and the Sug Lhakhang at Tabo do not share any obvious proportional relationships.
The largest numbers of chotens and mani walls have been errected along
the outside circumambulation path that skirts the rectilinear portion of
the boundary wall: Speculating about the original position of mud
walls that were built over eight hundred years ago can be very wishful.
But one cannot help speculating, beccause the Buddhists in the
Tibetan world have a tremendous reverence for ancient things and
the preservation of Alchi against the ravages of time for so many centuries has given this whole area a kind of unique sanctity which is
now often associated with the tradition of Rin-chen Zang-po.
Thus,
it wocld not be unreasonable to assume that the south west portion of
the boundary wall was taken down to include the later Sum-tsek Temple
within the compound and that the two smaller entrance chotens that
face the Sum-tsek (S. W. of chotens 1 & 2) were the entrance and
exits into the compound from the south east after the wall had been
extended to include the Sum-tsek. The location of the Lha-khang Soma
is very similar to that of the Kar-byun at Tabo as it also does not have
the traditional entrance portico and is somewhat removed from the
main complex.
Physical description of the temples
Lha-khang Soma is a squarish room of exactly the same size as
(5.4 m x 5.1 m.)
the Ser-khang at Lha- 1 un measuring 18; x 17'
with a choten placed in the centre of the floor. On the entrance and
middle wall sides of this choten, two round columns support the roof
structure. The beams rest on lion faced brackets which are embedded
into the mud walls. The choten in the centre is, in all probability, a
later addition as there does not seem any evidence of this kind of an
element in other temples associated with Rin-chen Zang-po. At any
rate, Lha-khang Soma, meaning 'New Temple', is a later addition to the
~hosfkhor. Chbtens are also located inside the Sum-tsek and 'Dukhang. The mud walls of the Lha-khang Soma are about two and a
half feet (0.76 m.) thick as in most other temples of the enclave. The
extremely thick walls measuring upto 8.'
(2.4 m.) which are found
at Tabo, are not seen at Alchi. Here the general external state of preservation is much better than at Tabo, the walls are in plumb, the corners
sharp with less evidence of wind and water erosion. The opening in
the roof is covered over with a removable flat stone of the type foundin
many Western Himalayan temples. Like the other temples at Alchi,
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the Lha-khmg Soma has a three foot wide band of red colour
on the exterior of the parapet wall, on the roof. This band is &fined
between two cornices of flat stones projected out beyond the waUs.
This feature, which is also found at Lha-lun, is totally absent in Tabo
probably because of the tremendous erosion that has taken plaoe on the
external walls there and the poor state of maintenanoe.
The Sum-tsek is architecturally the most interesting of all the
temples, of the earlier period, in the Western Himalaya that are covered
in this study. Sum-tsek literally means "Three tiered" and this unique
aspect of the temple can best be seen in the section (fig. 8). All the
three levels of the roof parapet are expressed in red bands which emphasise
the three tiers. The third tier is a clear storey admitting light into the
central space that is open above the choten. The ground floor is approached through a 101 (3' m.) deep open portico whose roof, on the
open side is supported by two major round timber columns that divide
the openings into three parts measuring 6! (1.8 m.) 7 (2.1 m.)
and 61 (1.8 m.). The column near the notched staircase leading to
the top has b a n propped up with additional columns of about 4a
(100 mm.) diameter which are more recent, and support the beam above
the capital, where the join has given way. Both the original columns,
some 8' (200 mm.) in diameter, are beautiful examples of the woodcraft of Kashmir, although the inspiration for the ionic columns
is totally alien even to Kashmiri tradition, as it is also found in the
Jandial temple at Taxila. However the immense variety of Syrian Byzantine motifs on the stone columns of the peristylye niches of the encloSUES at MZrtZnd and Avantisvamin confirm that foreign masons were working on those edifices. Some of the motifs that have been brought
to the Sum- tsek must surely go back to a tradition, short lived though
it was, contemporary to the reign of Lalifiditya ~ u k h f i ~ l d and
a
the stone temples founded under his patronage. The roof of the portico
is supported by two levels of columns (Plate 28). The first set of columns rises up to support a beam at about 8! (2.4 m.) with ionic
column capitals with a spiral volute on either end. This used to be
set out by the Greeks with the aid of a whelk shell. The second set
I *
of columns is shorter, about 2-6 tall (0.76 m.), and is divided into
two sets of t k columns each which are capped by a consolidated ionic
capital with an identical volute that is found on the lower capitals and
also on the ones inside the Sum-tsek. The three open spaces between the
columns, at this upper level, are filled with three triangular gable motifs
in timber which enclose three carved wooden figures in seated positions,
each surrounded by a variation of the trefoliated arch (fig. 14). The central point of the gable is emphasised with a lion's head which repeats,
just above, on the exposed8ends of the rafters. The timber work on this
facade of the Sum-tsek is extremely rich and provides an excellent base
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for research into the Indian and European motifs that have been
amalgamated in the timber architecture of the Western Himalaya.
Accoording to Goetz, the reduplicated plaitwork that is found on the
frame of the Guru Ghantal doorway and on other timber work in the
Western Himalaya, originated in the early medieval European art of the
Ostrogoths, Visigoths and Longobards who had come down from the
South Russian steppes into the territories occupied by a crumbling
Roman Empire. The Guru Ghantal temple in Lahoul is part of this
same tradition (figs. 26,27). Unfortunately the general nature of this
study does not permit one to disuss the details of the wood carvings.
However, if one were to take the stone temples of Kashmir built during the height of its medieval period, the timber work carried out on
the wooden temples at Chamba, Udaipur and Br'lhmor, the wood work
at Trilokinath and Guru Ghantal Temples, and the wood work of the
Buddhist temples asscciated with the name of Rin-chen Zang-po,
one would be in a position to define more clearly, the characteristics of
Western Himalayan architectu~. A recent measured study done on
the Hidumba temple at Manali and on other local timber shrines in Kulu
and Manali, has confirmed that this intricate craft was very much
alive even in the sixteenth century. It was carried out in the Kulu
valley by a sub-caste of craftsmen
known as Tavi whose descendants
are still alive and carrying on the trade, though in a more inferior
manner. The principle of construction on which the timber pagoda
style temple of Hidumba has been constructed is identical to the
principles employed by the Japanese in building their smaller timber
pagoda shrines. All that is left as evidence of these skills in the
Indian mainland are preserved in a few isolated shrines in the Western
Himalaya and their recording and preservation in of extreme importance.
Returning to the Sum-tselc, one enters the ground floor through
a low doorway which is framed by plain, uncarved timber. The room
inside measures 18: x 19: ( 5.4 x 5.8 m. ) and has three niches let
into it, each of which measure (from left to right) 9.1 x 6.' ( 2 . 7
m. x 1.8 m . ) , 7! x 9.' ( 2 . 1 m. x 2.7 m . ) and 7.'x9.'(2.1
m. x 2.7 m.). These niches contain the stucco statues of the standing
Avalokitesvara, Maitreya and ~ a z j u s ' r i . The roof is supported on four
timber columns with an 8! (2.4 m. ) square space between them which
is open to the floor above. The three niches are roofed with gabks
which rise above the ceiling of the ground floor temple. Access to the
floor above is gained by a precarious traditional notched log ladder.
Above the door on the ground floor there is a low doorway which gives
access to the upper temple. The central points of the three gables of
the niches can be seen just above the floor and the heads of all three
standing stucco deities can also be seen. The head of the central deity,
Maitreya, rises higher than the other two and the full gable above it
can be seen (Plates 35 - 38 ). The four columns on the ground floor
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are repeated above and are also of the ionic type. The beam spanning
the space between the two columns on either side of the Maitreya hcrd
has failed and is propped up by two slanting columns of rcant origin.
The third level clear storey of the whole ziggurat is relatively
inaccessible and is roofed over with a small mud dome supported on
timber planks.
obscured by a house, is
The 'Du-khang whose entrance is now
I
entered through a courtyard measuring 48. x 24: ( 14.6 m. x 7 . 3
m.) more than half of which is roofed over with a colonnade. Over the
central pathway leading to the door of the 'Du-khang, a chtiten is
suspened over-head which is hollow and contains murals. This typc
of hollow suspended chijten is also found inside ch'otens 1, 2 and 3.
The doorway to the temple is recessed back, at the end of a six foot
wide passage that gives access to two side temples. The south east
wall of the 'Du-khang is flanked by four small rooms. The two,
interconnected ones on / the south west side measure 10: x 12.
( 3 . 2 m. x 2.6 m. ) andI 8. x 8: ( 2.4. x 2 . 4 m. ) and the remaining
two measure 7.' x 10. ( 2.1 m. x 3.0 m. ) and 10: x 14: (3.0
m. x 4 . 2 m. ). The main hall of the 'Du-khang which is profiled
like the Tabo Sug Lha-khang is actua!ly much smaller in scale and
I
measures 25.' x 26. ( 7 . 5 m. x 7.9 m. ) . The niche let into the
central wall and housing the image of Vairocana measures ll! x
8: ( 3 . 3 m. x 2 . 4 m. ). Like the Stmr-tsek, Lotsawa Lha-khang and
4. / 7
Manjusri Lha-khang, the 'Du-khang too has four central round timber
columns. These columns are also fluted and terminated with ionic
capitals like the ones in the Sum-tsek. The beams that rest on these
columns are embedded into the walls over lion faced brackets. Subsidiary columns have been placed across the opening into the niche,
though their plain style seems to indicate them as later additions. It
is characteristic of all these later props and columns to have totally
undecorated shafts and a diameter that seldom exceeds three to four
inches. The wood too is usually Lombardi poplar whereas the original
timber structure in all the temples of the earlier period is pine, which
has, in all probability, been brought from the forests of Kunawar. The
'Du-khang is divided into three bays along its length and width
measuring 6:, 111,8!(1.8 m., 3 . 3 rn., 2 . 4 m.) and 81, 9!(2.4 m., 2.7 m.,
2 . 7 m.). The central bay between the columns therefore measures 1 I!x
9! ( 3 . 3 m. x 2 . 7 m. ), Again, as in the case of Tabo, the pcrfect
square is unusual in the plans. Two small chiitens are placed around
a corner of the subsidairy altar which is a later timber addition, and is
placed between the two further columns next to the niche. Light is
admitted into the room from two openings in the roof, which are
usually covered with flat stones.
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The Lotsawa Lha-khang and the ~ a ? i j u i G Lha-khang are located
/
on a flat piece of terraced land some 11. ( 3.3 m. ) away from the
north east wall of the 'Du-khang court. Each of the temples measures
19: x 19: (5.7 m. x 5 . 7 m.). Both have four centrally placed columns
supporting their roofs though in the case of the Maiijuk LAakhang the columns rest upon a three foot high platform that forms
the base to the four fold image of Maiijulfi whose head rises into the
clear storey above. Both temples have a clear storey which, in the case
of the Lotsawa Lha-khang is surmounted by a suspended choten of
the same type as we see in the entrance court of the 'Du-khang. The
clear storey above the Manjusri image is however of recent origin and
surely replaces the original one that must have been there once. This
new clear storey has glass fixed in it which has been brought from
Shrinagar as a gift from the family ~f the Ion-po.
Cr.

/ -

The three large chotens outside (fig. 7) are in a serious state of
ruin. Their original ziggurat forms have been reduced to conical protrusions rising above the square poduim which has an entrance passage
through it. Suspended under ,each of these conical roofs, which were
surely sharply tiered at one time, are the ancient painted chotens
that go back to the age of the Sum-tsek. ~ h z t e n 3, which is the
largest of them, measures 24: x 23: ( 7.3 m. x 7 . 0 m. ) at the
base and has four turret like remains of chotens on the four corners
while the central tier rise up to be capped by the remains of another
ch'oten. The whole structure has a West Asian ziggurat character to it
which is totally alien to the ch'otens that were to develop in the rest
of Tibet (See Plates 166 - 173). However, we were unable to do justice
to the structures of the chotens, particularly choten 3, which is very
intricately constructed from the inside. The system of spanning the
open spaces inside by placing successive layers of planks across the
corners of the opening to get a sort of dome, is extremely common
to the stone architecture of Central Indian temples. As the central
tower rises, it consists of a series of ch'otens placed one above the
other and there is no doubt that the excavation of this structure will reveal
valuable historical information. It is possible that the paintings inside
the upper ch'otens, which have been totally sealed off till now, are in
an excellent state of preservation.
The internal realm of the temples
In comparison to Tabo, the temples at Alchi are so well preserved, and therefore, so rich in content that they must surely be one of
the richest historical sources about medieval Indian history in the whole
of India. Much of the rich iconographical material has been discussed
in detail by Snellgrove and Skorupski in their 'Cultural Heritage of
Ladakh', volume I, which is one of the most important books to have
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been published about Ladakh in recent times. In both the 'Du-khmrg
and the Sum-tsek, the central iconographic image is that of the Omniscent Vairocana in one or the other of his manifestations, accompand
by his entourage of 36 divinities mentioned earlier. There are six large
mapdalas in the temple, two on each of the three walls. The fourth wall
has the niche which contains a central stucco image of Vairocana ao
companied on his flanks by the four remaining Tathiigata . The image
of Mahakala above the door has a smaller ma&la placed above it.
The arrangement of the ma?dala is illustrated in fig. 9 and illustrates
the various cycles of Vairocana showing him, usually, immediately surrounded by the four other Tathiigatas and four main Sakti followed
by the Subsidiary Goddesses, the Bodhisattva and the Guardian Deities.
A detailed identification of one of the Vairocana ma?dala in the upper
level of the Sum-tsek is illustrated in fig. 10. The niche of the centre wall
contains the stucco images of the five Tathiigata , which are very close
in conception to the three dimensional images found at Lha-lun. The
Vairocana image in the centre is heavily robed in silks but the structure
of the "palace' around him is clearly visible with the lotus stems coiling
upward on either side supporting the makara (sea-monsters), which are
often found carved or painted on column capitals (Plate IV). The TathZgatas who flank Vairocana (Ratnasambhava above Akshobhya on his
right, and AmitZbha above Amoghasiddhi on his left) are conceived very
much in the style and form of the Tabo and Lha-lun stucco images.
The important difference from Tabo, however, is that here, in the 'Dukhang, each of the four is framed within a kind of shrine which is
supported on columns and shaped in various decorative arched motifs,
some of which are illustrated as variations of the trefoliated arch in fig. 14.
It is clear, in the motifs done in stucco and carved wood, that the artists of that time were using the trefoliated arch as a kind of decorative
motif, rather freely. In Alchi alone, there are many versions of this
trefoliated arch. We see the development of a motif which is formally
expressed in stone as the surround of the Buddha figure on the base
of Parihaspura Stupa, and at Alchi, an altogether relaxed motif which
takes on a variety of geometric shapes. The whole conception of the
'palace' which surrounds the deity and is made in Stucco at Alchi
(and also for the central figures at Lha-lun) can be seen painted on
the robe of Avalokites'vara in the Sum-tsek. Here a variety of structures
have been shown with different trefoliated versions with garlands suspended from them in typically Indian style.
The decoration and expression of religious symbols in the Sumtsek is altogether more sumptuous and better preserved if one compares
them to the sombre paintings in the 'Du-khang. The arrangement of
the painting and their conception is divided clearly between the upper
two levels, which have mandalas, and the lower level, which has multiple

..
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images of AmitZbha, Akshobhya, Ma'iijus'ri and Siikyamuni. The arrangement of the paintings at the lower level is shown in 6g.lOb and the
set of four upper level walls is illustrated in plates 35 - 38. Apart from
the paintings, the most unusual aspect of the Sum-tsek are the three
12 ( 4 m. ) high stucco images of the standing aspects of Avalokiteivara, Maitreya (which stands higher at 15' ( 4.60 m. j and ~ a 5 j u s ' i .
Each has a different body colour (Avalokite stara is white, Maitreya
is terracotta and ~ a i i j u 6 Gis pale yellow), different miidras (hand gcstures) and different robes. The robes are painted onto the lower half
of eacn of the three deities and resemble the dhoti which is commonly
worn in India today, except that the Sum-tsek dhoti clings to the legs

MAITREYA

I Ob . ALCMI Arrangement of deities on ground floor of Sum-tsek
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and is shown without a crease. The decorative motifs on these dhotis
are extremely beautiful and provide one of the richest souroes for historical research into both the architecture and costumes of 9th and
10th century Kashmir and Central Asia. The large stucco figures are
also accompanied, in their niches, with other stucco guardian deities
which are smaller and fixed to the side walls of the niche. These deities
are reminiscent of ones in Tabo and Lha-lun.
The multiple image paintings which occupy the inner corners of
the temple are extremely interesting. A large image of the deity is
placed in the centre of each of the panels and is elaborately represented (Plate 31). Surrounding this image on all sides are the smaller minature versions of the same image. For example, wall 1 (See Plan
fig. 7) has two panels on either side of the Maitreya. The left hand
wall (facing 'Maitreya) has 381 images of Akshobhya and the right hand
wall has 331 images of Akhosbhya. The 381 images are arranged
in the panel in 27 rows of 15 figures each with the large
Akshobhya seated in the centre within an elaborately painted
shrine some five times larger than the surrounding figures. The
331 images are arranged in the panel in 25 rows of 14 figures each,
with the central space occupied by a larger Akshobhya seated inside a
shrine. The number garqe is important in the overall conception though
it is not easy to decipher the reasons why these variations have occurred. However, careful observation of the panels does reveal a hidden
pattern which .is reflected on the smaller images, by changes in body
colour, hand position and also in the colour of the prabhamagdala.
It is extremely likely that numbers have been used to give identification
to these various figures. Thus, taking the panel of 331 Akshobhyas,
there is clearly a complex pattern by which the different aspects of Akshobhya have been arranged on the panel. It is possible that if some
work were done by numbering identical figures with common numbers, a sort of magic square pattern would emerge. The idea of magic
squares was commonly used by Islamic builders to arrange their tiles."
The same hidden patterns are apparent in all the panels including the
entrance wall which has 1063 images of Sakyamuni and the MahZklla
over the entrance door way.
The upper floor of the Sum-tsek has 10 mandala all of which
are illustrated in plates 35 - 38. A typical identification of one of them
is shown in fig. 10 The clear storey has another three mandala of
Vairocana as Sakyamuni, ~ a % j u Gand Vairocana.
In the Lha-khang Soma, the style of painting is altogether different from that found in the 'Du-khang and Sum-tsek. No doubt that
the style is Indian, but certainly not clearly identifiable as a style from
Buddhist Kashmir. If the age of the temple is later, as it's name im'
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plies, then this style tilust have been brought to Alchi in the 13th
century when u siniilur style prevailed in Bellgal and Nepal. Wall 3
(lig.7 ) is dolilinnted by t h t nrcrr.t~ltrltr
~
which progwssively iricrease in
size li-om left to right. The lirst und s~n:lllcst rrrcr!t~krltr~ v p ~ ~ s c rAlnituits
yus lrttetlded upoll by the Botlltistrrrlvlr . Thc c~ntrul olie Iypwscnts
Vuirocnnu i n his quiet stirtc us Sukyiilliul~i lid the third und l u r s s t
orie is dedicirted to Vuirocan:~ ~ I ~ ~ C I I C 11poti
~ C C ~ hy the cntourugc ot' 36
diviriities und the 00 guest diviliitics. l'hcsc IiItt~r 60 consist of t h ~
sets of 16 B o / i I a .
und 1ic:rc.t: divinities :IS w l l as
12 Prtr!,lek(r Buddhus. 'Tlict.r. u1-c other ilnugcs around the I ? I u ! I ( ~ ( J ~ ( J
itlcluding those of V:ljr;rpani :~nrl V r c r Wall I has a I;rrgc ccntrul
image of the calni V;riroc:~nu i n his stirtc us Sukyi~tni~liincco~iiponied
by irrepulnr rows of li.eawd inlaps of V:~.irapani, M
I Avulokitc6v~rro. M:litt.c.yu ctc. which have hcvn clc:~rly idclitilicd by Snellgrovc
lrnd Skorupski. Wlrll 4 is hudly d:inluged on one side und is doniinuted
by the wntrnl f gi11.c of tlic Medicinill Buddha with lnultiple images of
Akshohhy;l nround him like in thc ground floor of the S~on-tsck. Wall
2 is the entr:rnw wnll which is covcwd over niostly by the same type
of Akshohliyn figulus that covcr wull 4. In the lower part of wall 2
S O I I I ~ SCC'IICS I'I'OIII H i ~ ~ l d l i :lik
~ ' ~LIIC SIIOWII. (lie Maligkiila guards over
tllc door, and the lust of thc imuges ~xpwse~it
various deities including
Vnjr;~p:rni ~ I I Vijl~ytr.
~J
Tlic 1.otsuwm 1.lrtr-klrtrrt~hns also got I:itcr stylc pnintings like thosa
in tlic 1.ltt1-klttrrrx Sorrrtl cxcvpt tli:rl the work tlnd gcnernl senst of
compositioti is not :IS well dcvclt~pcd ns in the Laltcr-klrta~r,qSoma. Hem
in t he tclnplc dcdic;rtcd to 1-otsnwn Rin-chcn Zllng-pol thc brushwork
is cxcullctlt nlid tlic lilies dclining the ligutvs (I'lutc 39) litlve a certain
cusc, but tlic coloitr work is 1101 11s COIII~ICX 11s thnt 01' the Utu-khan#
Sorrt(r. At m y rntc the condilioti 01' L.otsuwa's temple is very poor and
sllggcsts very strongly tliat the husc plu.p:~rtrtiotl 01' the wull surface has
not h~wli ~,ropcrly cxcc~~tcci.Will1 3. tlic ctil~.:~ncuW:III, lins been perticul:rrly Ju~n:rgcJ w i l l w r t
hns lccikcd Jown ti-om the roof.
Will1 2 (lig. 7) is doniincrtcci hy the ilii:~gc of Aliiitiiblii~ ~ 1 1 0is placed
b c t w ~ ~ two
t i rrrtr!yiirltrs of ~ v : ~ l o k i l c ~ v 11nd
l ~ ~ . AniitLihlin.
a
but in tr raised
posiliotl. I
I
l t c tlicsc r
I
t
i is covcped with
nlultiplc illingcs ol' A~liitiihlin, Ahovc the piiilitings, like in 1111 temples
of this pel-ioJ, t11c1-c is 11 hordcr of drirpcry wliich is toppd, just under
the cuilillg, hy :I row of white gtwsc. 'I'hcsc gwsc 111.c fijutld in Lha1-uli (I'll~tc V I I ) wlicn' I:~lct-toucliillg "17 1111s c1i:rtl~d tlicir colour from
the ol.ipillnl whitc 10 vi~rioussli:ldcs ol' 1u.d. Wnll I has t h t m , largc inlagcs of Rill-cl~en Znlig-po, S:~ky:~lnulliand ~vnlokitcdvnru The lower
portion of tllc wall is prlilltcti witli a row of livc Prt~~iiipnlamitii.Thcrc
is n t l ulnusing hordcr of iictiionic I.1n.s Ixlow the lotus tlironc of Rinchen Tang-po which Sncllg~.ovcIicls supgcstcd 11rc (J'rrrrrtitl hcnds. Howe-
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ever a carcful examination of them mveals that the hair style, and the
pointed ears resemble the Lotsawa and that the four imager am in fm
caricatured versions of the Lotsawa himself. The exallent brushwork of
the artist can be seen in plate 39 which is one of the 9 goddesws b l o w
the throne of the ~valokitekaraimage. The two rows of 7 Buddhu
that art placed vertically one above the other on either aide of the
~ a h ' a k u afigure in the 'Du-khung am repeated on wall I in a double
row with 7 Buddhas on the Iefi of Rinchen Zang-po and to the right of
~valokite&ara.Wall 4 is in a very bad state of pmnrvation and the
two ma~#alos, on either side of the small window looking into the
G
arc virtually beyond mognition. Above
adjoining ~ a ~ j uUta-khung
the window is an image of Akshobhaya. The rest of the wall is covered with multiple images of Akshobhaya. Wall 3 has the entrana
door guarded by the MahBkBla image and multiple images of SaLya~nurri which show clear signs of over painting. In both corners one
ctin see the earlier nrultiple images which were smaller and t h m is
thcr.cfore clear evidence that rtcent overpainting has been done to cover
R dnn~aged wall. The clcar storey of the temple (fig. 8) has thru images.
The panel parallel to wall 4 has the image of Akshobhya, thus cormspo~rdirrg to the images which are txntrally placed on the main walls
below. Above the clear storey there is a suspended choten reminisocnt
of those suspended in the larger chotens in the con~pound that haw
been mentioned earlier.
The Maajusri Lhc~-khang is almost entirely filled w~th the fourfold image of M~iijusri. All four walls an painted with multiple images
nrrnngcd in the same wiry as those of the ground floor in the Sumfsck with lnrgcr centrnl inrages irr each panel. Wall 3 llus a mandala
instend of un ilnop on the right side of the doorway (facing the ddor):
the left hnnd side has k n repainted by the Alchi Ion-po with largr:
images of Tsong-Khu-pa, ~ a l l j u s r ~Avalokitesvera,
.
Sakyamuni. Tara and
two cjharntnr~pr~I(~.
These irnugcs are crudely puinttd with modern poster
pniirts und WIT dorre as un uct of devotion on a part of the wall
which lrud virtually collupstd soli~eyears ago. The general condition of
nll the pnintings is extmrnely bud due to the water which has leaked
l'rori~ tlrc root' lrnd errodcd uwuy the pl~inted surface. The timber work
r s ~ i
is in 1111 exaIIcnt state of prestrvation.
in thc ~ ~ 3 j ~ f.Jttr-kht~n,q
Thc four colulirns tlltrt rrst on the central platforrrr under the stucco
i m r r s of ~ ~ l l j i r 6lrt~vc
. i got urvcd buses which resemble the pot motif
hrlscs s t ~ nitr tlrc rock cut cnvcs nt Kirrli in Bonrhuy dating blrck to
tlrc lirst wntury BC. and which hnd dcvclopcd subsequently in Buddhist ntrhitcctur.c. in Ccntnrl Indicl. Sin~ilurly the colunln capital too htrs
the c~trrl~rmotif found in thc cllrly rock temples. The combination of
tlre pristylr. iorric fluted columns with lndiun type bscs provides us
with n itlscintrting rnixturc of influences thut had culminated in medicvlrl Kashmiri utchitccture cxter~dir\g into the Western Himalaya. The
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ceiling panels in the MaEjus'ri Lha-khang are certainly ancient though
not as well conceived as those in the Sum-tsek. Although Snellgrove
has dismissed the temple as having little interest, there is every evidence
to show that the timber-work of the columns certainly dates back to
the same age as those in the Sum-tsek, and that the structure of the
temple is certainly much older than the paintings which adorn the walls.
It is quite possible that, like at Tabo, the original temple had suffered
severe damage and was reconstructed at a much later date and painted
over with murals done by local artists without the skill or the style of
the earlier painters from Kashmir.

Other temples with legendary associations of Rin-chen Zang-po
Apart from the ~hos-'khorof Tabo and Alchi and the temple
at Lha-lun, there are some other sites which have a positive association with Rin-chen Zang-po, and some features that certainly connect
them with the general style of architecture and iconography of that
period. Out of these, the ones briefly considered here are the Senge
sgang at Lamayuru and the temple at Mang-gyu (figures 12 and 13) and also
the temple complex at Gomba in Alchi village (fig. 11 ),which has one
temple built in the style of the Sum-tesk but decorated with far inferior
workmanship. In the case of Gomba, there is no clear identification or
association with Rin-chen Zang-po but since its conception has been so
influenced by the neighbouring Chos-'khor at Alchi that one can conveniently include it in the general category of the earlier temples.

S E NGE SGANG LAYMAYURU

The main monastery complex of Lamayuru occupied by the
Ka-gyu-pa Sect is so conspiciously placed on the main Leh-Shrinagar
route that it provides a very convenient resting stage for travellers.
For this reason it has also been the site of military camps that accommodated the armies that frequented this route in the earlier period,
right upto the 19th century when Zorawar Singh led his forces
into Ladakh. The original traces of antiquity have therefore long
disappeared. Not only have armies camped there in the past, but
even today the process of demolition and re-construction is carried
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on under the direction of the monks. (Plate 177). We watched them
demolish an entire temple and stack the mud bricks neatly on om side
for reconstruction. Each of the bricks had parts of the wall mural
still attached to one side. In the rubble there were broken and crushad
stucco figures of Naropa and Jig-ten Gon-popthe founder of the 'Brigung-pa sub sect t~ which Lamayuru belongs. The whole operation waf
being conducted in a well organised manner with the monks directing
the voluntary force of villagers and any trace about the sanctity of the
place was extremely ditficult to discover. Sanctity, however, seemed to
be attached to a small temple located well below the main monastery
complex which is among some of the monks' residences. The narrow
31 (900 mm) wide doorway is rather plain and opens in two shutters
like most traditional doors in the area. The carving on the frame is
notional and shallow though the lotus stem motif certainly hints at
age. Howevei, since one of the characteristics of the older monasteries
was to have deep wooden carvings, one can assume that the doorway
certainly does have the antiquity of the Rin-chen Zang-po temples.
Inside the doorway are two rooms connected to each other through
a 5: (1.5 m.) opening (fig 12). The Senge-sgang into which one
enters is a room measuring 1L66:x 14: (4.4 m. x 3 . 2 m.) with
an opening in the roof which is locted centrally. The adjoining Gonkhang measures 8: x 1d6? (2.4 m. x 4 . 4 m.) and also has an
opening in the roof which is somewhat eccentrically placed. Two clear
signs give a clue about the temple's antiquity. The first is the central
stucco image of Vairocana seated on a lion throne enveloped within
a shrine of stucco symbols consisting of Garuda who is centrally placed
above the figure, and two rnakara with their usual open mouths turned
upwards. The Vairocana image is framed within a trefoliated arch

12. SENGE-SGANG Plan.
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which is made of decorative stucco ornamentation (Plate 54). The throne
itself is interesting and is a continuous altar that also seats Akshobhya
surmounted by Ratnasambhava on the left hand side (facing Vairocana)
of Vairocana and Amoghasiddhi surmounted by AmiGbh on the ri&t
hand side. There are stucco images in relief of pairs of lions and elephants that alternate on it. Under Akshobhaya's portion of the throne,
a pair of lions is placed within simply decorated niches followed
by a pair of elephants that face each other. The elephants, however,
are only partially made with the rear legs and tail missing. These are
then followed by another pair of lions which are slightly larger and
with wider open mouths than the first pair, and these later ones are
placed directly under the entral Vairocana figure. The earlier arrangement of half elephants and a pair of lions is then repeated again, thus
giving a set of five pairs consisting of three pairs of lions placed on
either side and the centre, and two sets of elephants placed between them.
These five pairs symbolise the vehicles of the five Tathiigata Buddhas
placed above the throne even though by usual iconographical rules the
elephant is Akshobhya's vehicle. The intermixing of the rniidras of the
five Buddhas was also done in some of murals at Alchi and in the
'Du-khang. One of the ma~palason the wall has got images of the Five
Buddhas where the miidras have been interchanged. There Akshobhya
makes the preaching gesture of Vairocana. The representation of just
the elephant and lion vehicles in the Senge-sgang is again found on
either side of the central Vairocana figure which has an elephant surmounted by a white lion facing away from the figure, thus expressing
the supremacy of the Central Buddha Vairocana above the other four
Buddhas. The lions have elaborate foliated tails that curve upwards
to touch a flaming band that separates the upper Garuda and makara motifs. The four other Buddhas are placed on either side and the
lower ones, Akshobhya and Amoghasiddhi, are framed within recently constructed timber porticos.
The second sign of antiquity is provided by the clearly ancient
column capital which caps a recent roughly made capital (Plate 52).
The deep carving of this piece and its ionic motif link it up directly
with the column capitals of the Sum-tsek at Alchi. The presence of this
capital assures age on the one hand and also confirms the rebuilding
of the present Senge sgang.
The Vairocana image itself could well
date to a later period when Lamayuru was still under the control of
the Ka-dam-pa order.
The murals on the walls of the Senge sgang are in a very bad
condition and make it difficult to identify content or style. Snellgrove
and Skorupski have identified a mural of the 11 headed ~valokites'vara,
and a ma?&zla of Vairocana. Plate 53 shows a part of the painting
below the Vairocana maq(ia1a.
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The adjoining Con-khang has large stucco images of the D h m a palas probably Yamantaka, Yama and Begtse or Hayagriva. (Colour
photographs of these can be seen in Madanjeet Singh's 'Himalayan
Art') The walls of the Gon-khung are unadorned apart from a dancing
skeleton. There is also a small wooden choten cramped into the room.

THE TEMPLES AT MANG-GYU
Mang-gyu is a seldom visited village which is approached along
a narrow gorge from the bridge across the Indus that also gives
access to Alchi. The village itself is perched high above the river bed
and the remains of a few ch'dtens on the outskirts of the village do
give the place an air of antiquity. The temple with association of Rinchen Zang-po is now part of a complex of four temples arranged in
a row facing south east (See fig. 13). It is difficult to guess the real
antiquity of the temples, but the irregular plan form certainly confirms
the later addition of the two side temples dedicated to Vairocana and
a smaller one. with a niche, devoted to ~valokites(.ara measuring 17.'
I
x 12. (5.1 m x 3.6 m.). The Vairocana temple is spanned across
its larger sides by t h m bays measuring 5: (1.5 rn), 11: (3.3 m)
and 6! ( 1.8 m. ) and there are four round columns, more or less
centrally plaqed, in it. The central image of Vairocana is accompanied
by the usual four Tathiigata. The walls are painted with mqdala of
Vairocana and multiple images of Buddha. The Champa khang, situated
to the south west of the Vairocana templet measures 13: x 10:
(4.1 m. x 2.0 m.) and contains a stucco image in the style and fashion

13. MANG-GYU
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of the Sum-tsek Maitreya. The walls are adorned with multiple images
which are extremely badly damaged but which certainly date back to
a period before the 14th century. The Dorje C'enpo temple is a tiny
shrine which crowds the image of the deity into a room measuring
61x 6: ( 1. 8 m. x 1 . 8 m. ) . The walls of this room are also adorned
with multiple images which are in a very poor condition. Like at
Senge sgang, the antiquity of the Mang-gyu temples is to be found in
the wood work and the two door-ways leading to the Vairocana and
Cu-cig-zhal temple which have their door lintels carved with lotus flowers
surrounded by the squared border of a mag$ala which also forms the
basis of the plan of the Sum-tsek at Alchi. This lintel is surmounted
by a timber beam which has makara faces carved in a row linked together with a garland that passes through their mouths. Another relic
of the antiquity of Mang-gyu is the erroded chiten with windowed
shrines around it (Plate 56), which could possibly provide the link with
the age of Rin-chen Zang-po, if it was excavated and not left to ruin
as it seems to be doing. The historical and archaeological importance
of the early temples with associations of Rin-chen Zang-po cannot
be exaggerated. If their descriptions here, particularly of Tabo and
Alchi seem lengthy, it is justified by their uniqueness and importance.
From the architectural point of view they represented a style of construction that was highly formalised and linked directly with Indian
prototypes. In their iconographical treatment these temples, dedicated
to the Omniscient Vairocana, were conceived as homogeneous entities
exploring, elaborating and describing the various cycles of Vairocana.
Both these characteristics were to disappear from the monasteries and
temples of the later perlod which were bulilt after the Ge-lug-pa order
had begun to exert its influence in Ladakh and Spiti. The styles of
painting and wood carving and stucco work that are to be found at
Tabo, Lha-lun and Alchi were to disappear forever with the muslim
invasion of Kashmir in 1337 A. D. The traditions that had already been
imported from India by the Gu-ge kings were mastered by few people
who soon dispersed to other parts of Tibet. The short revival that was
patronised by the king of Ladakh, Tashi Namgyal (1500-1532), was felt
even at Alchi where inscriptions quoted by Snellgrove and Skorupski
speak of the repairing of the Sum-tsek. However, with the destruction
of the Buddhist centres in central India and Kashmir, the direct link
that the monasteries of the Western Himalayan had with India were
severed and, from then on, they looked towards Lhasa for their inspiration and guidancx
With. the hegemony of the Ge-lug-pa sect extending over Ladakh, the socio-cultural links with Lhasa were strengthened
further.
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THE MONASTERIES OF THE LATER PERIOD
(1400 ONWARDS)
The historical researches into the early history of the Western
Himalaya have not been able, as yet, to produce any definitive work
that could help one accurately date historical events. Even less light
has so far been shed on the social and political developments that went
hand in hand with the spread of Buddhism in the area, and one has
to await a time when archaeological work starts in the area to confirm
or reject much of what is pure conjecture to-day. For this reason the
early publications of Francke and Tucci remain standard works even
to-day and apart from 'The cultural Heritage of Ladakh', which sheds
much light on the earlier period of events in Ladakh, nothing else has
been published recently about the later .period which can be said to
start around 1300 AD. when cultural contact between Gu-ge and India
was disrupted by the invasion and conversion of Kashmir into a
Muslim kingdom. This invasion cut off the Indian cultural sources
rather suddenly and the kings of Western Tibet had to turn to Central
Tibet for their cultural inspiration. This was to affect, very fundamentally, the art and architecture of the region as embodied in the
monastic institutions that were to dominate the landscape of Ladakh
and Spiti.
The most important aspect of the monastery, that of being an
extension of the political arm of the king, was ofcourse preserved and
both the earlier and the later period saw the development of the
monasteries as part of a programme of territorial expansion . In the
earlier period, the development of Buddhist monasteries in the Western
Himalaya was dominated by the territorial expansion of the kingdom
of Gu-ge The founding of monasteries was always accompanied by
the building of a defensive fort nearby. Thus Nyar-ma, now reduced
to ruins, which was financed by king Ye-she-o of Gu-ge, and has
associations with Rin-chen Zang-po has, above it, the ruins of a fortress. Alchi Chos- 'khor, similarly had a small fortress overlooking the
Indus and so did Lamayuru. Military occupation and religious conver-
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sion went hand in hand and the earlier Buddhist kings of Lhasa as
as Gu-ge were able to conquer the tribal chiefs by defeating them
on the battleground with superior arms and tactics which were available to them through the Buddhist cultural links that were forged by
them with both China and India. The most remarkable example of
this politico-religious connection can be seen in the meteoric military
career of king Lditiiditya M u k t ~ G d a (725 - 756 AD) who had a
Chinese Prime minister by the name of Chankuan (Tsiang-Kiun), an
ardent Buddhist and a brilliant military tactician under whose guidance
Lalitiiditya ~ u k t i i ~ T d re:armed
a
his forces with superior arrnour and
weapons of Chinese designs. The campaign tactics, which were closely
supervised by Chankuan, were SO superior to those prevailing in India
that Lalitsditya was able to bring back booty from as far away as
Konkan and Gujarat as well as Central Asia. Lalitaditya rewarded
his Prime-minister well and the great stipa at Parihispura, which is
now all but ruins, was built to satisfy the ardent beliefs of Chankuna. The Shrinagar museum contains two Chinese influenced statues of
standing Bodhisattva that were found in Parihaspura and for which
Chankuna was responsible, as they clearly show T'ang influence.
LalitZditya MuktZipida, the greatest temple builder of Kashmir was
also one of the most feared military rulers of that kingdom.
In Tibet, as in the regions of the Western Himalaya, the Buddhist
kings planned their territorial expansion around units of civil and
military administration which were centred on the fort and monastery.
In the earlier period the fort and the monastery were physically separated, but in the later period they began to be combined. The civil
administrative functions of the monastery were discharged through a
system of land ownership that extended over the unit of administration.
Thus, each monastery had a number of villages under it's control and
it also owned land in each of these villages which. was let out to
tenants for a two third or half share of the crop. The monastery did not
confine the weapon of its economic and cultural hold to crop sharing.
It began to exercise a whole variety of functions including money lending, trade, rent collecting, mortgaging and bartering. Moreover, in the
cultural realm the tribal festivals and customs were converted to Buddhist ones and the monastery became the focal point of all cultural events. In addition, in the realm of education, a more pragmatic and less
superstitious basis was introduced through a tiered system of formal
education that included literacy, medicine, fine art, religious philosophy
and astrology. It was imperative for the Buddhists to replace the entire collective body of tribal beliefs and knowledge with a totally new
one and the speed with which it was done was due primarily to the
introduction of !iteracy which replaced oral traditions. The administrative functions that centred on the major gonlpa of the region were discharged through a series of smaller monastic units that were situated at
village level.
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The following table taken from Dr. Harjeet Singh's 'Ladakh problems of Regional Development in the Context of Growth Point
Strategy'" ranks the monasteries in order of their importance :

TABLE SHOWING RANKING OF GOMPAS IN LADAKH

Monastery

Monks
attached
to the
monastery

Villages
attached
to the
monastery
through
ownership
of land

Land
owned
(a'=)

Persons
Lower
owing
level
allegiance monasteria
tothe
situated
monastery in villages

Hemis ...............
Tiktse ...............
Likir ................
Phiyang .............
Chendey ............
Spituk .............
Lamayaru ..........
Ri-dzong ..........
Stakna. ..............
Karsha .............
Ma-tro ............
Tanthak ............
Takrimo ............
The military defeat of the
tribal chiefs in the earlier period
was therefore accompanied by the setting up of a religious infrastructure
that was far more institutionalised than the totemic Bon. In the later
period, and particularly after the 15th century, this infrastructure was
wholly consolidated.
The share+ropping role of the monastery was to bring to it tremendous
wealth. The surplus of this was converted to silver and gold and other
treasures of art. This naturally made them a target of attack not only
by inconoclastic invaders but others in search of booty. Basgo, for
instance, was attacked and laid under seige for three years by a Tibetan
army in the late 17th century and it was able to hold out successfully
because of the reserves of food and valuables that were at it's disposal.
It was therefore inevitable for the monastic complex and the fortress
to become combined as a single defensible unit, and since the fortress
could not move down into the valley, the monastery moved up to the
hill-top and merged with the fortress to form one identifiable physical
-
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Singh, Harjit : Ladakh - Problems of Regional Development in the Context
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unit. This can be clearly seen in most of the later monasteries that are
illustrated here - Tiktse, Bardun, Spituk, Phiyang, Likir, Rangdum,
Basgo, Lamayuru, Karsha, Kye, Tanjur and Dhankar. These later
monasteries began to develop more along the patterns that were being
set by the larger Central Tibetan monasteries at Sera, Tashilumpo, Drepung and Gandhan. They in turn were influenced by the complex
institutions that existed in India before the 13th century. Thus the
numbers of rooms, their specialised functions and residential quarters
of the monks all combined to make these structures very imposing.
They became quite different from the individual temple complexes that
were built and surrounded by a wall which we have already seen at
Tabo and Alchi. The newer hill-top monasteries became multistoreyed
in parts and began to cater to the comforts of the community of
monks which was gradually expanding under the primogeniture system
which claimed noviks from every family in the villages.
The 'Du-khang or assembly room continued to be the single most
important room as well as the largest space in the complex. However,
the rigid arrangement of deities according to canonical laws and mandala practice was abandoned in favour of a haphazard arrangement of
deities on the walls and altar. Nowhere is the totality of conception
that was created in the 'Du-khang and Sum-tsek at Alchi Chos-'khor,
seen in the 'Du-khang of later monasteries. The style of painting and
creation of three-dimensional images is also markedly different in the later
monasteries. The Indian influence is nolonger apparent and the Chinese
style seems to dominate the formal concepts. Thus the figures are much
more Mongoloid in their features, the decorative aspects of the mural
such as clouds, flowers and landscape also begin to dominate (see plate
XI1 and compare with plate 39). However, one should remember that
Tabo, Alchi and Lha-lun, which we have dealt with in this work, are
examples of fluke survivals and they have given us a very accurate picture of the art and architecture of 11th century in the Western Himalaya. The later monasteries have all been in such a fluid state of being demolished (see plate 174), rebuilt and repainted that positive dates
for structures are extremely hazardous, and dates for murals are even
more so because of the constant over - painting (plate XII) that has
gone on over the years. For this reason, the sequence of arrangement of
these later monasteries in this chapter does not follow any historical
or territorial sequence, but is based upon an arbitrary choice ranged
roughly according to physical size and importance. It has not been
possible to carry out measurements of all the monasteries that are illustrated here, but there are probably a sufficient number of plans to
indicate the general characteristics of the later monasteries. The plans
also do not go into the details of the residential quarters which are
attached to the temple rooms. Each householder's family has its
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particular cell (drab-shag) in the monastery which remaim a mn of
family property for which the monastery takes no responsibili~. a
family to whom the area is dotted within the monastery premies,
expected to build the cell a t its own cost to provide shelter to those
members of the family who join the monastic order as novices. ~h~~
nephews, uncles and brothers of an extended family often stay toether
in the cell and preserve a kind of joint family system. Moreover, food
for them is also provided by those relatives who till the land. Each
family in the village becomes economically as well as socially linked to
the monastic institution.
In considering the monastery structures of the later period, one is
confronted immediately by a complex of buildings that are substantially
different in character from those of the earlier period that were built
on flat ground on the floor of the valley. Essentially, of course, all
the Buddhist monasteries continued to be built around the temples which
do form the core of any monastic complex. However, the relationship
between the temples and other buildings which housed the growing complexity of functions of the monastery, did undergo fundamental changes.
In order to understand this change it is worthwhile to categorise the
Tibetan Monastic complex into convenient types. The earliest type 1s
represented by Sam-ya which is a symmetrical four-way orientated
temple with a wall defining its compound. In this, it closely resembles
the n~andala
.. which also has gates at the cardinal points as well as protective barriers such as the ring of flames and Vajra. However, this
type of four -way orientated temple is extremely rare, and Sam-ya is
about the only known surviving example. Certainly, there are none
in the Western Himalaya. The type that is moreconimonly associated with
the name of Rin-chen Zang-po can be seen at both Alchi and
Tabo. The main characteristics of this type of temple is a fixed oneway orientation with the opening confined to a single entrance door
opposite the altar. These ternples usually face an easterly direction,
are isolated structures and can form part of a temple complex. The
Hindu counterparts of this type of complex can be seen in Kashmir
at M';rtand and Avantisvamin (fig. 15), which in turn are influenced by
the Buddhist monastery complexes of GandhZra. The ma!r$ala concept
is still apparent in these temples even though the four-way orientation
is not adhered to. Thus the Sug Lka-kl~ang at Tabo has the deities
placed around the wall
of the Vairocana Dharmcdahatu nta!l$ala
(fig. 2) as does the Ser-kl~ang at Lha-lun (figs. 4,5,6). One common
feature within this type of temple is the niche which houses the central
deity and the altar. This niche is on three sides in the Sutn-tsek at
on one side only in the 'Da-khang at Alchi, the SugAlchi (fig. lo),
Lha-khang, Byam-pai Lha-khang and Brom-ston Lka-khang C'enpo at
Tabo (fig. I), the Cu-cig-zhal at Mang-gyu (fig. 13) and also the Tsogkhang at Phiyang (fig. 17) though this is a much later building. In all
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these second type
of temples, the buildings containing the cloisters and
- other communal facilities are not immediately apparent and certainly
do not form part of the temple complex as they exist to-day. Thus.
there is a clear physical division between the realm of the temples which
is enclosed by a wall and the buildings housing the other functions
which were placed outside the wall. In Alchi, there have been later
additions to the 'Du-khang and the monks residences situated next to
this temple are certainly not parts of the original structure.
The third type of monastery layout consists of a court defined
by a wall of rooms on all sides with the temple placed in the centre.
This type of Tibetan monastery preserves a certain amount of symmetry
and defines the temple and other functional rooms of the monastery as
a single entity. However, there are no known monasteries of this type
in the Western Himalaya though they can be seen as a typical type of
Dzong in Bhutan (Simtokha, Tashi-cho-dzong Paro and others). Bhutanese terrain, with its wide valleys and heavy rainfall, lends itself
more readily to 'lump' buildings that can easily be roofed over with
a continuous covering that disperses the rainwater efficiently.
The fourth category of a monastic complex is the one most
commonly found in Ladakh and Spiti. This type of complex belongs
to the later period and consists of a conglomeration of separate buildings spread across the top or side of a hillock with no symmetrical
axis or arrangement, and a general mixing of the functions of the
temples, claisters and other rooms whose locatian and aspects are more
determined by the physical terrain than symbolical cmsiderations. These
complexes tend to be large establishments which are extremely compactly
built to afford excellent defence from attacks.
The first of such conglomerate monasteries that were perched on
a hill, was built in Ladakh during the reign of King Grag-bum-de who
received a deputation from Tsong-kha-pa (1357-1419), the reformer
who founded the yellow hat Ge-lug-pa order in central Tibet. The
deputation signalled the growing influence of the Ge-lug-pa order which
had already achieved considerable poliiical control in Tibet with the
help of the Mongols. Spituk monastery was founded as the base of
the new Ge-lug-pa order, and very soon, with the patronage of the
kings of Shey, this order was able to establish itself as the dominant
sect in both Ladakh and Spiti. Much of the territorial control of
the monasteries was achieved by taking over the old Ka-darn-pa order,
and Tabo, Alchi, Mang-gyu, Lha-lun and the other older temple
complexes were taken over and placed under Ge-lug-pa control. A
considerable amount of reconstruction of temples must have taken
place during the two centuries after the founding of Spituk, and to-day
the Ge-lug-pa order is found at Tiktse, Likir, Ri-dzong, Rangdum, Kye,
Dhankar and also some of the other large monasteries not dealt with
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in this sudy, including Sankar in Leh and others in Nubra and Eastcrn
Ladakh. There is a clearly identifiable style of architecture in the canglomerate structures of these hill-top monasteries. The white sloping
walls, the small window openings framed in black, the timber balconies at the upper level, the rising hierarchy of buildings with the temples
at the highest levels, and the flags and 'umbrellas' on the roof. All these
lend themselves to a style of architecture that is basically Tibetan, though
also clearly identifible as ihe later style of Buddhist architecture in the
Western Himalaya. Some of commonest features of these later Tibetan
style fortress monasteries are :
1. Thecourtyard which plays an important part in the physical layout
and religious life of the monastery. The entrance to the main temple is always made across the courtyard which is used during festivals and the cham dance invariably takes place in this courtyad
presided over by the senior lama seated on a high pedestal throne
under the protection of a colonnade (plate 74). The location of the
monastery on a high perch often makes the courtyard the only
flat open space in which villagers can be accommodated to whness
the religious ceremonies. These courtyards are a later development
in Tibetan architecture as none of the monasteries of the early period
has this type of space.
2. The circumambulatory passage which is often built into some of
the monastery temples as a covered passage. It has been added
to the central temple room at Lha-lun (fig. 3), and can also be seen
at Rangdum (fig. 18), Shashur (fig. 20), Sani (fig. 21), Maning, (fig. 24),
Tayul, (fig. 28), and Khardung (fig.29).The act of circumambulation goes
back to the earliest Buddhist times when the first stiipas were
built. The important temples in Tibetan monasteries often have a
narrow passage ( never more than 5 (1.5 m. wide ), which surrounds the temple. Often it has a continuous row of prayer wheels
attached to the inside wall at elbow height which are rotated as
the pilgrim walks around. Circumarnbulation may be done once,
thrice or a hundred and eight times before or after entering the
temple. Other large monasteries including Hemis and Phiyang
which do not have built-in circumambulation passages, usually have
a rough track around the perimeter of the building which the
pilgrim follows on his round.
3. The entrance portico which give access to the 'Du-khang or other
important temple rooms. This portico is placed as a symbolical
link or lobby between the outside profane world and the inner
sanctum of the temple. This feature too goes back to the earliest
Buddhist architecture and can also be seen in a modified form
in the r n d a l a (fig. 10) where the dwelling of the deity opens out
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in four directions into four gates and the neck forms such an
entrance portico. On either side of the central doorway leading into
the sanctum, there are usually murals of the Four Guardians.
These Four Guardians are :
East : DhritarZshtra who is also the king of the Gandh'irva demons,
His symbol is the stringed instrument and his ~ ~ l o u r - w h i t ~ ,
South:Viriidhaka, who is the king of the Khumbhanda demons. His
symbol is the sword and his colour-blue or green.
west:Vir~pZksha, who is the king of the N5gas or snakes whose
symbol is the ch'dten or a jewel and serpent, and his colour
is red.
North: Kuvera or ~ais'ravana,who is the king of the supernatural
yakshas. His symbol is the banner which is held in the
right hand and a mongoose in the left. His colour is yellow.
These Guardians (lokpifla) are responsible for protecting the gates
a t the cardinal points of the sacred place and in the large Buddhist
monasteries in India, some of the most senior monks were appointed lokapiilas and it was their responsibility to scrutinize and
'
interview aspiring candidates. During ~T~apahkara
Srqnana time the
northern lokpiila at Vikramaiilii monastery was Naropa. In addition
to these Guardians the Eight Glorious Signs may also be painted
in the entrance porch. These eight are :
1. The two golden fish
2. The umbrella
3. The conch- shell trumpet
4. The lucky diagram
5. The victorious banner
6. The vase
7. The lotus
8. The wheel of law
The Wheel of Life (Plate 72) is also often found in the portico
to remind believers of the un-ending cycle of life and re-birth.
4. The chapels 'Du-Khang and Lha-khang. The inner rooms housing the
images of the deities are the most sacred parts of the whole complex of temples. The chapels are considered to be the residences
of the deities. A chapel may be of any size, and either square or
rectangular in plan. If it is rectangular, then the altar and images
are placed in the centre of the shorter wall which is invariably
directly opposite the entrance door. This is an old pattern that
was taken over from Indian prototypes and can be seen even in
the 'Du-khang of the early temples of Tabo and Alchi. In case of
a square room, a number of variations can occur and the Sumrsek of Alchi ~hos!khor (fig. 7) is one such exception. In the temple rooms (lha-khang) of the later monasteries, such a variation is
extremely rare. The larger 'Du-khang found in Hemis (fig. 1%
7."-

Phiyang measuring 35 x 31 (10.6 m x 9.5 m.) and a ] a r m83
~sog-khang measuring 54 x 32 ( 16.4 m. x 9 . 7 m. ), Rank
dum measuring 45 x 45 ( 13.7 m x 13.7 m. ), Sani measuring
40 x 40 (12 m. x 12 m.) and Tayul measuring 30 x 33 (9 m. x
10 m.) are spanned across in a number of bays with parallel
rows of columns. Where no larger central aisle is taken, this
span varies between 6 (1 . 8 m.) and 8 (2.4 m.). In the case of a
larger central aisle, the span of this can no upto 12 ( 3.6 m. )
though obtaining timber rafters for such a span must have
&come very difficult. When Lha-lun was built, the forests of the
adjoning region of Kunawar provided much sturdier timbers
that enabled a 18 (5.5 m.) span to be constructed in the Ser-khang.
Access to such timber sources became increasingly difficult and this
resulted in thinner girth columns supporting shorter spans. In the
smaller chapels there are often only two columns in each row so
that the four columns form a square. This can be seen in the
Gon-khang a t Phiyang ( fig. 17 ), the second floor zimchung
at Kye (fig. 19), the Gon-khang at Pin (fig. 23) and the 'Dukhang a t Khardung (fig. 29). Considering the limits imposed by the
timber rafters, these square four columned chapels vary in size
between 18 ( 5.5 m. ) and 24 ( 7.3 m. ) The other most common rectangular size of chapel consists of a space supported by
two rows of three columns each giving a total of six columns.
This can be seen in the Nupu-kursum at Kye (16.'~ 22((4.8 m. x
8.2 m.) (fig. 19), the Gon-khang and 'Du-khang and Kanjur, Lhakhang a t Shashur (25.' x 20.j (7.5 m. x 6.0 m.) and (28: x 28) (8.5
m. x 8.5 m.) (fig. 20) the Lha-khang Sarndrup-chos-ling at Pin (25.'
x 2 4 (7.5 m. x 8.8 m.) and (26.; 2$ (7.9m. x 6 . 7 m.),and the
'Du-khang and Zugsdan at Maning (fig. 24).
Although a logical mandala
..
like arrangement with the image in,the
centre might be expected since the main purpose of the chapel is
to enable ceremonies to be performed, this would not be convenient, particularly for the 'Du-khang, which acts as an assembly
room. By placing the images and altars against the end wall, two
or more rows of monks can face each other across the central aisle.
The leader of the ceremony sits on the right of the image on a
raised platform or chair facing either down the aisle or across it.
The main image varies in size and is placed on the altar which
raises it to a height of about three feet, and the bowls of water
and other offerings are also placed around it. Flanking the central
image there may be other subsidiary images, often housed in wooden
cabinets with open fronts. Some of the later monasteries too have
gigantic images of either brass or stucco and these can be seen at
Maning which has a 6.' (1.8 m.) high stucco image of Padma-

sambhava, Basgo which has a seated image of Matireya; SuspoQl,
Tiktse, Shey too have large images. The presence of these larer
images establishes a long link of artistic tradition which goes back
to the monasteries of the earlier period (see images of Avalokites:
vara, Maitreya and ~a'iijus'rTin the Sum-tsek temple at Alchi), and
further back to the Buddhist region of Bimiyan and even further
back to prototypes that have been destroyed in India.
The zimchung is the personal room of the head or incarnate lama.
It is usually located in such a position that it has a clear view
of the courtyard and gets included either with the main temple
complex or it may also be placed above the cloisters. This relationship between the zimchung and the courtyard can be seen at
Hemis (fig. l6), Rangdum (fig.18); Kye (fig. 19),Maning (fig.24) and Khardung (fig. 29). Casual visitors are not permitted to enter this room
unless a special audience is sought, though most of the rnonasteries have more than one room which they call a zimchung which
is usually abandoned and empty. The zimchung, which is being
used by the head lama,as is the case in Ri-dzong, is usually a very
clean room which has it's own small altar, a bed and an attached toilet, as the head lama is not expected to perform his toilet
chores in the commundl spaces used by the other monks.
The Con-khang is a chapel room which is used to keep all the
guardian deities, and particularly those in their terrifying aspects.
There are usually some protective devices on the door to emphasize
the special aspect of this room (see Plate IX). The room itself has
often to be entered after knocking to 'warn the deities of the
intrusion'. But access to these rooms is not easy and, .more often
than not, it is initially refused. However, the chances of entry
really depend upon the mood of the keeper and whether one is
able to establish some kind of bonafide status with him to go within.
The room itself is usually rather dark and forbidding, and can be
cluttered up with weapons, cham masks and other protective devices and paraphernalia which are used in various ceremonies and
are associated with magical aspects (Plate X). The choice of the
images of the deities within varies according to the sect or wishes
of whoever financed the construction of it. Tiktse, for instance,
has two Con-khang and one of them is entered through a porch
decorated with the symbols of those deities which are within and
include Vajra-Bhairava, Mahlkala, Dharmaraja, Lha-mo and Khijitra. The large Con-khang at Phiyang contains murals of monks
of the Ka-gyu-pa hierarchy that have neither terrifying nor magical
aspects to them and include Vajradhgra, Tillopa, Naropa, Marpa
and Mi-la Ras-pa.
The monk cells are the small rooms of the cloistered monks.
The size and facilities in a cell depend upon the wealth of the
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monastery. Usually, however, there is a stove for cooking, a
to store fuel, which is either wood or dung, and a slaping platform with perhaps a few shelves or a cupboard for the utensils.
The arrangement of these rooms at Rangdum (fig. 18) is somewhat
unusual for these later monasteries because they are formally placed
in a line, along the western side of the courtyard, which reminds
one of the arrangement of cells in the Gandhlra monasteries. In
most of the other monasteries, however, Tiktse (plate 70), Spituk
(Plate 79), Ri-dzong (Plate 97), Lamayuru (Plates 103, IM), Karsha (Plate 122), Kye (Plates 1 17, l 18) and Dhankar (Plate 145) these
cells are really small individual family houses that are scattered
below the main temple complex. It is interesting to note that the
photograph of Kye monastery taken by FranckP shows monks'
houses that have long fallen into decay and therefore do not appear
in the photograph shown here (Plate 117).

.

The kitchens are usually used for the communal cooking of food.
Enormous fires are lit and tea is made in gigantic cauldrons and
served continuously throughout the day on occasions when recitations
and prayers are being done in the 'Du-khang. Near the kitchen,
there are also store rooms with small windows in the thick walls
that are necessary for such construction, to make conditions suitable for the storage of grain and milk products.

9. Chotens are not, strictly speaking, parts of the monastery but are
independent structures varying in size. However the monasteries of
both the earlier and later period have a profusion of them in the
vicinity of the buildings and they could be considered here as structures which usually accompany monastery buildings. Much has
been written about the choten and it's earlier Indian counterpart
the stiipa and one needs to only briefly touch on the subject in
the present study. The sriipa or caitya had developed into a wellestablished cult symbol long before the arrival of Buddhism into
Tibet. It had, in India, undergone significant changes in form which
had made it much more than a tumulus containing the relics of
the Buddha. Indeed, recent research has confirmed the existence of
a timber column in the centre of the stiipa which implies that it was
a symbol of the tree of life so frequently depicted in the early stone
carvings of the Buddhists at Sanchi and Amarvati. Once the sriipa
had become a cult-symbol amongst the Buddhists in India, it underwent changes in scale also and began to get miniaturised so
that it could be reproduced and even carried about without much
effort. The building of a stlipa was already a well accepted way
of accumulating meritorious deeds for a Buddhist in Asbka's time
mb
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and by the time the Tibetans acquired that habit, India had already
lost most of them to the ravages of time. Beyond India, iUah;~&~
had carried with it, the cult of the stiipa to Central Asia and China,
and also to Korea, Japan Tibet, Ladakh, Sikkim, Bhutan, Mongolia,
Nepal, Burma, Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, Cambodia and SriLanka. In all these countries, well developed forms of the stzpa have
been found (Svayambhunatha in Nepal, Mingalazedi Pagoda in
Burma, the ch'oten in Tibet, Barabudur in Java, Dagobas in Sri-Lanka.) Inevitably the form of stiipa changed markedly in these countries from its original Indian counterpart. During this movement
out, the shape of the anda or semi-sphere began to undergo changes. For instance, the original chattraya-shiti placed over the dome
found at Sanchi developed into a cluster of umbrellas placed one
over another and symbolised by the thirteen tiers in the Tibetan
choten. The anda itself elongated upwards and developed into a
bell in the dagoba's of Ceylon and the pinnacles of the many tiered bases of the Mingalazedi Pagoda and Barabudur.

The Tibetan ch'oten is an easily identifiable structure and though
the early ones at Tabo, Alchi, Basgo and Shey have got a different structure, the ones of the later period, almost always, conform to the patterns
and proportions indicated in plates 166 - 173.
There are basically eight different forms of ch'oten which are :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Differentiated unity
Magic power
Divine manifestation, descent from heaven.
Emanation of happiness
Victory
Nirvana
Enlightenment, Illumination
Heap of Lotuses.

Of these eight, the most common ones that are found are
Divine manifestation and 'Enlightenment' and these can be seen along
pilgrim routes and especially around places regarded as sacred. The
chotens are constructed in various sizes and materials which include
stone masonry with mud plaster, mud brick and mud plaster, timber,
silver, gold, brass and other metals. The inside of the bell shaped
portion usually contains some form of relic. The death of a senior or
other venerable monk is often followed by the building of a choten
into which his remains are placed. The chijten in Karsha monastery
has got the mummified body of an incarnate monk sealed inside it. The
silver sheet covering the choten was looted during a recent Indo-Pakistan war and this had opened up the whole timber encasement which
has now been nailed back into place and painted white. Other relics
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that are sometimes placed in the chiiten are the votive clay t a b k
called rsa-rsa and the hollow ch'btens at Alchi are cluttered up with
these tablets. Often discarded and damaged manuscripts which are not
to be destroyed are placed inside a choten and a window is lefi in
the bell portion to allow storage after the choten is finished.
Various reasons have been given to explain the number eight
which is associated with the choten, and the reasons include the eight
events in the Buddha's life, the eight cardinal points, the eight Buddha
manifestations and the eight original stiipa that werc made in India.
The proportions of the chiiten are laid down in the Tibetan texts and
have to be sanctified by a monk. The usual practiw for one wishing
to construct a chi-ten is to refer the matter to the monastery who
deputes one of it's monks, who is aware of the ritual and practia
involved with choten construction, to guide the person. Often the
monk decides on the type of ch'oten that has to be made and gets a
drawing prepared (Plates 166 - 173). This drawing clearly shows the
proportions which have to be followed: the basic square consisting of
40 x 40 units is divided vertically and horizontally into four parts
each of 20 x 20 units. Diagonals are then drawn and another square
at 450 to the first one is placed inside. All the axis lines meet in the
centre which is also the centre of the bell portion. Once this basic
proportion is established, the artist sketches the selected chidten type
onto it.
In considering the structure and context of the monasteries
of the later period, only a few of them are taken up here. Unlike
the monasteries of the earlier period, which were conoeived as single
creations that were part of a unified conception of the various cycles
of Vairocana, those of the later period present a helter-skelter arrangement of structures and images which do not relate to any unified concept. Moreover, as we have already seen, these later monasteries present,
to-day, a history of continual addition and removal of structures so
that it is impossible to date any part of the monastery. Hemis monastery ( Plates 59 - 69 fig 16) which is one of the most popular monastery with visitors, is located some 35 kilometers from Leh towards the
south-east of the Leh-Manali route. Compared to the other larger monasteries like Spituk (Plate 79) and Tiktse, Hemis is most inconspicuously
tucked away up the Shang valley and is hidden from view till one is
at its door. The date for its founding has been given by Schlagintweib
as 1620 AD and its completion as 1640 based on the texts found in
the monastery by his brother. However, it is not clear what parts of
the monastery were built then and what was added later. To-day,
undoubtedly, it represents a conglomeration of rooms, many of which
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have been added later. Ladakh's famous king Senge Namgyal (15701642). who founded Hemis, endowed it with extensive land holdinm
which have given it the status of one of the richest monasteries in the
Western Himalaya (See table on page77). The construction was entrusted
to a monk by the name of Paldal Sara, though the first grand lama
(suku-shog) who took over its control was Tag-thsang-Ras-pa whose
image is found in one of the temples within (Plate 66).
The monastery which is south facing, is approached through the
eastern gate which gives access onto a large courtyard measuring
165 x 64 (50.2 m. x 19.5 m. ) which is also the scene of the
summer dance festival. The building itself is dominated by the two
ground floor assembly halls called Tshog-khang and 'Du-khang. Both
of them are approached independently up steep steps that lead into
porticos. The portico outside the Tshog-khung which measures some
28 x 13 ( 8.5 m. x 3.9 m. ) is painted with the usual Guardians
on either side of the door and the Wheel of Life. It was interesting
to note that since the last visit there in 1977, all these paintings had
already been redone and the illustrations here. (Plates 62, 63) are dated
to an earlier visit in 1971.
I
The Tshog-khang measures 54. x 62: ( 16.6 m n 19.0 m.) and
is spanned by seven bays on either side giving 36 columns. The
central 16 columns go higher to support a roofing which lights up the
interior. The altar and the area around and behind is cluttered up with
figures and thang-khas, though the large guilded image of Sakyamuni,
which is centrally placed, dominates the room. In addition, there are
other brass and silver choten, and an image of Tara. The Tshog-khang
is used more often for ceremonies in winter. The 'Du-khang which is
the same size as the Tshog-khang is approached through a smaller
portico measuring 221 x 121 ( 6.7 m. x 3.6 m. ) which also has the
murals of the Four Guardians. The walls inside are painted with the
more aggressive deities, which include Hevajra and Samvara. The other
temple on the ground floor is tucked away on the western side of the
building and is simply called the 'old temple or Lha-khung Nying-Pa.
This clearly suggests the older date of this part of the monastery and
the murals within it confirm the greater antiquity of the place. The
statue and mural image of Shambunath are dated by Snellgrove and
Skorupski to the mid 18th century and the Mi-la Ras-Pa image to the
mid 16th century. However, trying to date murals is, in many ways,
a force of habit that in the case of Buddhist monasteries in this region,
can be so hazardous as to be quite meaningless.
Much of the ground floor of Hemis is not in use and consists
of dusty store rooms lying empty. The grain stores fill up after the
harvest season is over but the plan (fig 16) reflects the non-descript use
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of many rooms which the monks identified loosely as 'store rooms'. Amss
to the upper floors is gained from thrm separate points, though the one outside
the Tshog-khang is most commonly used by visitors. There are a number
of temple rooms on this upper level, the most important of them being
the Lha-khang Tag-Sang-Ras-pa (Plate 66) where the image of the first
sku-shog is kept including the silver choten with ?is remains.
The
I
'ten pillared hall' or Ka-cu-pa which measures 34. x 32.(10.3 m. x
9.7 m.) is in fact a twelve pillared hall that could not have been dusted for years and contains tang-khas and images of various lamas and
f
deities. There is a small Gon-khang measuring 31. x 7! ( 9 . 4 m,
x 2.1 m. ) on the northern side of the roof of the Tshog-khang, but
surprisingly, it contained very few of the fearful images that one usually
associates with these rooms. The cham masks and costumes were stored
in another room. There are two zimchung, the larger one of which is
kept unused since the Drug-pa incarnate lama of Hemis is living in
Tibet. The adjoining Zab-khang is also a temple room with a number of
fine Kashmir bronze figures which are placed on the altar.
The southern face of the upper floor is punctuated with balconies
where senior monks sit to watch the festival dances. The cham is a
fascinating dance and a long description of the one at Hemis appears
in Herber's book3'.
The newest monastery in the Western Himalayan region is Ridzong (Plates 97, 99 - 102) situated near Suspool in Ladkah. It was
founded on a brand new site by a Tibetan and his son in 1872 neither
of whom were ordained monks. Separate re-incarnate monks of both
father and son have continued to be recognized to this day and the
discipline and exemplary conduct of the resident monks is well known
all over Ladakh. The elite landowing families in Ladakh who adhere
to the Ge-lug-pa sect often aspire to send a son to Ri-dzong to be
ordained as a monk, because they feel that out of all the Ge-lug-pa
monasteries in the region, this is the only one which offers disciplined
education and training. The complex contains the usual 'Du-khang,
Gon-khang, zimchung and Tanjur Lha-khang. But particularly interesting in this monastery is the excellent timber construction, which is
unique. The framing of timber members, the willow ceilings (Plate 102),
the brush wood parapet (Plate 101) are so meticulously made and maintained that the whole complex is worth a deep study in construction
techniques because it exemplifies much that is embodied in the construction of Tibetan architecture.
The Ge-lug-pa expansion into Lahoul was very nominal and the
monasteries there remain under Drug-pa control. Perhaps, historically
87
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the most interesting of them is the small one situated above
the confluence of the Chandra and Bhaga rivers at Tandi ealled h r u
Ghantalas (fig26. Plates 153, 154) which must surely be the oldest Buddhist structure in the Lahoul valley. The monks attending to this abandoned monastery come from Stakna monastery in Ladakh. The present
structure has got a slate roof which was brought in from Kangra but
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of
h Guru
e Ghantal is undoubtedly an old structure and its inclusion
in the chapter dealing with the monasteries of the later period, is perhaps
misleading. However as it does not share any of the characteristics of the
temples associated with Lotsawa Rin-chen Zang-po, it has been excluded from
the earlier chapter.
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when Whistler saw Guru Ghantal in the last century it had a timber
sloping roof of the type found on the wooden temples in Chamba and
the Hidumba Temple at Manali. The structure was extensively repaired
in 1959, though the monks quarters and other rooms built haphazardly
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about the place are in complete ruins. Within the, buildinf there b
a 'DM-khang on the ground floor measuring 24. x 29. ( 7.3 m.
8 . 8 m.) which contains a neglected altar. The room has in any casc
been substantially repaired and there are no murals on the walls. The
sealed room at the rear of' the 'DII-khangis intriguing and one would
be tempted to imagine it contain~ng all sorts of treasures except for
the fact that on many occasions one has found only rock outcrops
within. Many of the monastery structures that are built up on rocky
outcrops have got these sealed off spaces and only some systematic
archaeological excavation can reveal whether there are historical relics of
importance within them.
Above the 'DM-khang is the Zugs-dun which is also plain and
uridecorated. However, from the Zugs-dun one gets a view into the
underside of the peak of the pyramid roof which is profusely painted
with mandala that are clearly very old. A dormer door which leads
into this pyramid roof is also decorated with highly unusual wood
carving patterns (fig.26,27) that are clearly European in origin. The intertwined circle motif is surely very close to the Celtic patterns that are
seen on their early Christian manuscripts. Similarly, the reduplicated
plaitwork of serpents (fig 27) is associated more with Celtic, Hellenistic
or Byzantine traditions than with anything Indian. We have already
noted that a substantial number of Byzantine craftsmen entered the service
a - 756 AD) and it is very likely that there
of Lalitaditya ~ u k t ~ $ d(725
is some connection between the influx of European and Central Asian
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craftsmen into North India and the presence of these unusual motifs
in Lahoul. Two of the adjoining states, Kishtawar and Chamba had
been conquered by the Kashmir monarch Anantadeva (1028 - 63) and, if
~ a h o u ltoo was under his reign, it is certain that a whole tradition of
Kashmir, wood carving was imported into Chamba and Lahoul during
this period. His queen Suryamati was, at any rate, a devout shiva warshipper and the founder of many temple~.~~b
It might have been assumed that the carved door at Guru Ghantal could have been brought to
the site from another part of India but there was a very rich tradition
of wood carving as evidenoed in the temples of Laksha?; ~ e v and
i
MarkulZ ~ e v ?which surely confirm the presence of a whole tradition
of wood carving of Kashmiri origin even though it was probably influenced by cultural influx from Central Asia when it was formulating
in Kashmir.
r

I

The overall dirnesions of Guru-Ghantal are 38. x 57. (11.5 m.
x 17.3 m.) and this 1:1' 1 , ratio is also found at Sani monastery (fig. 2 1,
plates 137, 138, 143) in Zangskar which measures 1561x 92. (47.4 rn.
x 28 m.).
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20. SHASHUR

=-valuable
inforGaton about the tradition & w ~ d % ~ - t h Cbanba
e
valley is contained in Hermann Goetz's 'The Eiirly Wooden Temples of Chamba'
Leiden 1955. P.1rticularly the plates of the inner shrine door of Markulo
Devi (XI. X11) make it obvious that K~shnliriwood craftsnlen were creating
these temples in the 7th and 8th centuries The Lnksllanil Devi ten~plefacade
(Platell) is capped with a large trefoliated arcll, carved in wood, just under
the gable.
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Sani monastey has very ancient links and the plan and layout
of it certainly suggest influences from the early period though there is
nothing within to suggest this age. The two significant links are the
Kanika chiiten, which is centrally placed in the rear courtyard and the
NBropa image which is locked up in a tiny shrine also placed in the
same courtyard. Sani is an extension of the cave monastery located
up the Sani riverlet where NHropa is said to have spent a substaintal
part of his time in meditation. The 'Du-khung measuring 40: x 401
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( 12 m x 12 m. ) and

the court at the rear are enclosed within
an unusually wide ( 9:) ( 2.7 m. ) covered circumambulation path.
There are two unidentifiable rounded structures which protrude out of
this passage and could be the remains of other chotens though any
guess, without excavation, is extremely hazardous. The whole complex
is surrounded by a mud wall of the type seen at Tabo measuring

26. GURU GHANTAL Wood Carving motif on door
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236: x 229: ( 72 m. x 70 m. ) and there are six chS6tenr p l m d
along two sides and a central one over the entrance gate in the wall.
Like a t Alchi, it is worth considering, here at Sani, some sort of connection between the orientation of the complex and the penetration of the
sun's rays into the heart ot' the building. The clear unobstructed
opening that passes right through the central axis of the temple from
north-west to south-east to the Kanika chaten and the NZropa shrine
certainly seems to suggest that it isnot interrupted for other reasons than
just symmetry. Sani is not used very much by the monks except on
certain festival days in winter.

27. GURU GHANTAL Wood Carving motif on door frame
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All these monasteries, including others of this period, have had
very little research work carried out on them. It is possible that in
some of them there are records of the detailed history of the area upto
fairly recent times. This, at least, is likely for those monasteries where
the flames of plunder have not consumed all records as is likely the
case in Lamayuru, Basgo, Shey and Leh. Much research needs to be
done and the relevant material brought to light before one can gain an
accurate historical record of these monastic institutions.
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THE LOCAL HOUSE
Amongst the Buddhist families of the Western Himalaya, the
'house' is the family property which is usually passed onto the eldest
son even before the father dies. One of the most moving sights that
we saw was in Zangskar where an old father had given the family house
to his eldest son and had moved to the outskirts of the village to
construct a shack for himself and his wife to live in till the end of their
days (Plate 17). There has been, in all the three regions that have been
considered in this study, an old custom, obviously started by the Buddhists, of sending the younger sons to the monastery for being ordained
as monks. Thus, an undivided property is inherited by the eldest son.
The custom worked very well in the past because it was based on the
economic and social realities of the old feudal past. The land under
cultivation was limited and could not be easily extended because the
terrain was very difficult. There is meagre rainfall and the irrigation
system is dependent upon the streams which come down from the melting
snows. The mountains are steep and any flat piece of cultivable land
has been fully exploited in the past. Within these natural constraints a custom, which did not subdivide the land by inheritance, was bound to
survive as an extremely successful and pragmatic solution. The problem
of depriving the younger sons of their share of the family property was
easily solved by thc monasteries which eagerly recruited them for full
time study and ordained them as monks. The maintenance of the younger brothers in the monastery was looked after by the eldest brother,
but his was never a strain on the family income because this maintenance was small, as one would expect, for a monk. This custom also
ensured that a family owned only one house which is a kind
of ancestral property and the anchor to the whole family. The eldest brother,
who often grew his hair long (Plate 2 1) in the old days (the younger ones
shaved their heads when they entered the monastery), was also "burdened" with the social responsibilty of marriage and procreation. With
such a large percentage of the male population being absorbed by a
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=libate occupation, (though some monks of the older orders could
maw,) it was not uncommon to find polygamy taking place. ~t is very
common in Ladakh to find the householder married to all the sisters
of a family. The institution of the nunnery was not developed to any
significant level so it attracted a very small percentage of the female
population and there was a surfeit of females who were absorbed
into the polygamous system.
The size and grandeur of the house was, of course, related to
the family's economic status and some of the big landlords had enormous rambling houses with servants and their families staying in the
premises. In this present study,however, we have confined our attention
;o two smaller houses in villages and two houses in the towns of Leh
and Kyelang. One can get some idea of how the large aristocratic
houses functioned in Tibet from the account given by Rinchen Dolma
Taring in her book 'Daugher of Tibet' -it contrasts markedly with the
ordinary houses studied here.
"Tsarong House, where all of us children were born, was a three
storied stone building. On the first floor, in the east wing, my
mother had her own suite or rooms- a small prayer-room, sitting
room, bed room, dressing room, lavatory and a hall that was
her servant's sitting room. From the dressing room a secret staircase descended to the treasury room. In the centre of the housewhich faced south, like all Tibetan houses, to get the sun, was
my father's private prayer room where he used to receive visitors.
On the western side was another suite of rooms, the gon-khang
(Deities house) another visitors' hall and a small hall from which
a staircase led to the roof. The main staircase branched into
two on the second floor, where there were guest rooms and a
big hall called Tsomchen~ontaininga huge image of Tsong - khapa-where new year ceremonies, wedding ceremonies and other
important events took place. As Buddhists believe that the prayers
of holy people are always answered, we had the custom of inviting monks from various monasteries to read prayers in this hall
for the prosperity of the house.
My father's prayer room had a big altar against the wall facing
the windows.. . . . . . . Next to this room was a small hall where
the room-servants waited; the head servant had to be ready
to come at once when the call bell rang.
A heavy, iron-studded, wooden double gate led from the street
into the main courtyard, which was paved with stone slabs. Around
the courtyard were stables for fifteen horses, the grass-storage
rooms, the syces room and the chang room where our chang-girl
made all the beer required for the family."
Besides this house, the Tsarong family had a country estate:
"Our house on the estate was a big three storied building with
a huge courtyard. Some special rooms, including the prayer room,
were not used by the steward but were kept clean and ready for
any of the family who came to stay."J9
a0

Taring, Rinchen Dolma : Daughter of Tibet. John Murray, London, 1970, p. 2.
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This was the type of house at one end of the social strata of
Lhasa where the landed aristocracy enjoyed the same types of privileges that were common to the Russian aristocracy under the Czars.
In contrast to this description is the one given by Harcourtsfor the
regions of Lahoul and Spiti based on observations which Egerton
made in 1870, which describe the houses of small landlords living in
the villages of the Western Himalaya:
"The upper storey consists of three large apartments, all opening
onto the courtyard or balcony. The outer room is the one usually
occupied by the family, and here were the hand-mill, the waterpail, pestle and mortar, tea pot, and the other domestic utensils,
and the store of parched barley. The room on the left is the
dining room, and is hung round with the best clothes of the
family including sundry cloaks of white sheepskin. The apartment on the right is the chapel or oratory. In this are the images of Lhooang and Losodorg, the popular god and goddess, which
like the Hindoo goddess Doorgah, are both beneficient deitie~."~
About the construction of the house, Harcourt says:
"The walls of a S iti house (which is often three stories high)
have generally the rst three or four feet of stone, and the whole
of the remainder of sun dried bricks a foot and a half long, eight
inches wide and six feet deep, cemented together with mortar.
In no case are roofs sloping and this more probably from the
difficulty in procuring timber than any dislike to that style of
architecture, or necessity for the flat roof, which is universal.

C

Across the walls solid beams of the width of the apartment are
placed, and willow or juniper sticks peeled off their bark form
the connecting links, tamarisk twigs and earth being placed over
the surface and evenly smoothed down: this description of a roof
in such a dry climate answers all protective purposes. On the
top of the roofs are ranged great layers of brushwood for winter
consumption and in some of the houses long poles are inserted
in the walls, from which poles flaunt out black yaks' tails. The
smoke from fires colours the ceilings a deep coal tar hue, for
chimneys are not part of the Spiti house-holder s domestic economy.
The upper portions of the walls are daubed on the outside with
a grey coloured mare, and by way of ornament, broad irregular
bands of reds and chrome are traced just under the line of the
roof and round the windows. By each house is the open walledin enclosure for yaks or ponies."48
The most common feature of all village houses in the Western
Himalaya is the provision of internal and external space for the cattle.
Like in any agrarian society, cattle forms an integral part of the economic
life of the people. In the case of Ladakh, Spiti and Lahoul, this cattle

~ K a r c F u r ~ ~ o48p ~ ~ Z ~ .
u Ibid.
t o Ibid, p. 49
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usually consists of a mixture of yaks or dzos, sheep, goats and perhaps
pony or two. The yak is the most fascinating of animals which is used
by the villagers to carry loads (Plate 16), provide rich milk and its fur
for coarse weaving. In Lahoul and in some parts of Spiti, it is common
to find a cross breed between the yak and cow which is called a &
and is considered a better animal for milk and ploughing at altitudes
10,000 ft. ( 3000 m. ). Self sufficiency for the villager in
below
milk products is really an essential part of their existence, though the
poorer families who have only sheep and goats have to rely on the
nomads to supply them with butter. The severe winters and the pleasant summers in the region means that the temperature difference between the two seasons is enormous with winter temperatures dropping
down to -30°C and summer temperatures rising to a comfortable +3S°C.
This variation has a strong impact on the pattern of living. In winter,
when all the cattle owned by the family arc down from the pastures,
the wind and snow make it imperative to house thecattle indoors. Thus,
almost universally, the ground floor is used exclusively for tethering cattle
and fodder storage. Located immediately outside the door of the ground
floor stables is the enclosed yard where the cattle come out to enjoy
the sun on fine winter days. This is also the space to keep those
cattle that have not been sent up to the pastures in summer. This fundamental division between the lower stable floor and the upper living floor,
is an extremely important functional device. It serves, first of all, the
need for all the householders to have a close and intimate proximity
to their animals who are their only form of moveable wealth and property. The internal staircase ensures a prompt and easy access to the
stables. Secondly, the collective body heat of the cattle which is enclosed
into the lower floor, serves to provide warmth to the winter room
of the house. In the case of the local houses at Aberan (Zangskar)
(fig. 33), Kaza (Spiti (gun so) (fig. 34) and Kyelang (Lahoul) (thnp-sang)
(fig. 55) the winter kitchen is actually located on the ground floor and
is a corner room (except in the case of the house at Aberan) on the
leeward side surrounded on the other sides by cattle stables. In winter,
when all aspects of life outside the house a1.e in hibernation, the cattle
move inside and the family moves down to live in close proximity with
each other. Significantly the charlg (beer) store is located next to the
winter kitchen and this. more then anything else, provides the villagers
with the warmth that is so desperately needed at that time of the
year. The functioni~igand planning of the first floor, which contains the
summer rooms, seems to vary from valley to valley and it can be seen
from the plans of all four areas that there are a considerable number of
of variations which are disciissed inore in detail below. Four typical
villa@ houses have beet1 considered in this present study. They are
all located in different environ~nents. The house at Leh (Plates 186189) is situated near the centre of the town. the one at Aberan in
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Zangskar, is situated all by itself (Plates 190, 191) in the middk of
some fields, the house at Kaza in Spiti is located on the outskirts of
the village (Plates 192, 193), while the house at Kyelang in Lahoul
(Plates 194, 195) is situated amongst the fields as one approaches the
large extended village of Kyelang which is now a district headquarter
of government administration. These houses do not in any way represent typical houses in the region because we found a tremendous variation in their size and planning that spanned across the economic and
social positions that families have in villages in the region. The Leh
house, for instance, is a medium sized house that dated back to a
period before the town had expanded to its present size. At one time
it was located on the outskirts of the town though today, it is in the
centre of a built up area. The house in the village of Aberan was
one of the biggest houses in the village and it's owner, the Iamhardar,
or 'village headman' was certainly one of the better off people in a
very poor village. By contrast to the headman's house, the smallest
house in Aberan consisted of a single room placed over another room
of the same .small size which housed two goats. The Kyelang house
owner was taking advantage of the growth of the village and had
rented out a number of his rooms to administrative and other junior
officers in the government. Thus the word "typical" can hardly be
applied to them. A special study of a particular village would have to
be done to place a house, such as any of the ones taken here, in
it's correct perspective, and that has not been attempted in the present
study.
The local hoirse at Leh ( Ladakh ) ( fig. 32 Plates 186-189 ). The
enclosure defining the line of property consists of a mud wall over 6
( 1.8 nl. ) high measuring 75 x 81 (22.8 m x 24. 77m.) and
contains, within it, the house and a number of open cattle stalls with
feeding troughs divided off with low stone walls. The house itself
measures 33 x 46 ( 10 nl. x 14 m. ) and has a clean rectangular
shape which rises up two floors. The ground floor is divided off into six
stables, a fodder store with a separate entrance and a space under
both the toilets which ~rovides rich manure for the fields. This
too has an independent access from outside. The larger stables are for
the dzo and cows and the smaller ones for goats and sheep. Narrow
windows with openable wooden shutters admit light and ventilation
through the 2 (600 m.m) thick mud walls which rest on stone foundadations. Access to the upper family living spaces is provided by an
external staircase and a landing which also serves as a kind of portico
for the entrance into the tarlg-ra for cattle. The heart of the family
space on the first floor is the cl~ensa or kitchen which measures 20
x 22 (6.0 111. x 7 tn.). Here there is every evidence of the antiquity
of the fanlily house with open wooden cupboards stuffed full with old
traditional utensils inherited from father to son over some generations.
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For daily use, the family was already familiar with the enamel and
plasitc ware that has come into Leh bazaar from the plains of India.
On one side of the chensa is located the traditional Ladakhi
stove with its flue going up through the ceiling. This is a kind of
smokeless "chula" which was introduced by the Moravian missioniries
in the last century, to reduce the smoke which would otherwise fill the
room from an open hearth. The person cooking, in this case she was
a poor relative being employed as a servant, sat by the stove as
one would at a piano, fanning the flames and stirring the food
in the pots. The tin flue was very successful and the rafters,
though black, did not have the soot deposits found in the houses at
Aberan and Kaza. Around the walls, the traditional Ladakhi seats
with the low tables (chok-tse) were arranged where we all sat between
sessions of measurements, to sip excellent first draught chang. The
whole family, consisting of parents and two children, slept in the
chensa which is used as the family room. A little alcove partitioned
off with a timber partition adjoining the store (dzod) szrves as
an additional sleeping space for guests. The lobby .measuring 8 x
7 ( 2 . 4 m. x 2.1 m. ) also gives access to the family prayer room
or Lha-khang which measures 9 x 18 (2.7 m. x 5.5 m.) and this
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is a simple temple with an altar having a stucco image of Sakyamuni
and a few thang-kha that were commissioned for various family
ceremonies. Like a miniature 'Du-khang in a monastery, this family
Lha-khang has got two rows of seats along the middle of its length
where the monks sit and recite prayers when they are called upon to
do so by the family. The dzod or store measuring 7 x 1 1 (2.1
m. x 3 . 3 m.) is used for the storage of miscellaneous items but
mainly sacks of grain and dried meat and fruit. The chug-ra or toilet
simply consists of a square opening in the floor over which one squats
to relieve oneself. The excreta is collected in the space below from
where it is periodically removed and used in the fields as a rich form
of manure. The chug-ra, even in the grandest of structures, is at k s t
a rather unpleasant, smelly place and the opening in the floor is invariably so large that it attracts an updraft and one uses the place
with great trepidation. The other chug-ra is located on the roof to which
which access is gained by a staircase placed in the lobby and the
potential manure from this one too goes directly to the ground floor.
Otherwise the roof is without any rooms and is simply a flat terrace
where fire wood and juniper shrubs are dried and stored for the winter.
It is also the place where clothes are dried and where, often in winter, the family comes up to enjoy the sun. The roofs of all vernacular
buildings and nearly all religious buildings in the Buddhist region of
the Western Himalaya are flat. Harcourt has commented on t h ~ s
though his supposition about the reason for it is quite erraneous:
"In no case are the roofs sloping, and this is more probably from
the difficulty is procur~ng timber than any dislike to that style
of architecture, or necessity for the flat roof, which is universal."
In fact the reason for not having sloping roofs is that
no material is available which could form a covering membrane
to the roof such as slates, planking, or tiles. Moreover the flat roof,
which is easily cover:d over in mud is really an essential part of the
household function in winter. With the snow lying deep all around the
house, the roof is the only easily accessible flat space for catching
the sun which warms the body and dries the food and fuel. Snow.
when it falls on the roof is removed daily with large wooden 'lollipops* or shovels because the rafters cannot withstand a heavy snow load.
Thus, while the snow builds up to a deep level in the surrounding area
outside the house, the roof remains relatively snow free.
The focal house at Aberan (Zangskar) (Fig. 33 Plates 190, 191). This
house, measuring 34' x 35: ( 10.3 m. x 10.7 m. ) on the outside,
belongs to a small peasant family in the village of Aberan situated
below the Pensi pass on the Zangskar side. It's isolated location on
the plain afforded it no protection from the cold wind which blows
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down from the north and north-east and this is reflected directly in
the windowless walls which face this direction. In contrast to the
house at Leh, this one had tiny openings on the south side only. The
ground floor had, typically, the stables for the cattle. In this case
the family possessed a horse, a dzo and some goats, and their stables
were clearly demarcated. The winter room (gunsa ) measuring 101 x
1d ( 3.0 m. x 4.2 m. ) had within it a chang ( beer ) storage space
and was otherwise a totally windowless room without any form of
ventilation. Here, below the Pensi La, right in the path of the severe
cold winds, the villager simply could not afford to have ventilation.
Indeed the chang store provided a further insulation to the gunsa from
the outside. One feature in this house, which is also encountered in
many other places, is the room for the feed which is roofed over
by the first floor roof. Thus fuel and cattle feed, which is dried in
summer on the roof, is thrown into this room, which is really a kind
of storage shaft, with access through an openable shutter in the room.
r
On the first floor the family room or chensa measuring 10. x
1 4 3 .O m. x 4.2 m. ) is located directly above the gunsa and it
has the feed shaft on one side and a large store of the same size as
the chensa on the other. Two other sleeping rooms measuring 141
I
x f ( 4 . 2 m. x 2.1 m . ) and 14. x 6. ( 4.2 m. x 1.8 m . ) are also
provided on this floor. One of these rooms, along the south eastern
edge of the house is so placed that it is covenient for the use of guests
(we too slept there) and is quite separated from the rest of the family
space which has access through a single door into the chensa. In using
this guest room and the chag-ra, we did not come into contact with
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or disturb the family life of the householder. The peasant family m p
~ i n gthis house had very little surplus wealth to tie up in a U l o - k h g
and the odd thang-kha or two with the sacred seven water bowls were
tucked away in a corner of the family room adjoining the C b a .
The local house at Kaza (Spiti) (fig. 34 Plates 192, 193) The description given by Harcourt of the Spiti zamindark house in 1870 still
holds good for to-day and his account of one such house closely resembles the one illustrated here.
"The Spiti house is far from an uncomfortable one, and is both
roomy and spacious; few of the villages are of any size, but
even in the smallest the poorest classes are lodged in residences
that are far from contemptible and are very solidly put together.
This care in construction is absolutely necessary In a country
where the climate is so rigorous for the greater portion of the
year. At Losur I put up in a zemindar's house which may be
taken as a sample of the style of dwelling in common use. The
one in question occupied an area of forty feet square, the entrance
being by a strong, though low doorway, a flight of stone stairs
leading to the family rooms up above, very clean and commodious
stalls being reserved underneath for the cattle and sheep. The
upper storey was composed of a court walled in, a third of
which was roofed, and off it lay a spacious appartment furnished
with small windows protected by wooden shutters, the roof being
supported by uprights from the flooring, which 1 should add,
was scrupulously clean."
The Kaza house that was selected, more or less, at random in
1
I
the village measures 43. x 51. ( 13.m. x 15.5 m. ) on the outside
and faces due south where it has an enclosed cattle yard (nin & )
measuring 20; x 30! ( 6 m. x 9 m. ) with feeding troughs along
the shorter sides. Like the Aberan house, the windward side of this
house is also totally windowless and the walls to the north and west
are $ (900 mm.) thick mud barriers against the severe winter winds.
The ground floor houses the cattle stables which are divided off into
various compartments for the various animals. A large fodder store
(trah) is located in the north-western corner of the house and part of
this store becomes a shaft going right through to the roof from where
the fodder is dropped down. The other typical room of the ground
I
I
floor is the gun-sa or winter room measuring 11. x 14. (3.3 m. x 4.2
rn. ) with a little niche set aside for the storage of chang. During
the summer months, the gun sa is used as the brewery and distillery
of the house and the drink is stored in earthern pots in the chang
store.
Access to the upper level family rooms is gained from an outside
stone staircase and also from an inside winder which opens into a
tiny lobby upstairs. The characteristic feature of the Spiti house on
the upper level, is the open court or tang-sa which faces south and catches all the summer and winter sun. There are three family rooms
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off this open court of different sizes all of which are used in summer
by the family. The cooking and feeding is done in the squarish shaped
byar-sa measuring 18 x 16 (5.5 m. x 4.9 m.) the roof of wbich spanned
across by four columns made of the usual Lombardi poplar tree trunk,
which are eccentrically placed. The small Lha-khang or Chos-khang
which measures 9 x 9 (2.7 m. x 2.7 m.) contained images of Tsong-ka-pa
and Avalokitesvara and the family took it's refuge with the G e - l ~ g - ~ a
monastery at Kye.

Access to the roof is gained by the central winder ztaircase which
is covered over with a roof above the roof terrace where all the fodder
and food is dried for the winter Like the houses at Leh and
Aberan, this one at Kaza too is an ancesteral property which has been
improved and marginally extended over the years. It's large size of
over 4000 Sq. ft. (370 Sq. m.) of plinth area (i. e. including the walls)
did not in any way reflect the fortunes of the family inhabiting the
place. In contrast to the house in Leh the chensa of the Kaza house
was not endowed with such a splendid collection of copper and brass
utensils. Many of them had been bartered away in times of hardship
or given to the monks of the monastery in return for performing rites
that are obligatory on various occassions.
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The local house at Kyelang (Lahoul) (fig. 35 and Plates, 194, 195)
he Kyelang house illustrated here is larger than the ones &n in spi;
and Zangskar and it belongs to a fairly affluent family which explains
its three floor size. Houses in Lahoul, in any case, tend to be larger
because the joint family system is commonly found with the married
sons and their families staying in the family house. Unlike in Ladakh
and Spiti, it is not so common to find all the younger sons secluded
into monastic life though this custom is prevalent in some villages nearer
the Baralacha pass on the border of Spiti and Ladakh. The house meaasures 40 x 56 ( 12.0 m. x 17.0 m. ) and is constructed out of
random rubble and mud mortar with a thick coat of mud plaster. There
are two kitchens, one for summer use on the ground floor and the
other for winter use in the semi basement, each measuring 19 x
19 ( 5 . 8 m. x 5.8 m. ) with four centrally located columns. The
rest of the basement is taken up by stables and fuel storage. The store
(dzod) above the winter kitchen (thap-tsang) is used for storage of food
stuff and also gives access to the winter kitchen so that the family,
even in the depth of winter, can easily have access to the dried fruit,
meat and barley stored in sacks. The first floor, which houses all the
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family rooms, also has the prayer room (chos-khang) and the small altar
room (Iha-khang) which is used for private prayers. The chos-khang
is a large hall measuring 29 x 18 ( 8.8 m. x 5.5 m. ) which is
used for important religious functions when the monks from Shashur
monastery are invited for recitations which last for many days. The
monks are also fed in this room, durilig the ceremonies, fr6m food prepared in the kitchen. The size of the Chos-khang in a Buddhist house
in this region is a rather accurate gauge of the wealth and status of the
family, as religious ceremonies are expensive to conduct and this expense
is directly related to the number of monks who are invited to conduct
the ceremony and the number of days over which the ceremony lasts.
It is quite common for local families to discuss amongst each other the
status of the recital ceremony that a householder has held and this is
generally measured by the number of monks who attended the ceremony.
Local houses in Ladakh, Spiti and Lahoul are still being constructed by traditional techniques and the only modification that can be
seen relates to the joinery and carpentry which has became somewhat
more sophisticated in the larger villages. The government buildings being put up by the officials are all, without exception, insensitive blocks
relying on imported materials and aesthetics and stand out as examples of
architecture which wholly ignore the environment. Tin sheets, concxte,
steel trusses, cement plaster and white wash are the essential elements
of government buildings which are brought in by trucks. The local
inhabitants have learnt nothing from this and the economics of this
process are so ludicrous within the local context that no local householder could even dream of affording the imported techniques. The
public works department has "type" buildings which are designed by
engineers who are sitting either in Shrinagar or Simla and these 'type'
buildings are being reproduced all over the Western Himalaya to provide accommodation to the ever growing governmental functions regardless of local traditions and economics.

BUILDING

CONSTRUCT ION

TECHNIQUES AND METHODS
There is an unextricable link between pragmatic experience and
sanctified practice in the building traditions of the Tibetan culture.
The construction activity has a twin aspect to it and the physical and
the ritualistic aspects seem to blend together. Thus, in a ritual that
may be prescribed in the texts for testing the soil for foundations,. it
will be difficult to distinguish the point where the building ritual departs
from the religious aspect and enters the pragmatic aspect. The prgamatic and religious aspects are so closely interwoven together that one
must see them as a whole. Generally speaking however, the ceremonial
and ritualistic practices assume importance in the building operation at
the beginning and end, while the period of the erection of the structure
is generally uninterrupted by such practices. In the case where important temples have been built, there is inevitably a legend which forms
a part of the history of the temple. In this legend, supernatural and
real phenomena are completely intermixed together so that it is difficult to distinguish between fantasy, symbolism and real fact. A fine
example of this kind of legend has been quoted by Waddell in connection with the founding of Sam-ya monastery in Tibet43
"To consecrate the ground and procure supernatural works
St. Padma made the magic-cricle of Do-rje P'ur-pa with coloured
stone dust and having the 'Kro-wo of the five kinds, and all
the necessary offerings arranged in his presence, he worshipped
for seven days. Then the five Jinas (Dhejani Buddhas) appeared
to him, the king, being empowered, also saw the faces of these
five. Then the Guru created several incarnations of himself,
some of whom entered the mandala, while some flew up into the
sky. These incarnations caused the Tibetan devils to bring stone
and wood from the hills and rivers, and thus the foundation of
Bsam-yas academy was begun. Human beings built it by day,
while the devils worked at it by night, and so the great work
rapidly progressed.
43

Wadell L.A. : op. cit., p. 266
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When the king saw the great piles of gathered wood he was
surprised and was awestruck and asked the Guru to explain. The
Guru thereon made the mandala of the "Five" and worshipping
for seven days, the Five transformed themselves into five kinds of
Garuda birds, which were visible to the king. And at that very
time the Guru himself became invisible, and the king saw in his
stead a great Garuda holding a snake in his clutches and beak,
but not seeing the Guru, the king cried out in fear. Then the
Garuda vanished and the Guru reappeared beside him. The country of Samye was then, it is said, inhabited by Savage "Kla~ 1 0 ~ 4tribes, which the Tibetans, through their Indian pandits,
termed Nagas. The next day, a Naga, having transformed himself into a white man on a white horse, came into the presence
of the king and said; "0, King ! How much wood do you need
for building Sam-ya as I will supply you with all you want."
On being informed of the requirements, the Naga collected wood
to an enormous extent.
The building of Sam-ya academy swallowed up the wealth of the
King. So the Guru, accompanied by the king and his ministers,
went to the bank of Mal-gro lake and keeping the ministers
concealed in a small valley, the Guru began to make a mandala
of the "Five" and worshipped for seven days after which Avalokita
Sinhada, with Amitabha on his head, stood at each of the four
directions, where dwell the four gods of the 'Five'. On this the
Nagas of the depth became powerless and the Guru, addressing
them said, "The wealth of my king being exhausted, I have come
to ask wealth." Next day the banks were found lined with glittering gold, which the Guru caused the ministers to carry off to
the palace. On this account all the images of gods at Sam-ya
are made of solid gold and of a quality unequalled in any part
of our world of Jambuduip"
Rituals apart, the construction activity of a timber and mud or stone
temple is d a e d into seven phases, as would any building activity
to-day. These seven phases are :
1. Selection of site

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Laying out and digging of founaation trenches
Erection of superstructure
Erection of timber columns
Construction of timber floors, balconies and roof structure
External and internal plastering
Decoration.

Under the symbolical references it is clear in this story that the Kla-klo tribes
were the non-Buddhist clans that were subjugated by the Buddhist king. The
story explains the manner in which the tribes were overcome and their
wealth used to build the monasteries and temples. It is also apparent that
the role of the Indian acaryas who went toTibet, and particularly that of Padmasambhava and Atisa was not confined to translation work but extended beyond
that into a n active participation in the physical expansion of Buddhism in central, and later, in Western Tibet.

SELECTION OF SITE AND DIGGING OF FOUNDATIONS:
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The selection of a suitable site for the location of a tempk h
usually done by a monk who has managed to gather together sufficient
funds or patrons for the building. The texts do lay down the various
rituals and practices which have to be observed for site selection.
However, the founder of the temple will primarily be guided by very
basic requirements such as easy accessibility, availability of water close
to the site, availability of building materials, particularly timber, and
of course proximity to some settlement. Thubten Legshay Gyatshouin
his "Gateway to the temple" mentions:
"One should seek out a place for a temple's building site in
such a places as have the following: a tall mountain behind
and many hills in front, two rivers converging in front from the
right and left, a central valley of rocks and meadows resembling
heaps of grain.. ."q
Orientation is important and the earlier temples generally faced
east to catch the early morning sun and so the same text prescribes
"a wide expanse in the east ..." Various defects are also mentioned
whose functional reasons are not immediately apparent. For instance :
"The five defects which bring harm are of the sky, rock, earth
water and wood. The sky defect is where the earth and. sky
meet in a sharply pointed curved shape like the fangs of Yama.
The rock defect is a window-like natual tunnel. The earth defect
is a ravine in the shape of a spear's point. The water defect
is that which is known as the "thin valley of the sun." This
is where the morning or evening rays of the sun are reflected
from water onto land. The wood defect is a solitary stand of
trees which waves like a beckoning hand.""
It is clear that, (apart from the sky,) rock, earth, water, and wood
are the basic building- materials to be used during construction. The
ambiguous
definition of their defects is not immediately clear but obviously identifies those materials which should be free from defects. In
other places in the same text, the directions have a clearly functional
and pragmatic purpose.
"It is good if the centre is elevated and the land is lower in
the east and north. Also there is a digging test, whereby one
digs a hole in which the ground level is about at knee height to
someone standing in the middle of the whole. Then refilling
the hole with the earth previously dug out, if there is more than
enough to fill it, that is good. If the earth is not sufficient to
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refill the hole, that is bad. Then to test its characteristics dig
again and pat smooth the sides of the hole. Fill it up with water
and then walk one hundred paces away. Returning back look
into the hole and if the water has not subsided, but remans full
it is extremely

This simple test prescribes a practical way to test the quality
of soil and whether it is likely to take the load of the building. ~ f ,
during the test, the pit does not refill UP with the excavated earth, it
means that the soil is either too light or airy and hence unsuitable
for load bearing. The water test is a simple way of determining whether the soil is sandy or good clay. A sandy soil cannot retain the
water filled up in it and hence will not be suitable for building whereas
a good firm clay soil will retain water and provide excellent load
bearing capacity. The foundations upto plinth level are generally made
from random rubble. Roughly dressed stone is bonded together with
mud mortar to a thickness which varies from three feet to about a
foot and a half. The normal method of constructing the random rubble foundation wall is to fix a double line of strings along the length
of the foundation trench to fix the outer edges of the wall. Dressed
stones are then used to build up the inner and outer edges of wall
with the centre part being filled in with loose stones that get bonded
together with the layers of mud mortar that hold the whole wall together. In the case of rocky sites on hilltops or cliffs, no foundation
trenches are dug. The foundation masonary is laid directly onto the
irregular rock base and the stonewalls are taken up to the desired level
where an adequate flat space can be made for the floor of the room.
Once the foundation walls have been brought upto plinth level, joists
are fixed across them to provide the structure of a timber floor (Plate
176). Timber floors are expensive and are only used for the ground
floor where the terrains is so uneven that the effort of levelling it by
cutting or filling is impractical. Invitably those in buildings which are
built on relatively flat ground, stone foundation walls are built only
to take the load of the walls and the floor is made out of compacted
earth and is either paved or plastered down with clay. In the case of
buildings located on difficult ground (Plates 70, 79, 117 ) a series of
parallel foundation walls a few feet apart are constructed to take
the joists which get placed over them. The joists are then covered
with planking. Essentially, it is necessary to use stone walls in the
foundations to prevent rising damp from the subsoil as well as to ensure that a firm base minimises the risk of uneven settlement. Even
before the stone masonary courses are laid inside the trenches, the earth

Parallel practices in the Hindu building tradition can be referrred to in 'VastuSastra, Volume I : The Hindu Science of Architecture. Bharitya Vastu-sastra
Series, Volume 111.
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below is compacted by flinging down large stones from a height. These
stones are picked and flung down into the trench a number of times
till the earth at the bottom of the trench is well compacted.

ERECTION OF THE SUPERSTRUCTURE:
The use of coarsely dressed stone and sun dried mud bricks in
construction which is followed all over the Western Himalaya and in
Tibet is also characteristic in Afghanistan, Iran and a large part of Central Asia. The dry climate in these regions enables the local inhabitants to rely upon mud as a basic bonding and building material. Throughout the Western Himalaya, traditional superstructure construction,
of the walls is carried out in one or more of the following methods.

i) Mud walls from sun dried bricks
ii) Stamped mud walls from in-situ mud laid between timber
planks or basket shuttering.
iii) Random rubble with mud mortar
iv) Stud walls with timber framing and mud or stone infill.
The choice of each method of construction is determined solely
by the local availability of material. However, as a broad generalisation it would be true to say that mud walls are used for construction
in Spiti and Ladakh whereas random rubble walls are commonly found
in Lahoul,
The building activity itself is a very relaxed one and the
whole family takes part in it. In the case where a temple is being
constructed, the family will be working to fulfil their quota of help.
In the case of a village house, families join in to help out. The building site is a chaotic hub of activity with the singing of songs, giggling and
games of hide and seek going on together with the construction. It
is always difficult to determine who is in charge and whether if he is,
he is able to exercise any authority. This kind of help by the villagers
is, of course, limited to only part of the building activity which consists
of either demolition work, foundation trench digging or preparation and
cartage of mud. The specialised parts of the building operation are
supervised by experienced persons who may be monks in the case where
a temple is under construction. The moulding of sun dried mud bricks
is, for instance, a fairly skilled job and is usually contracted out to the
local village expert who charges a pice rate per hundred bricks which
he moulds (Plate 183). The mould is a simple wooden box with extended sides to help lift it up. Mud which is made to a sticky consistency
with water, is mixed with a spade or shovel and placed inside the
mould. It is then patted down by hand and the mould is lifted up
immediately. After a short while the moulded brick is stood up on
it's edge to dry. The drying of the brick on edge minimises the risk
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of cracking. It is however extremely rare to find any brick which
has not cracked because the quality of clay used for this work is extremely poor in quality. Where the mud is exceptionally bad, it is customary to mix the mud with the chopped chaff of barley stems to give
additional bonding quality. The chaff is mixed into the mud and water
is added to the heap which is allowed to stand for about a week to let
the chaff start decomposing. The whole mixture is then turned over and
re-mixed to give an excellent bonding mix. However, apart from removing the roots and stems from the mud, no sieving is done. The mud
is mixed up as a mortar and stamped on to get an even mix before
the moulding work starts. The whole operation is often accompanied
by a song in a slow rhythm.
The sun dried bricks are laid in the same fashion as other bricks,
usually using the flemish bond and are held together with mud mortar.
Stamped mud walls, which are very common in Spiti and Zangskar, are made from the same mixture of mud and water that is prepared
for mud bricks. However, at Kaza in Spiti, for instance, both practices of stamped mud walls and sun dried bricks is prevalent in the
village so that the locational aspects of this technique are not at all
clearly defined. The technique of stamped mud walls consists of erecting a plank or basket-woven shuttering (Plate 179) along the length of
the wall with the help of a removable frame. The wet mud mix is
then shovelled between the shuttering and stamped upon. After a
brief period to let the water drain down, the shuttering is removed
and moved forward. In this way the wall comes up in long continuous courses of stamped mud which are about a foot high. The frame
which holds the planking together is pulled out after each operation
and leaves behind the holes which are often seen in contemporary concrete construction. The principle is the same (Plate 182).
Random rubble walls which are found almost universally in Lahoul follow a tr.adi;ion which is prevalent in the adjoining regions
of Kulu, Chamba and Kangra. The original form of construction of
the random rubble wall in this area was to alternate three to four
courses of stone with a continuous course of timber. This helped stabilize the stone wall against earthquake dangers. Buildings constructed
in Manali village and the 16th century Hidumba temple are essentially
timber structures with stone rubble in-fill, and this was certainly the
prevalent form of construction in Lahoul at one time, as can be seen
from the remains of the Thakur's fort at Gandhola (Plate 8). But
to-day, with the acute shortage of timber in Lahoul, the interlacing timber members are getting left out of the construction and straight masonary
walls are commonly seen. The stone wall which is generally a foot and
a half thick, is often not even bonded together with mortar. Mud
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mortar was not necessary when the wall, was acting as an infill in a
timber structure, as the sheer compression of the wall held the stones
in place. But with the removal of the wooden courses and the less
accurate dressing of stones for the walls, mud mortar is being used
more and more to even out the courses.
The most common system of making internal partition walls is
similar to medieval English studding. Head and cill beams are joint by
vertical posts, often with a further beam at waist level, joined by mortice and tenon joints. The intervals may be filled with wooden panels
or mud plastered willow basket work (Plate 178), or half section logs
or stones placed horizontally.
Stud walls are generally used on the upper floors of vernacular
construction to minimise the wall load onto the ground floor structure.
Hence, they may be used for the erection of partition walls between
rooms where there is no wall below to take the weight of the normal
thick wall. A timber frame is erected and braced with subsidiary members. The gaps are then filled with small cut stones and the whole is
plastered over.

FITTING OF DOORS AND WINDOWS :
Door and window frames are prefabricated and brought to the
site because carpentry skills are rarely available locally at the village.
One has found carpenters from the Punjab, Kangra and Chamba at
work in Kyelang and Leh.
It is not uncommon to see the trade caravans crossing into Spiti
from the Kulu and Kunawar carrying with them, prefabricated door
frame members and also the door and window shutters. Joinery is
a skilled craft found in areas where timber is plentiful and if the timber members are sawn, planed and jointed together properly, it means
that the technology has been imported from outside the Buddhist region of the Western Himalaya. In Lahoul, these prefabricated timber
parts including cupboards are brought to the site before the masonary
walls are erected. These are then placed in position and walled around
subsequently (Plate 176). The lintels are inevitably made from timber.
This placing of the door and window frames is often done for the
construction of sun dried mud brick walls also but it is certainly not
absolutely necessary. Often, the openings are left in the walls and timber lintels placed. The frames are fitted subsequently because mud construction facilitates patching up work without any difficulty. Thus if the
opening left for the door frame is too large or small and the frame,
when it arrives on the site, does not fit exactly into the opening, it is
placed in position and its edges matched with the wall by either cutt-
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ing or filling the wall. Where the mud wall is being stamped in-situ,
it is the usual practice to lay timber lintels in the required position into
the mud. The openings for the doors and windows are then subsequently gouged out of the wall under the lintels (Plate 182). However, if
the builder has managed to assemble his timber work prior to construction, he may choose to erect the frame in position during the construction of the wall too. There are no hard and fast rules about the practice.
Doors and windows for temples are generally more elaborate and
require some basic carving work to be done on them (fig 26,27 Plate
184) and the joinery and profiles of these doors is complex and relates
directly back to Indian practice.

THE ERECTION O F TIMBER COLUMNS FLOORS, BALCONIES
AND ROOF STRUCTURE
The column, together with the main entrance door in a temple is
a highly symbolic building element. In vernacular construction both the
door and column have a simple form but in the case of temples
the carved and painted motifs give them both a special place (Plates
180, 181). Thubten Legshay Gyatsho mentions in his mannual the
following :
"Before putting a top the pillar, a block (bre) and "small bow"
(gzhu chung) which support the bottom of the pillar's capital, first
one or two" benlog block are (in some cases) installed. If two
ben log are employed, atop the first there are placed three small blocks
and atop the second benlog five small blocks. Atop that the "long bow"
capital is placed. This is traditionally decorated with the design
symbolizing the "seven jewels of a kingdom" (that is, the king,
queen, minister and so on). Atop that are placed(sometirnes) seven
small blocks and above that comes the lintel (main beam) which
itself is notched along the bottom to make a this strip called
the beam seat."4D
The most common symbols found below the column capital, on the
main shaft are the petals of the lotus flower which also open outwards
along the door frame. On the capital, the most common symbol
is the head of the makara or water demon. In other cases a lotus
flower or a mantra may also be shown. The column capital is one of
the most important sources for tracing the influences of external forces
on the architecture of the Western Himalaya. Alchi for instance, has
ionic capitals with fluted columns which have a clearly Hellenistic origin (Plates 29, 32). The variety of carved decoratioils on the columns
along the niches in both Martand and Avantisvamin temples reveal the
Greek, Byzantine and Central Asian influences that were prevalent in
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Buddhist Kashmir in the 8th and 9th centuries AD. Stylisation didnot simply mean painted or carved decoration, it also meant more
elaborate building elements. The simple column and capital developed
into a complex System of a series of capitals placed over the
column. As the desire to build higher and better temples arose, these
featuros developed for functional and symbolic use. The difficulty
of procuring timber ensured that the length of a column was more or
less determined by the availability of timber. Thus, it became a covenient way to raise the internal height of the temple to have an elaborate base and a double or triple capital. The roof structure which is
supported by the columns is a multilayered construction with each layer
closing the gap further so that eventually the gaps are so small that mud
can be laid over and plastered. Gyatsho mentions in his manual:
-

"Atop the lintel (main beam) is a plant called nagaline" and
atop that two levels of woodwork consisting of the lotus and
dharma stack. Ordinary temples may be decorated with twelve
levels of fine architectural woodwork or should a cathedral be
extremely great and elaborate, it may be beautified in the above
fore mentioned way but with a total of sixteen to eighteen tiers
of architectural detaiLWm
Some of the finest recent construction of roofs can be seen at
Ri-dzong in Ladakh (Plates 101, 102). Here, Lombardi poplar columns
and joists have been used for the primary structure and the secondary
and tertiary structures have been constructed out of willow branches.
There is very little reliance placed on sawn planking which has to be
imported. Where the roof construction has not been carefully done or
has shown signs of deterioration, it is common to hang a printed
cotton sheet suspended from inside, under the beams, to catch the fine
debris that keeps dropping down when people walk about on the
upper side. The extremely dry climate of the region has enabled the
local architecture to have flat roofs with simple mud plastered terracing over it. During the winter the inhabitants clear the snow off the
roof as it accumulates, not only because the roofs cannot stand the
additional load of heavy snow but also, so that on a sunny day, when
the snow melts the water should not seep into the roof structure. For
this purpose, it is common to find in Ladakh and Spiti those enormous
wooden 'lollipops' which are used to push the snow off the roof.
Balconies are generally shallow, consisting of floor joists cantilevered outwards and sometimes supported from below by a series of
capitals or brackets cantilevered from the wall. The parapet, a wooden
frame or sometimes a mud wall may get connected by long upright
supports which hold up the, roof in the form of a canopy.
- -
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They are used on the main facade to lend the building importance.
and are usually covered with a roof as is the case with the balconies
of Leh and Shey palaces. As a feature it is not confined to vernacular
architecture but is also found on temple and monastery buildings (Plate
59). Shashur monastery in Lahoul has a rather elaborate balcony which
is supported by unusual brackets which have been done in the Chinese
style (Plate 131).

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL PLASTERING AND DECORATION
The external plastering of walls is common but not inevitable.
In Lahoul, for instance, the houses of the rich and the temples and
monasteries which have stone walls are usually plastered with a thick
coat of mud. But local village houses belonging to the poor are
often left unplastered. Mud for plastering may not be easily available
and is generally better clay than the local mud used for mortar. In
the case of Tayul monastery, the mud for plastering was brought from
a distant river bed and it has a high content of mica which gives the
building a rare luminosity (Plate 156). Where the walls are made in
in-situ stamped mud, very often the plastering is left out as in the case
of Tanjur monastery in Spiti ( Plate 141 ) where the mud courses
can easily be seen. In other cases such as at Kye monastery, the whole
complex is plastered over. The mud used for plastering needs to have
a rich clay cmtent so that it does not crack on drying but provides
a continuous membrane of protection from the wind erosion and wind
swept snow. The plastering is done by hand and trowels are not used
because the mud wall has a rough and irregular surface that can readily be plastered with mud. The final rub down of the mud plaster
is done with a wet hand to get a slippery smooth surface on the wall.
It is very common to mix the chaff of barley stems in mud plaster
after it has decomposed. Internal plastering too its done in the same
way except on surfaces where murals are to be painted where additional
surface preparation is required (See Chapter 6). Mud craft is not as
well developed as one would suppose in such a region and the art
of pottery is very rarely found. In Ladakh, for instance, the village of
Likir is one of the few villages that has a tradition of pottery although
the earlier images if the deities which adorned the temples of Rin-chen
Zang-po were constructed in the stucco style which was extremely common in Gandhara.

PAINTING and DECORATION
PAINTING AND DECORATION
Most of the decoration of religious rooms and buildings in a
temple monastery or private home, consist of mural paintings and coloured stucco statues. Apart from the decoration on the walls and ceilings there are also numerous objects of worship including the banner
paintings known as thang-khas. The murals are usually contained within a series of rainbow bands that are painted horizontally above and
below the murals. Where the walls are simply mud plastered, plain
colours or floral decorations are not uncommon. This painting of images on the walls of the temple rooms, both in the entrance porch and
within the inner sanctum is highly symbolic. The architectural elements
are inextricably bound up with the illustrations and the colours that
are applied onto them. To discuss the painted symbols and images
and their meaning is synonymous with discussing the architecture. The
mere representation of a mandala in three dimensional form as a Lhakhang, is in itself, a poweful link between building, symbolism and the
Buddhist philosophy centering on the achievement of n i r v h . The single
most important aspect of Tibetan architecure is the presence of the
painted and moulded image inside the Lha-khang. The evocation of the
mystical atmosphere of a Tibetan painting is not the creation of the
painter's mind. The painted image does not seek to represent the fancy
of the painter nor his own interpretation of events or experiences.
It is a record of visions, mystical experiences and teachings of Indian
Zciryas and Tibetan monks who have laid them down in the texts. All
the paintings and indeed all the contents of the Tibetan temple are
concerned with the triple aspect of man's existence - life, death and after life. They represent, symbolically and visually, the spiritual planes
of man's existence as interpreted by the various lineage of great Buddhist teachers. It is therefore imperative for the Tibetan painters to comply to the rigid rules of geometry, iconography and colour which arr
elaborately described in the texts.
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To discuss Tibetan painting is, ofcourse, to dwell upon its role
in the service of the Buddhist religion which has wholly dominated
its content. Tibetan painting began by followi~gIndian Buddhist styles
and techniques used for the portrayal of the representation of the Buddhist Pantheon which was wholly absorbed by Tibet and subsequently
greatly enlarged upon. In form it still follows the original Indian pattern of being symmetrical in arrangement with the main divinity painted in the centre on a larger scale. It is very likely, however, that the
common practice of representing the central figure as a monk or teacher rather than a divinity, is of Tibetan origin. This change probably
occured when the Tibetans represented their deep reverence for some of
the Indian iiciiryas who had gone to Tibet such as Padmasambhava, A&
and others. When however such a revered teacher is represented, the
relationships of the subject with a divinity is clearly establi shed by a
number of devices. The most common one is to represent the concerned divinity in a smaller image above the lama. Alternatively the lama
may hold, or have about him, symbols which link him to specific
deities of the pantheon. The general name given to Tibetan paintings
(both murals and thang-kha) is zing-kams. which literally means "realm"
(kqetra) and implies the sharing of the realm of Buddha. Paintings
also have a functional name which is thong-'grol which translates as
"liberation through sight" implying, that the person viewing the painting
(and ofcourse comprehending it) will be "liberated" through his vision
of the spectacle. The role of painting in this process of "liberation"
is simply to act as an aid to enlightenment. Functionally, the paintings
are performing the equivalent function of a diagram in a science book
which visually explains a theoretical solution. Hence the figures represented in the paintings are not bodies or even representations of these bodiies, but rather 'essences' which have embodied themselves, within the
line. which define their form, on the illustration. The drawn line, by
following the prescribed path, describe a figure which is 'cut out of the
void.' Ideally, ofcourse, the artist should, through meditation, arrive at
the plane of experience which will put him directly in touch with the
deity before, during and after the painting process. Thus, the two fundamental principles which are utilized to conceive a Tibetan painting are
evocation and line.
Most Tibetan painters are laymen according to Tucci" though
one has more often come across monks who have received the basic
training in painting and are entrusted with the work of decorating
the temples (Plate 162). The training used to be long and intensive.
Painting is considered one of the branches of knowledge dealing with
the intellect together with grammer, rhetoric and mathematics. The
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artist, as a boy is usually apprenticed at the age of about eight and
then undertakes basic training for three years. He then joins the studio
of a master and works under his guidance for a further period of
eight years. Under the master he is expected to learn about the use
and control of colours, particularly the important ones relating to the
sky, fire, and vegetation. He is required to do endless exercises on his
chalk painted board on eye expression, hair styles, ears, hands, feet,
proportions and all the other features of the face which are required
to be represented in a painting. When the training with the Master
has finished, the trainee can launch out on his own and take commissions. Painters did, however, move from place to place because much
of their work had consisted of painting murals on temple walls. Rinchen Zang-po had with him painters from Kashmir who travelled about
with him, illuminating the walls of the temples that he was organising
and building. It is this tremendous capacity to travel that Tibetan painters had that has led to the diffusion of styles which is broadiy represented by Ti betan paintings to-day .
The fundamentals of painting, throughout the training period of
the painter, centre upon the thang-kha. The Tibetan scroll pain ing is
called thang-kha or thun-suk or sku-thang and literally mans "rolled
up". It is always rolled up to carry or store away in the temple and
it is important, from the liturgical point of view, that the thang-kha
is correctly rolled up. It should always be rolled up from the bottom
to the top along the path, if one is 'to avoid committing a "grave sin".
As an art form, the thang-kha was borrowed directly from India where
the corresponding representation was the pata which was used by the
wandering story tellers who used to move from village to village
carrying this pata rolled up. It was usual for the story teller to gather
a crowd about him in a public place and the unrolled pata, which hung
behind him, announced his presence. The para illustrated the incidents
in the story and its surface was freely interwoven with figures and landscapes. The most significant patas were used to spread the teachings
of Buddha and it was a work of great accumulating merit for the teacher to wander and preach the doctrine by relating incidents in
the Buddha's life. The early wandering almsmen who were the earliest
teachers of Buddhism, before the saigha had settled down to a monastic
life, had adapted the pata for their own use to preach the dharma.
The impact, on a largely illiterate audience communicating the story
through illustrations, was tremendous and the origins of the symbols
used to represent Buddha that are found in the earlier Hiniiyiina centres
at Bahrut and Amarvati probably go back to these patas.
The painting on these patas, as an indentifiable style, goes back
to the 8th and 9th centuries AD, originating during the art of the
renaissance which the Guptas patronised. The Buddhist mah5viharar,
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which were thriving during this peroid, were certainly centres of creative
religious art in the service of Buddhism, and systematic methods of
teaching and painting, which were later to be ta'ken by the Tibetans, were
responsible for the emergence of an indentifiable style. The most powerful of the identifiable styles was much earlier and belonged to the Ajanta period and this was later mixed with the regional styles of Kashmir
and South India. In Nepal and Bengal too the Pala and Sena patronage had produced an identifiable regional style. The early painting
styles that were introduced to ,Tibet emerged from these regional styles,
particularly those of Kas h mir and Nepal. The tremendous cultural
impact that the monasteries founded by Rin-chen Zang-po had was difficult
to match. His leadership and the craftsmen brought from Kashmir produced, in the Westeern Himalaya, an identifiable style which Tuccib9
called the "Gu-ge School". This school of painting was wholly free from
Chinese influences which were to begin entering Tibetan paintings much
later in the 17th and 18th centuries. As long as the Indian and
Nepalese centres of Buddhism continued to flourish, the Tibetan
patrons could meet their requirements of tang-kha and figures from
Indian craftsmen. Both casting and painting were totally new activities
for the Tibetans and they took great pains to learn the crafts in
a meticlulous manner from their Indian teachers. The collapse of
Buddhism in India cut off this link and the Tibetans were left more or
less on their own to develop what had already been imbibed from
India. Tibet was invaded in 1706 AD by Lha-bzang of Mongolia with
the full blessings of the the then Manchu emperor at Peking. This
invasion brought central Tibet into much closer contact with Peking
than had been the case earlier. As the contacts between the Manchu
court and Tibetan court intensified, the cross currents of cultural influence began to take effect. Apart from influencing the dress and food,
Chinese influence was felt in the painting styles too. China had a very
rich heritage of painting too and it was natural that when the Tibetans,
who had been cut off from their Indian sources for over four hundred
years, should absorb readily from the Chinese. Particularly noticeable
in the early thang-khas showing Chinese influence, was the revolutionary
change that took place in the conception of the landscapes portrayed
in them. The cliffs, stylised trees, clouds whirls, flames and portrayals
of animals were quickly absorbed from Chinese styles. The Indian conception of landscape had been comparatively more rigid with a symmetrical arrangement of smaller figures around the central one. Under
Chinese influence, painters began to arrange a free unfolding of events.
Although the Indian tradition of the largest figure being the central one
continued, the lines became more stylised and graceful, the pose of the
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figure more dynamic and animated. Greater attention began to be given
to the painting of the facial details like hair, eyes and expressions. Tuoci
has called the school of painting which crystallised in Lhasa, as a
result of the Chinese connection, the Tsang School although othersw
have identified two clear schools - the north-eastern school centred in
the province of Dorge with predominantly Chinese influence and the
south-eastern school centred in Shigatse and Tashi Lunpo which had
predominantly Indian influence. In fact, any clear identification of schools is an extremely difficult and hazardous process. Tibetan painting
is impossible to relate to any chronological sequence or event in history
unless specific references are found on the painting or elsewhere. Not
only is it anonymous, but also subject to rigid cannons that prevent
any pure style to take over. There are, of course, some examples of
arhats being represented in a purely Chinese conception with a three
quarter view of the figure who is not located in the centre of the
painting either. Kye monastery in Spiti has a fine set of these arhat
thang-khas woven in the tapestry workshops in Peking in the last
century. But these are clearly purely Chinese representations of Buddhist
figures and this particular set at Kye does not have any identifiable
Tibetan features. The network of trade and pilgrimage routes that
criss-crossed the entire southern plateau of Tibet helped painters travel
from monastery to monastery so that no opportunity was ever given
to any particular area, to consolidate and develop a so called recognisable regional style of painting. Certainly, there is a clear stylistic difference between the earlier Gu-ge style which had no Chinese influence
and the later period when Chinese influence is clearly discernable, but
whether one can distinguish concurrent regional styles whithin the overall
Tibetan framework is a difficult question to answer.

THE PREPARATION OF THE THANG-KHA
Typical of the cannonical directions of the great Indian religions,
the Buddhist cannons stipulated very precisely the whole business of
making a thang-kha. The instructions were not confined to the definition of the subject matter of the painting alone. The thang-kha is to
be painted on coarse linen or cotton which has been cut in the proportion 4:8 or 2:5. The required size of the fabric is washed and dried
and then four separate bamboo struts are sewn with a coarse thread,
to the edges of the cloth. The cloth, with the bamboo struts, is then
stretched onto a wooden frame which is already constructed, with the aid
of a coarse string that is threaded between the struts and frame (fig 30).
The cotton is then treated with base lime, a whiting mixture mixed with
animal glue and rubbed into the fabric with the help of a rag. While
--

------
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the primed cloth is wet with this application, it is stretched further by
tightening the coarse string which is pulling the struts outwards towards
the frame. The ,prepared surface is then allowed to dry for a while
longer and then placed on a flat hard surface and polished vigorously
with a smooth stone or sea shell or even with a broken piece of crockery. This rubbing procedure is aimed at compressing the whiting
which is repeated till the painted surface is even and smooth. The
number of applications of whiting depends upon the coarseness of the
cloth. The test for the finish of the priming is to hold the cloth up
against the sun to ensure that there are no perforations in the surface
and that the linen diffuses the sunlight evenly. If there are uneven
patches of light then the application and polishing is repeated.

30. The tang-kha. Prepared for painting

SER- PO

and yell

31 . The tang-kha Completed
The preparation of wall surfaces to take the murals is also done in a
meticulous manner. Slaked lime is soaked in water for a week and then
mixed with two portions of sand and then ground to a paste. The
application which consists of thin layers, upto a thickness of an eighth
of an inch, is put on with a trowel. The final coat which receives the
paint is applied over this coarse application and consists of fine slaked
lime which has been soaked in water for many months. The mixture is
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strained through muslin (sometimes yoghurt in the proportion 1:80 is
added) a couple of times and then applied onto the wall surface. After
the applications is dry, the surface is rubbed vigorously with a smooth
river stone or shell and the painting commenced (Plate 165).
Before the lines of the images are drawn on the thang-kha,
the canvas is "centered". This process of centering has symbolical meaning as well as a geometrical necessity. It is important to determine
the diagonals the central vertical line and the central horizontal line.
These basic reference lines are essential for every composition and may
be drawn on the reverse side of the prepared surface. The lines are
drawn in the following manner:
1) The diagonals are marked with a string loaded with coloured
powder. Tt is stretched between diagonally opposite corners of the
canvas, and held tight under the thumbs. The painter then draws the
frame up to hi5 face, grips the middle portion of the string between
his lips and pulls it, as in a bow string, and lets it go suddenly. The
'twang' of the string causes a line of dry powder to be released onto
the primed surface. With the marking of the two diagonals in this
way, the central point of the canvas is fixed.
2) A large circle is then defined with a compass (Plate 49) from
the central point. Traditionally this compass is made from a split bamboo
or from a straight piece of wood which allows a marker and a point
to slide up and down its length.
3) The circle now cuts the diagonals at four points which are
then used as centres to define intersecting arches outside the circle.

4) The vertical and horizontal lines are then drawn to meet opposite intersecting arcs.

5) The point of the compass is then pushed through the canvas,
from the rear to the four outer extremes of the lines drawn in 4 above.
These perforations are then used as guide points to transfer the horizontal and vertical lines to the surface which is to be painted. The
front of the surface thus appears with two crossed lines linked by the
perforations and the geometric process of arriving at them remains at
the back of the surface to be erased out later.
The vertical line is of deep symbolical meaning. It is the Bhrama
line of the Hindus which the Tibetans call tshan-thing. It is the axis
of life and considered the cosmos around which the universe revolves.
In the physical world, this line is the spinal column which contains the
centres of experience which rise up from the genitals (the centre of
samsaric life) to the forehead (the centre of realisation). The vertical
line thereby seeks to link the cosmos to the individual. The horizontal
line governs the proportion of the figure according to the cardinal rule
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that the height of the body is equal to the distance between the two
extended arms. Geometrically it defines a square containing the circk
and reminds one of Leonardo da Vinci's famous drawing.
The artist sits on the floor while painting (Plate 165) and holds
the easel frame on his knees while his disciples sit around him mixing
colours and listening to his teaching. They can really be regarded as
disciples more than apprentices because the young novices used to live
with the painter and also attended to his other needs such as helping
in house chores and running errands.
Where figures and motifs are to be repeatedly painted on a large
thang-kha or mural, the drawing method is altered to suit the needs
of mass production. Use is made of a stencil which is simply the required line drawn on a piece of paper which is perforated with pinholes along all the lines. This paper is then held up against the surface which is to receive the image and rubbed over with coloured powder or coal dust. This dust penetrates the pin holes and thereby transfers the dotted image onto the wall or canvas. The dots are immediately connected through with an ink line to obtain the outline of the
figure or motif. No doubt that many of the murals in Alchi Cho-'skor
which are repetitive (for instance the thousand Buddhas on the ground
floor the Sum-tsek) were drafted on by using various stencils. One
has also come across cases where the monks of a monastery have borrowed a stencil from a painter because they did not trust their ability
to draft well, but thought that their capacity to apply paint was at an
acceptable level (Plate XII). If the rules of painting are followed closely, the painting process is linked inextricably to religious ceremony.
"The ceremonies to be observed are most numerous and various; there are certain days proper for the commencement of a
particular picture, and others again on which alone the eyes are
to be painted, these being considered the most important part of
the whole picture; besides which during the various stages of
progress of each picture other ceremonies and prayers are requisite. Thus, benedictory ceremonies have to be performed immediately after the entire completion of the image, in order that
in the meantime no malignant spirit (which beings are considered
to be always on the watch to do mischief to man) may take
possession of it whereby the prayers would be rendered utterly
valuele~s."~

THE COLOURS:
Tucci specifies that there are six predominant or pure colours
from which the range of the Tibetan palette is composed thus:
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1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Indigo.
Green.
Red.
Yellow.
Vermillion.
White.

extracted from the plant.
extracted from Vitrol.
extracted from the earth.
extracted from arsenic.
extracted from carmine.
which is simply a whiting or lime.

In addition there is gold powder. But this uniformity is not found
everywhere and there is no definitive list of colours. Professor Raghu
Vira has given a list of colours and their sources which he had noted
in Lhasa:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Blue and green was extracted from some mineral rocks around Lhasa.
Yellow was extracted from utapal lohis.
Reds were extracted from the oxides of mercury.
Vermillion came ready prepared from India.
Gold powder came from Nepal.
Black was made from crushed pinewood which has been burnt.
Blue was made from the crushed lapis lazuli stone which came
from Persia and India.
8) Indigo came from India where it was extracted from the Niti plant.

There are no hard and fast rules. One had the opportunity to
study the whole process with an excellent Tibetan painter called Nwang
Dorje who now lives in India. There is little doubt that he is one of
the finest painters of the Tibetan tradition alive and he had spent his
early years in Lhasa studying the art since childhood. Plates 163, 164
show examples of his line work. His descriptions of the colours and
their preparation is given below:
1) Blue. This is extracted from the ultramarine stone found with
malachite. The stone is ground by rubbing it against a flat stone which
reduces the colour to powder. The powder is then collected and put
into a wooden pestle and pounded with a mortar in a circular action.
Water is then added and the slow mixing of the colour and water continues on and off for a week. At the end of this period, the lightest
blue shade being the finest grain, floats upto the surface from where it
is drained off and dried. The remaining paste is pounded and ground
further to let a darker blue come to the surface which has a coarser
grain than that of the sky blue which was extracted first. The grain
remaining at the bottom of the pestle is ulthmarine.

2) Green. Like the blue, this too is extracted in three shades by
the same process. The stone gives the palest green, a darker green
and the darkest green.
3) Red is extracted from a stone and only gives one colour.
4) Yellow is an ochre and is extracted from a soft stone which
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crumbles in one's hands easily. There is a brighter shade of yellow which
too is extracted from a similar soft stone.

5) Black is lampblack and is scraped off a burnt or smokd
surface.
6) White is whiting.
The traditional binding media for colours in the Indian tradition
was usually gum arabic (babul ki g o d ) made from the fine crystals of
the acacia tree sap. But in Tibet, size is almost exclusively used as it
is an animal extract and readily available whereas the tropical acacia
tree is totally unknown.
To-day Tibetan painters like Nawang Dorje have easy access to
the modern commercially manufactured range of colours, and it was
not surprising to find a Reeves paint box in Dorje's studio although he
still identified the colours in it by their traditional names. He did
however demonstrate an interesting test for proving the 'inferiority' of
these commercial colours. He first dissolved some stone colour with
water and then applied it to his palm. After allowing it to dry, he
wiped it off briskly in one stroke with the palm of his other hand.
All the colour came off immediately and left no trace behind. But
when he repeated the process with the commercial colour, despite continuous rubbings, a light stain remained on his skin showing clearly
how the skin had absorbed the colour. Dorje's brushes were a mixture
of the traditional hollowed pine twigs with rabbit or goat hair,
Chinese bamboo stem brushes and modern sable brushes and he used
all three types although he seemed to prefer th e fine sable brushes for
the intricate details involving hair and eyes.

THE PROPORTION SYSTEM
The Tibetan proportion system which governs the ratio of all
drawings and figures had been imported wholly from India.
Indigenous Chinese painting was primarily free from mathematical
proportions and thus the Indian iconometrical system survived intact
in Tibet. The two basic units of measurement applied in the Indian
system were angula or finger and tila which is the span of the hand
or the distance between the tips of the thumb and the forefinger of
the open hand with outstretched fingers. The tZla was divided into
twelve angulas. In the composition of large statues or paintings, the
larger unit of navatala or nine talus was used thus introducing a discipline on the extended use of the smaller unit. A standing figure is
composed of nine tlilas and the numerical nine is a symbolical link
between the structure of the universe and the body of men so that the
divisions and proportions link up the structure of the universe to the
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body of man. The mathematical divisions were aimed at providing a
link between the precise geometry of the universe and the body of man
which seemingly has no apparent geometrical discipline. The fundamental principle followed is that the universe at the macro-level is in essence condensed in man at the micro-level, nirviina then becomes the
"blowing out" of the micro-universe into the macro-universe. The Tibetans used the proportional systems which were being used all over
India for iconometric purposes. Some modifications were carried out,
particularly in the case where images of deities outside the Indian
pantheon had to be made. The angula is known as sor-mo in Tibetan
and the tiila as cha-chen or thal-mo. According to the notes kept by
Dorje, the following is a very common proportional system used for the
representation of the seated Buddha:

VERTICAL DIVISION:
Top knot of Buddha
Hair
Face
Neck
Chest
Abdomen
Naval to gentials
Genitals to throne

+

(4 4)
(4+ 4)

TOTAL

HORIZONTAL DIVISION:
Taken from the centre line upto the edge:
Centre of face to armpit
(4 2)
Armpit to elbow
Elbow to edge of crossed knee

+

Total width of figures.. .

12 Sor-mo.
6
8
26

52 or-mo.

Tucci has indicated other proportional system in his work and 11as given
six groups of proportions for various images thus:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Deified lamas
Yidam or tutelary gods
Buddhas
Boddhisatt va
Dharmapala
Lokpala and local gods

125 Sor-mo.
108
125
120
96
120
99
99

99

99

99

The canonical directions are not universal or rigid and a number
of parallel proportion systems function in close proximity to each other
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and the artist may choose from them according to his preferences.
Although the conceptualisation of the figures is laid down in the
texts, the artist has certain freedom to create inventive landscapes which
fill the painting between the figures. His conception of cliffs, waterfalls,
lotus flowers, animals, clouds and flames is often part of his own world.
The murals and thang-khas and metal or stucco images are the most
important iconographical elements of the temple (Plate 175) but the
painter's role always extends beyond these functions and he has been
required to extend his work onto the architectural elements. Thus columns are often decorated with a lotus petal pattern surmounted by the
makara (Plates 180, 181), the lintels of doors and windows have floral
decorations and the ceilings, particularly in the earlier temples, were
profusely painted (Plate VII).

POSTSCRIPT
The Buddhist culture of the Western Himalaya, like any other,
is a part of history and hence involved in the constant process of
change. Those who want to seal off this region and preserve the old
ways of life, ignore the revolution of rising expectations that post colonialism has brought to India. No country which is in the grip of the
process of modernisation can afford to seal off regions, within its boundaries, to prevent change from occurring. To-day Ladakh, Spiti and
Lahoul are connected to the plains of India with broad roads which
serve both economic and defence purposes. The changes that this opening up has brought to this area are profound and inevitable and the
speed of decline of Buddhism, as an active force in the lives of the
people, has increased. The monasteries, once the administrative and cultural centres, are fast becoming museums with skeleton teams of monks
whose level of learning in the ancient scriptures has almost vanished.
Yet one cannot afford to watch what is going on under the eyes of the
authorities. The opening of this region has brought with it the pirates
of antiques who are involved in large scale smuggling operations aimed
at selling removable antiques from the monasteries to collectors in
India and abroad. Ladakh is to-day one of the richest sources of Buddhist antiques in the world and it is not a coincidence that Phiyang
monastery has already begun to thin out its rich collection of bronzes
from Kashmir.
It will be difficult to over-emphasize the historical importanoe of
the Buddhist monasteries of the Western Himalaya. The ones of the
earlier period are important for archaeological and historical reasons
because they are the only surviving Buddhist structures that India posses. The eclipse of the Buddhist centres of learning was so complete
in India that not a single Buddhist manuscript has ever been excavated
from the ruins. Nalanda and Odantapura were razed in 1198, Vikramasila in 1235 and Jagaddala in 1207 and all the monks who fled,
took with them the remaining texts and manuscripts. These have been
hidden so effectively that they have not been discovered till to-day and
China and Tibet have, so far, been the chief sources for Buddhist scriptures that originated in India. This makes it imperative to preserve
the murals, texts and objects of worship which remain in the Western
Himalayan Monasteries because they alone testify to the powerful
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cultural links that existed between the Buddhist centres in India and the
entire Tibetan world. The cultural heritage of Buddhist India now lies
in this region and unless it is systematically tabulated in every one of
its aspects, it will be too late to 1.revent the plunder which is already
well underway. Apart from this, the climate of this area too is changing
and ~nprecedented floods and rains have brought their own share of
havoc on the mud structures. At Alchi, for instance, rains in the last
few years have already destroyed parts of the murals which were seen
intact in 1971. Tabo too has had a severeearthquake which has caused
a number of cracks in the mud walls of the temples. Added to
the antique thefts and climatic havoc, the monks too have added their
share of destruction by demolitions ( P l ~ f s174) and the repainting of
murals (Plate XII). Unfortunately the impcrtance of the preservation of
ancient timber and mud structures has not been fully realised by th~e
archaeologists and the meagre funds set aside for this work in Ladakh
will more or less ensure that natural and man made destruction is carried
to a point of no return. It is almost unbelievable to see, in this day
and age, that at Alchi one of the most unique structures in the
world, the temples that are beginning to crack, the murals flake away
and the mud walls bulge dangerously close to collapse. At Tabo these
forces have already taken their toll and the Sug Lha-khang alone stands
today as the only structure that is more or less intact since its original
conception.

It has been the intention of this study to identify the architectural and artistic heritage of this region which must be tabulated and
preserved before it dissolves into the dust as did Harwan and Parihaspura in Kashmir and all the centres of learning in Central India.

APPENDIX

THE LOCATION O F IMPORTANT MONASTERIES I N LADAKH

Name of the
Monastery
Alchi Chos-'khor
Anle
Bardun
Basgo
Chendey
Chigtan
Chemur
Deskit
Hemis
Karsha
Lamayuru
Langna
Likir
Lingshet
Mang-gy u
Ma-tro
Nyema
Phiyang
Rangdum
Ri-dzong

Approximate distance from
Approximate
Leh in kilometres
direction from Leh
76
252
250 from Kargil
48
48
184

220
126
35

200 from Kargil
124
190
62
188
82

25
192
10
140 from Kargil
70

W
E
SE of Kargil
W
E
W
S
N

SE
SE of Kargil

w
SE
W
SW
W
SE
SE
W

SE of Kargil
W
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1. The S p i t i river a t Kaza.

2. The v i l l a g e of Dhankar, ancient capital of S p i t i .
are located on top.

The old fortress and monastery

3. The pastures f o r the c a t t l e a r e generally located on slopes of t h e passes above
8 e r e t h e nomads p i t c h t h e i r t e n t s and spend t h e summer collecting
the tree-line.
b u t t e r from t h e r i c h milk of Yak. These grasslands a l s o feed t h e herd of horses
which Rangdum monastery owns and uses t o transport i t s own share of t h e grain from
t h e surrounding v i l l a g e s . Penei La.

4. Route down I n t o Suru valley from Pensi La.
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15. Ruined choten a t Basgo claimed t o have been b u i l t by Rin-chen bzang-po.
p l a t e 24 f o r a similar structure a t Alchi.

See

16. The Yak i s the most sure-footed beast of burden i n the rocky landscape of ladakh
It Cransports both men and materials across enormous distances.

17. P r i m o ~ iture i s s t i l l prevalent i n v i l l a g e s o c i e t y i n Zangskar. The e l d e s t son
inherits a l l the land including t h e family house. H i s younger brothers may go t o the
monastery t o become monks. H i s parents leave t o build themselves a house outside the
village.

18. Zangskar v i l l a g e r s a t Padam doing a f o l k dance.

I

22. Sum-tsek, the three tiered temple a t Alchi Chos'kor.

23. Alchi Chos ?kor.
porch.

-:. .
Lotsawa Lha-khang and Manjusri 'iha-k&ng entrance, doorway and
# - .: -..
...

,

-

-

24. Entrance Choten 3 ( s e e p l a n ) . A l c h i .

25. Alchi. Detail of wooden colum c a p i t a l i n
entrance porch of Lotsawa Lha-khang.

26. D e t a i l s of -den
columns o u t s i d e
Manjusri Lha-kahng
I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of
f i g u r e s on t h e c a p i t a l i s d i f f i c u l t but
could p o s s i b l y be Manjusri i n t h e same
a s p e c t as t h e l a r g e f i g u r e i n t h e Sum-tse

.

27. D e t a i l s of wooden columns o u t s i d e
Manjusri Lha-khaq.
I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of t
f i g u r e s on tpe c a p i t a l i s ' d i f f i c u l t b u t
could p o s s i b l y t h e Manjusri i n the same
a s p e c t as t h e l a r g e f i g u r e i n the Sum-tse

28, Alchi. Detail of wood work 111 the ontrnnca porclz of Sum-reek. The t r i f o l i a t a d
arch ro colmon i n rlre wood work at: Alclzl can eleo ba Bean i n atonla e t the Marrnnd
Tampla i n Kerhmir built by trlitedityar-Mitkr~~nldu.

- -

29, batall of aolumn o8udraZ $n antranor poruh o f hrh Palaor,

-

--

-

30. A1 c h i . ICnl m n c ~cloorway i n t o '1)u-kliong.
f i v e Uuddllaa w i t h Valrclcn~usi n tlre cmntre.

Directly over tlro apotring aro tlr*

31. Alchi. V i e w looking down f r o m the upper l e v e l i n the Sum-tsek. Corner of walls
2 and 1 (see Plan).

32. Alchi. Column and c e i l i n g i n Sum-tsek.
In the background i s wall 1.
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i.

Wa41 2.

Central f'igure of eleven headed Avalokiteiwara above the stucco image of Avalokitesvara.

Mahdalas of Vairocana on ,either side.

P

8. Alch$..

Wall 3.

Entrance doorway with figure of MahikXla above and four mandala..

36. Alchi.

Wall 3.

Central figure of PrajnZpHramitZ above the stucco image of Manjusri.

!Cwo Mandalas of Vairocana on either side.

~ i v g n i t yon w.11 4 of uppas IsvaiZ in sum-trek, m a of tha 24 ~ ~ g u t eof
a thm aukat
airooaitr Mclndrla on tha right rid. ef! .PrajnPphmit& tha &&&y pa~foationof wdrdom. ,

1'

38. Alcht!

Ceiling panel In Sum-trek lower

L~VOI.

191 Alchi.

On. of the attondmt doitiea below tho irn8.p. of ~ r 8 ~ n a ~ k i dn ttha
i L o t a m Lha-h
Z C
tho door.
i

41, Alchi.

Imago i n Lha-khmg Born holdinp up

A

va8o.

42, Tabo. View towards rearof Brom-eton Lha-khang and Byams pa$ Lha-khang from karByun. (See flan)

.

43, T a b ~ V
~iLw sf s i d e of Tau Lha-Wng.

44. Tabo.

Entrance of leading t o Byams P a i Lha-khang.

45. Tabo.

Vsew of ~ r m e t o n&ha- khaq

-

1

48 & 49. Tabo. Internal murals inside the Kar Byun temple. Plate 48 shows image of eakya
muni with h i s two favourite disciples Maudgalyayana and Sariputra on either side of him.

Rela; side of Lha-Lun temple showing covered circumambulation passage around the
!
perimeter of the Lha-khang.

51. Front view of the Lha-Lun temple showing added portions after ~huttleworth's
v i a i t i n 1924.

52. Senge-Sgang the old temple a t Lamayuru. Original colum capital on a recently
made column. Clearly the structure has been renewed and only the capital has survived.

mi!

54. Sene-Sgang.

Image of Vnirocana going back to the origin6 of the temple which
~ang-po.

has aosociatiom with Bin-chen

55, SengcSgrmg, This detail of the timber frame around the entrance door is much
rhplrr than anything sewn a t Alchi or Tabo,

59. Entrances to the two main Du-khangs of Hemis viewed from the portico leeding into
the front court.

60. Hemi s .

Himalaya.

The court, a common feature of a l l large monasteries i n the Western
The f e s t i v a l s and dance known a s cham takes place i n t h i s courtyard.

61. View of Hede monastery from the top of the h i l l ehowing the multilevel roof e of
thie complex building.

62. Hemie. Entrance porch of Tahoge-khang. Freecoe ehm thr eight auepicioue
kubleme, and two .6f the guardian klnga ~ifipZkahaand VirZdhaka.

65. Hemis.

Roof of ~ & o ~ s - k h a showing
n~
the timber structure.

--

---

--_~
66. Hems. Image of Stag-tshang Rae-pa i n the centre with a silver c h o t e n - h a u e S n &-._
---*
his relics.
".
-.
- -- - - --

-

-

-

67. Stucco image of the Lama Shambhunath in the Lha-khang Nying-pa at Hemis Monastery.

70. View of Tiktse monastery with temple rooms a t the highest level.

71. Tiktse. Entrance porch of Gon-khaag. Mural show8 guardian U u ~ Mta-ehtra
s
and Kuvera add also symboLs of dkitlee houeed w i t h i n t b temple row. The~eare
' .
shown painted over me doornay.

72. Tiktse. Entrance porch of main 'Du-khang. Mzral showing
wheel of l i f e (Bhavachakra) f rcm which Avalokitesvara liberates.

73.

Central court a t Tiktse showing raised platform w h e r e
the reincarnate lama sits during festival celebrations.
Central image of Sakyarrmni with txm d i s c i p l e s .
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75 & 76. Two views of Spituk showing cfibten entrance gate.

79, Inokiry up towards rhr monht hour- i n Spituk.
b&ltHxQ.

A fine int.gr.tion of rock .ad

80. Spituk.

Win court seen from above. Hury of tha larger umnaatuiea built an
rock outcrops m
n
w to create functional spaces in ~ s l b locations.
l ~

-

81. Ceneral view Phipang monastery.

87- Phi~ang*Kanjur

88. Phiyang.

Library i n mnjur Lha Khang.

Tanjur Library i n Du-Khang

ear-pa.

89 and 90.Colum capitals i n Thiyang. I t is not always possible to maintain a
high level of decorative paintings on the newer construction (plate 88).

93. h ~ k i r . Elaborately decorated l i n t e l of doorway showing a number of lotus
flowers i n different colours.

94. Likir.

A plain but impressive capital decorated v i t h Yiag-yang motif*
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97. Ri-dmng.

General view of monastery which i s a recently built one.

98. Carved lo den book cover a t Rmgdtm mpametetp ia Zang8k.r.
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103 and 104. General views of the Lamayuru monastery complex.

107. General view of Rangdum monastery.

- -

108. Rangdum.

Rear of Du-khang showing covered circumambulating passage.

109. Rangdum.

Court and choten outside Du-khang.

110. Rangdum.

Rear court around monks' residence.

I

111. Rangdum.

Entrance porch of 'Du-khang with Lamas at their mid-day meal.

112. Detail from an old Kakfiimiri tkg-kha

.

a t Rangdum ;Ln Zangskar

.

i15. and 116. General views of Bardun monastery i n Zangs~ar

117. General view of Kye monastery and village. Society wae divided between the
educated e l i t e of monke whose power emanated from the monartary, and the farmsre
who lived i n the v i l l a g e below.

118. Side view of Kya monartary ah ow in^ lama' housaa a t the lower laval-

.21. Main entrance i n t o Du-khang a t Kye.

22. General view of Karsha monastery i n Zangskar.

123. The young reincarnate of Kye, recruited i n childhood as a sacred born.
has been brought into the seclusion of the monastery and i s being tutored.

He

- -

----

-

-

--

--

124. knks being served tea during their prayers i n the Du-khang at Kye7?-

--

..
. .
- -

-

--

--

- -

127. Unusual column capital a t Kye which has been carved recently.

131. Timber balcony outside Shashur at first floor level.

132. Shasbur.

Circumambulating passage with mani wheels around the Du-khang.
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135. View of Du-khang above Leh town located near the
fortress.

136. Decorated timber work a t Leh Palace.

137. Front view of S a n i monastery showing covered circumambulation paeeage. Note
the guardian l i o n s i n s e t i n t o t h e corner of t h e building. For d e t a i l s e e p l a t e 143.

138. Rear view of S a n i showing t h e unusual Qnika choten. The monastery has aseoc i a t i o n s with NBropa. Note the curious c i r c u l a r s t r u c t u r e protruding beyond t h e
coveted circumambulating paasage which could have bsen c i r c u l a r towers a t one time.

140. Wmt!Iur,

V&rw of %-'a

burr a r m from tho courtyard,

141. Window wall of Tanjur rrhowing how i t h r been conrtructed in ruccerrive courrrr
of i l r r i t u mud, a vary common mode of conrtruction i n both Lmdrkh mnd B p i t i .

l.42, Tanjur. mtranca rtrpr from courtyard loading into the Dulkhmg.
khmn i r on tho right a~ YOU climb.

The Don-

--

-

-

.45. General view of Dhankar monastery and fort.

The temple room on the l e f t hand
(ide on top contains the renovated mural shown i n colour plate XII

147. General view of Pin coaplex.

Much of it hets been very recently rebuilt.

148. Itear view of Jo Wo Lha-khang a t Pin.

149. View from court looking towards entrance door of Maning Lha-khang i n Lahou~.

150. Side view of Man*

showing construction an a steep elope.

151. View of abandoned monks ' c e l l attached to main Lha-khang a t Gondla.

--

152. Man%
Detail of entrance doorway showing how a wide l i n t e l i s necessary f a y - T5
mud cozistruotion. This l i n t e l can a t times be very elaborately b u i l t and_paid-1=--+5
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153 and 154. General view of Guru Chantal Lha-khang i n Lahoul showing rear and front
views. The s l a t e pagoda roof and the carved wood-work here are very unusual.

U6. General view of T a p 1 monastery in Lahoul.
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160. Tayul.

Large Padmasambhava image in Dutkhang with the canonical library behind.

161. Teyul.

&ini wheele fixed into side walls of circumambulating paasalp%=
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163. The line of the painting
-or mural cuts into the void and
extracts frum it the 'essence' ~ N c his the vieible form.
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174. The building and dew--:ion o- -emplee i e a perpetual process t h a t h i e
been continuing f o r centuries. Here a temple i e being knocked down f o r rebuilding. Many valuable murals have dieappeared i n t o the dust i n t h i e way.
Lamayuru i n Ladakh,

175. Tibetan workshop a t Dharwala, A e i l v e r image of standing eleven-headed
Avalokitesvara i s i n the proceee of aesembly, Note the drawing hanging i n the
corner; i t determines $he proportions.

-

-

178. Partition wall of woven willow branches and mud plaster. Gandhola in Lahoul.

179. Woven willow shuttering for in-situ mud wall construction. As this section of
the wall dries, the shuttering is moved up, and so the process continues. Padam $n
Zangslcar,

80. Shashur.

Timber column capital with makara motif.

31. Similar motif on Mussoorie Lha Bhang .colum. Thie column ie made out of concrete
mnd plaster. Tidaber forms were copied into stone in the earliesit BuddNet rock ~ e a q p h
- --d Cmtral 1ndLr.

-

-

181. Houra undar oon8truation i n Sgiti. Tha tachnipw ot layinl, in-aitu mud urU8 md
punahiry windour out, attarwrrda can clrrrly ba earn. bintala a n oaat b plaor duriw
tha in-ritu proarar ,

l@SILmaa -kt
aun driad wud brink* f o r n p d r work at \tyr mnartrry an &ptti. W
bttoka am wad"8,r nonabruation throu~houtthr Waatarn H i ~ S w a a ,

kz
-

183, W a r i l at thr wnr at W~amwir

186. External view of I&
local houae showing ~ d & r
windows at lower level -t
for cattle and storage.

-

a#?. L&dl hQWh w e . Bdn eatzances to the house,
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188. Private Lha-khang of house owner in Leh.

189. Chensa or Mtchea w h i c h is the large c a t n i l rotm in =st b u s e s Ir, Ladair&%
is the warmest room bemuse k t baa the eoolring stove.

190 add 191. Local house in Aberan <Zangskar). Genere vievs of local lambardar's
house shoving blank w a l l protection from the winter winds which come howl in^ d m the
valley from the Pensi Pass.

192. Local house in Kata ( S p i t i ) .
level.

Rent pierr

8-

cattAe enclosures at

1-r

194. Local house i n Kyelang, Lahoul. Entrance lobby giving access t o upper level.
Note the grain be in^ sacked f o r winter storage.

-

-

-

195. Local house i n Kyelang. Assembly room (Du-khang) outside the p r i v a t e Lh%-khani_tF;
where monks e i t during t h e ceremonies. Some of the l a r g e r houses have very r$c&Ls L y e
decorated temple rooms and elaborate arrangements f o r feeding monks during t h e tl%C8-T=!=
- .they are m l l e d t o r e c i t e prayers.
-

---
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196. Lha Khang for Ladakh scouts, built by the army at Phiyang.

197. Newly conetructed Lha-khang a t Muesoorie.
ture have been f r o ~ e ninto concrete and e t e d .

Already the mud and tlmber atebi€ac=

